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ABSTRACT 
 

This research investigates language use in Linguistic Landscapes (LLs) in an 

urban center of post-Soviet eastern Ukraine. The major focus is on how linguistic, social 

and ideological phenomena are represented in the construction of signs. In the context of 

‘competing’ and ‘coexisting’ national, local and global language ideologies in Ukraine, 

the ‘one state – one language’ official language policy (Ukrainian only) is confronted by 

multilingual language practices with the Ukrainian, Russian and English, and Cyrillic and 

Roman scripts on display. More than 100 pictures of signs were selected from more than 

one thousand photographs, grouped into five categories of signs: banks, electronics 

stores, restaurants, casinos/entertainment, and fashion stores.  

The detailed analyses of the signs for each kind of establishment demonstrated 

revealing differences in the appearance of the languages. Bank signs were almost all in 

Ukrainian, because they are under highly restricted national government regulations. At 

the other extreme, local private clothing store signs used a great deal of Russian as well 

as English and some other languages such as Italian and French, to convey ‘prestige’ and 

‘high fashion’; the other establishment categories mixed Russian, Ukrainian with some 

English. The first generalization is that the official language policy is only partially 

effective in the predominantly Russian-speaking eastern Ukraine: the signs frequently use 

Russian to communicate with customers, and blend in Ukrainian as needed officially. 

The genetic closeness of Ukrainian and Russian allows a linguistic phenomenon 

in the signs to reconcile the languages together, ‘bivalency’. Bivalency refers to shared 

linguistic elements between the languages. This makes it possible to present the texts in 
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the signs appealing to the local population, while also complying with the official 

Ukrainian language policy. This work analyzes and documents the patterns of bivalency 

in the different kinds of establishments, differentiating complete overlaps between the 

languages, as well as partial overlaps that still allow understanding of both Ukrainian and 

Russian. 

Another phenomenon is the use of English and other European languages and 

Roman script which give the signs an international appeal and global connections, and 

‘smooth over’ the conflict between Ukrainian and Russian languages. The overall 

conclusion is that signs in the LLs reveal that despite the official language policy, both 

Ukrainian and Russian appear in signs. In this way, the Linguistic Landscapes may be a 

predictor of a possible future of Ukraine in which both Russian and Ukrainian are 

accepted as public, if not as official languages. 

This work brings attention and contributes several new perspectives to the 

analyses of LLs. First, it demonstrates that LLs are multimodal, multilayered and 

multidimensional phenomena and should be studied from a multidisciplinary perspective. 

Second, the proposed methodology analyzes LLs from an integrative research 

perspective, which combines Critical Discourse Analysis and grounded theory. Third, the 

analytic method considers LLs as texts analyzed on multiple discourse levels. Fourth, this 

work introduces the concept of continua of bivalency as a multilevel phenomenon. Fifth, 

the dissertation is focused on a comprehensive analysis of LLs in an urban center in 

eastern Ukraine, where the English language and Roman script also serve as ‘linguistic 

mediators’ in negotiating contested ideological and linguistic spaces. 
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FOREWORD: A JOURNEY WITH LANGUAGES  

I am often asked whether I am from Russia or Ukraine. The usual answer is both. 

Now I am, with appreciation of my own multilingual experiences, examining highly 

contested multilingual spaces of post-Soviet eastern Ukraine, and applying my expertise 

through continuous links among the text, the context and myself as a researcher. This 

dissertation is organized as a dialogue where the voice of the researcher speaks through 

the multiple voices of analyzed texts, and the voices in the texts are highlighted and 

negotiated through the contexts. The central focus of this work is to examine how 

contested ideologies and discourses are negotiated in the multilingual publicly displayed 

spaces which constitute post-Soviet Linguistic Landscapes. 

It is fair to say that the best lessons on how to appreciate multilingualism I learned 

from my family. I was raised in a multilingual and multicultural milieu in a multilingual 

and multicultural country. I lived with conflicting ideologies and attitudes towards four 

different languages used across generations in my family, which reflected language 

ideologies in the larger society, the former Soviet Union. I grew up with languages and 

cultures across various dimensions and within multiple domains of language use (Baker, 

2001; Fishman, 1972; Hornberger, 2003a; Spolsky, 2009). In this work, I focus on my 

language experiences in Ukraine. With time, I have realized that the linguistic and 

cultural practices in my family became a major resource of my personal growth, and now 

my critical reflection on the social and linguistic realities has turned into my research.  

My immersion in Ukrainian language and culture started in a little town in central 

Ukraine, where my extended family came every summer to visit my grandparents. I grew 
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up with varied languages and cultures: four languages were used in the same household. 

That household became a crossroad of the languages, cultures and ideologies of the ‘old’ 

and the ‘new’ worlds. This was a place where code-switching, code-mixing, local dialects 

and standard languages came together and functioned as societal and individual 

phenomena. This was a household with living hybridities and heterogeneities of 

multilingual spaces.  

The geographical locations and schooling placed the members of a younger 

generation in full exposure to the ‘big’ Russian language, with its cultural, economic, 

scientific and ideological milieu. However, for some of us, both Russian and Ukrainian 

became the foundational languages that played an essential role in developing our 

Russian-Ukrainian bilingualism, language awareness and multilingual competence. As 

children and members of the Soviet education system, we were speaking and studying 

Russian as a language of schooling and our households, the language of communication 

in the family across and within generations and within the larger community.  

Ukrainian language and culture have a special role in my family. I had acquired 

Ukrainian early in my life because of those regular long summer visits to Ukraine to my 

grandparents. Russian and Ukrainian, both were integrated in the life of the town and 

their household: neighbors, friends, daily newspapers, radio, TV, daily community life, 

etc. At that time, Russian had the status of a language of wider communication between 

the Soviet people, and Ukrainian had the status of the titular language of the Soviet 

Ukraine. Later, when my parents moved from Russia to Ukraine, I realized that I already 

acquired the Ukrainian language informally, and I enjoyed taking Ukrainian classes as a 
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part of my formal schooling. Ukrainian schools offered bilingual education, and Russian-

medium schools offered studies of Ukrainian language and literature. At that point, 

Ukrainian became my second language officially. Later, I moved to Moscow, Russia, but 

my involvement with Ukrainian language and culture has continued because of my 

regular visits to Ukraine.  

 My life experience in two main periods of historical development of the USSR, 

both Soviet and post-Soviet, propelled me through corresponding stages of personal and 

social transformation; eventually, I became a Russian émigré and established my life in 

the United States. My literacy and language development are based on exposure in two 

Slavic languages: Russian and Ukrainian, and my third language – English. Over the 

years, my language practices and attitudes towards each particular language were 

influenced by various contextual factors and domains of language use. The shifts in 

language use were influenced by social, political, and cultural conditions, and as a 

reflection of my personal and societal contexts.  

With time, my frequent recent visits to Ukraine and observations of turbulent 

post-Soviet transformations in political, economic, and socio-cultural domains of the 

country led me to my current research agenda. In this work, I reflect on local 

transformations influenced by national and global processes expressed through the social 

realities of language use of the community in an urban center in post-Soviet eastern 

Ukraine. I rediscovered my languages on a different level of appreciation, and this 

dissertation shares my experiences and insights by taking the languages to the level of a 

research enquiry.   
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION  

1.1. Introducing the issue 

After the break-up of the Soviet Union in 1991, the intersection of language 

policy and language use in the newly emerged post-Soviet states revealed ongoing  

tensions in political, educational and social domains (Bilaniuk, 2005; Pavlenko, 2006, 

2008a, 2008b, 2009),  where “post-Soviet countries as a whole have emerged as a 

contested linguistic space” (Pavlenko, 2008, p. 275). 

 This dissertation does not politically challenge the efforts of the government of 

the independent post-Soviet Ukraine to reinforce the Ukrainian national identity by 

elevating the status of Ukrainian language. The right of an independent state is clear, to 

design and impose a language policy that will suit in the best way the interests and the 

rights of the people to use their languages. Nonetheless, the analysis of Linguistic 

Landscapes (LLs) in this study, demonstrates that the strengths and the unity of the 

Ukrainian state are in its multilingualism: both Ukrainian-Russian bilingualism, and 

English as a language of globalization. This work provides evidence that despite the 

official language policy with Ukrainian as the only official language, Ukrainian society 

de-facto is still a bilingual state (Ukrainian and Russian).  

Historically, Ukraine has been a crossroad between the West (Poland, Austro-

Hungaria and Lithuania) and East (Russia), with a critical division of language 

dominance: Ukrainian in the West and Russian in the East (D’Anieri, Kravchuk, Kuzio, 

1999; Kuzio, 2000; Sovik, 2007, 2010). Today, the ethnolinguistic composition of 

Ukraine reflects a longstanding historical division with asymmetrical distribution of 
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ethnic Russians, ethnic Ukrainian, Russophone Ukrainians and Ukrainophone Russians, 

with Russian language dominant in the eastern and southeastern Ukraine, and Ukrainian 

– in the western Ukraine.  

With the dissolution of the Soviet Union, Ukrainian received the status of an 

official language, and Russian received the status of a ‘minority’ language in Ukraine, 

but not in a sense of a numerical minority, but in devaluing Russian as a language for 

public use, including government, education, media, business, court, etc. The policies of 

Ukrainization are being implemented in the last two decades based on de-Russification 

policies, and at the expense of the Russian language. As a consequence of this, the east 

and south-east of Ukraine are experiencing ideological and linguistic struggles because of 

official limitations on using Russian (Pavlenko, 2006, 2008a, 2008b; Spolsky, 2009). 

The gradual addition of English and Roman script has transformed the public 

space in Ukraine. English is one of the most popular foreign languages taught in Ukraine, 

and is the language of prestige and modernity. The juxtaposition of public spaces with 

Ukrainian, Russian and English, places Ukraine in a unique situation, with competing and 

coexisting ideologies of globalization, local fragmentation, nationalistic tendencies and 

national unity (Hornberger, 2003b; Pavlenko, 2007, 2008a, 2008b, 2009).  

My interest in Linguistic Landscapes (LLs) as an object of study and as an 

instrument for analysis of multilingual communities was stimulated as I observed texts in 

the signs in public spaces during my recent visits to the urban center of eastern Ukraine 

(2008-2009). There is a fascinating and provocative mixture of Russian, Ukrainian and 

English languages and Cyrillic and Roman orthographic systems in public spaces. The 
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multilingual texts in shop signs, advertisement posters, billboards, restaurants’ and banks’ 

names indicate social and linguistic transformations. The multilingual signs contain 

intriguing linguistic forms, involving language mixing, lexical borrowings, translated and 

transliterated elements, original English lexemes and phrases: all these manifest language 

contact on multiple levels of representation, signaling the post-Soviet social 

transformations framed in the paradigm of conflicting and negotiating discourses and 

ideologies (Figure 1.1). 

 

Figure 1.1. 

 

© Copyright 2009 Olga Bever. All Rights Reserved. 
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The publicly displayed signs reflect social changes in a larger community, and 

highlight social, political and economic processes surrounding the sign. They raise 

various important questions: What is the dominant language in the community? Is there a 

correlation between the appearance of a particular language or orthographic system in the 

sign and the type of establishment? Do the languages used in the signs comply with the 

official language policy? What ideologies persist in the local language use despite the 

monolingual official language policy in Ukraine that promotes Ukrainian?  

The public space reveals a competition in respect to “language preferences 

patterns in the trilingual context of a regional language, a national language, and an 

international language” (Backhaus, 2007, p. 31), demonstrating the scope and magnitude 

of the intersection of local, national and global discourses and ideologies. This work is an 

examination of signs as manifestation of competing ideologies. Through analyses of 

languages and linguistic devices used in the signs, it contributes to the better 

understanding of multilingual societies, suggests novel perspective on politics of 

multilingualism, and provides essential data for further research in the field.  

This dissertation examines multilingual state by employing an interdisciplinary 

approach within the growing field of Linguistic Landscapes (LLs). The analysis of LLs, 

the publicly displayed multimodal texts, provides an opportunity to examine how the 

written languages in public space reflect the intersection of the official language policy 

and multilingual language practices. The study focuses on analyses of the configuration 

and distribution of languages and linguistic forms and patterns of languages in contact 

across various categories of public signs. This outlines a general conceptual framework 
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for analyses of LLs in the post-Soviet space, and suggests a number of implications for 

examining language use in multilingual countries.  

The organization of the dissertation is as following. Chapter 1 introduces the 

concept of Linguistic Landscapes as an object of study and as an instrument of analysis 

of a language use in a given territory: it situates the LLs research in an interdisciplinary 

theoretical framework, and formulates the guiding research questions. Chapter 2 

contextualizes the phenomenon from the national, local and global perspectives and 

describes the research site. Chapter 3 discusses further the role of global processes in the 

construction of LLs. Chapter 4 examines LLs from the perspective of competing 

language ideologies. Chapter 5 discusses further theoretical and conceptual frameworks 

and describes the methodology for data analyses. Chapter 6 introduces the analytical tool 

‘bivalency’, and expands its notion to examine the data. Chapter 7 provides analyses, 

findings and implications of the research.  

My research position is articulated through the theoretical and methodological 

approaches used for collecting and analyzing data, reflecting on my findings, and 

constructing multilayered and multidimensional concepts on how and why LLs construct, 

contest and negotiate the realities of the social world. Through analysis of linguistic 

landscapes in an urban center of eastern Ukraine, this research unfolds and interprets the 

polyphony of voices, ideologies and discourses of multidimensional multilingual spaces 

of language contact. This will contribute to studies of linguistic landscapes as a whole 

and reinforce the discussion of how and why languages in Ukraine compete, contest and 

coexist beyond the frame of the official language policy and language politics. 
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1.2. Linguistic Landscape as an object of study 

This work focuses on the intersections of the social world and messages on signs 

in public spaces, which constitute the Linguistic Landscapes (LLs) of a particular region. 

Examining urban public signs in different parts of the world (Spolsky & Cooper, 1991) 

has become a distinct field of the study of LLs (Backhaus, 2006; Ben-Rafael et al., 2004, 

2006; Cenoz & Gorter, 2006; Gorter, 2006; Huebner, 2006; Shohamy& Gorter, 2009; 

Spolsky, 2007, 2009). The study of LLs is a relatively new area of emerging scholarship, 

which offers novel approaches to examining language use in multilingual societies. 

‘Languages on display’, ‘linguistic objects that mark the public space’, ‘public use of 

written language’, ‘the visibility of public space’, ‘the use of language in its written form 

in the public sphere’ – such phrases define LLs with their informational, symbolic, 

ideological and contextual frames of reference (Backhaus, 2006; Ben-Rafael et al., 2006; 

Cenoz & Gorter, 2006; Gorter, 2006; Huebner, 2006; Landry & Bourhis 1997; Pavlenko, 

2009; Spolsky, 2007). The notion of linguistic landscape (LL) was defined early on by 

Landry and Bourhis (1997) as a space for a written language in a given territory:   

The language of public road signs, advertising billboards, street names, place 

names, commercial shops signs, and public signs on government buildings 

combines to form the linguistic landscape of a given territory, region, or urban 

agglomeration. (p. 25) 

Backhaus (2007) states, 

Every urban environment is a myriad of written messages on public display: 

office and shop signs, billboards and neon advertisements, traffic signs, 
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topographic information and area maps, emergency guidance and political poster 

campaigns, stone inscriptions and enigmatic graffiti discourse. These messages 

bring together a variety of languages and scripts, the total of which constitutes the 

linguistic landscape of a place. (p.1) 

 In contemporary societies, where public and private spaces are filled with 

multilingual textual forms, LLs offer a valuable tool for examining linguistic diversity, 

the effects of globalization, power relations, market economies, social processes and 

social practices. LLs reveal complex social, historical and political issues articulated 

through languages and scripts, offering multidimensional multidisciplinary perspectives 

on language use in societies. 

LLs are publicly displayed “multimodal texts” (Kress & van Leeuwen, 2006, p. 

177) (written and images) representing various establishments and services 

(governmental, commercial, private), and placed on publicly visible material objects 

(advertising posters, billboards, street signs, shop signs, window signs, etc.). While 

recognizing LLs as multimodal texts (written and images), this work follows Landry and 

Bourhis’s (1997) perspective of examining LLs as “the use of language in its written 

form in the public sphere” (Gorter, 2006, p. 2), the use of languages and scripts, or a 

“written medium” (Backhaus, 2007, p.1) of public places. On this view, LLs constitute 

“the visibility of languages and objects that mark the public space in a given territory” 

(Ben-Rafael et al., 2006, p. 8).  

LLs are the construction and reflection of social dynamics, serving as a medium 

of social, cultural, linguistic, political and economic processes through which the 
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negotiation of social and ideological realities in public spaces takes place. LLs are a 

powerful tool for examining various aspects of language policy and language use, 

because they constitute the multiple representations of publicly displayed texts: shop 

signs, street names, personal ads, graffiti, billboards, advertisement posters, etc. In 

contemporary multilingual societies and developing nations, LLs reveal the complexities 

of dynamic socio-cultural, socio-political and sociolinguistic changes, situated in the 

contexts of globalization, competing language ideologies, and power struggles over 

economic and linguistic resources.  

LLs are highly contextualized phenomena, representing “interactions between any 

given language and its environment” (Haugen, 1972, p. 325, cited in Hornberger, 2003c, 

p. 320). LLs define ideologically, commercially, and socially the public sphere revealing 

not just languages in multilingual signs, but the linguistic, socio-cultural, political and 

economic processes and practices of the community. Correspondingly, LLs should be 

studied not as an isolated phenomenon, but as a complex, dynamic, multidimensional and 

multilayered construct that requires examination on multiple levels of representations 

both synchronically and diachronically. These aspects include social, historical, cultural, 

political, ideological and linguistic forces which shape the organization of LLs, language 

and script choice, arrangement of the elements of LLs, and manifest the intersection of 

local, national and global discourses and ideologies (for related discussion see Pavlenko, 

2009).  

Detailed textual analyses of LLs, provide the opportunity to examine how the 

written languages of public space reflect the intersection of the Ukrainian official 
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monolingual language policy and multilingual language practices. The study 

demonstrates that, situated in the context of globalization, modernity and nation-building 

of Ukrainian state, LLs address both “the politics of identity” and “an economics of 

language” (Heller, 1999, p. 266). On Heller’s (2008) perspective on language and culture 

as a reflection of social processes, LLs are the reflection of “the construction of social 

relations and social organization within the nation-state: communities, identities, 

processes, and practices” (Heller, 2008, p. 504). Through analysis of LLs, this study 

reveals “how social organization shapes linguistic form and function” and “how linguistic 

and social organization connect with nation-state” (Heller, 2008, p. 505). By examining 

publicly displayed texts in post-Soviet Ukraine, this work explores further the links 

between language and social processes and practices, specifically focusing on how and 

why LLs contribute to the construction of social reality.  

 

1.3. Research questions  

The observation of LLs and language contact in their texts triggers the range of 

questions on the interrelatedness of social, ideological, political, and linguistic 

phenomena encompassed in LLs: 

1. To what extent is the official language policy reflected in LLs?  

   There are three subquestions outlining alternatives:  

i). Does the imposed language policy and regulations result in the 

dominance of Ukrainian language in LLs? 
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ii). Is the Russian language dominant due to following factors: the habitual 

use and the historical presence of Russian in the city; the possible 

resistance against official regulations; the economic pressure to appeal to 

the local population needs? 

iii). Are there strategic uses of linguistic devices which simultaneously 

allow application of the official language policy and accommodation to 

the social and linguistic practices of the local population? 

2.  How do languages and scripts represented in LLs negotiate between the 

official language policy and local language practices on different discourse 

levels? 

3.  What linguistic devices do LLs employ to communicate with the public? 

4.  How are other languages (English, Italian, etc.) represented in LLs? 
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CHAPTER 2: CONTEXTUALIZING THE PHENOMENON  

2.1. Linguistic Landscapes in post-Soviet space 

The studies of post-Soviet linguistic landscapes received recent attention as a 

novel approach to examining language policy and linguistic practices in the context of 

social and economic transformations, nation-building and nationalistic movements in 

post-Soviet states. Pavlenko (2009) notes that the previous studies of LLs in post-Soviet 

states and studies that incorporate relevant discussion of linguistic landscape (Bilaniuk, 

2005; Bilaniuk & Melnik, 2008; Brown, 2007; Zabrodskaja, 2009) highlight the 

differences in distribution of languages in LLs in areas dominated by Russian speakers 

vs. titular linguistic groups (Ukrainian, Byelorussian, Estonian, etc.). The issues of 

“representativeness of particular cities”, “the differences in the treatment of Russian”, 

and “discrepancies between areas… dominated by ethnic [Estonians] and those 

dominated by ethnic Russians” (Pavlenko, 2009, p. 249) emphasize the layers of 

complexity in LLs as a reflection of the complex composition of the post-Soviet states. 

The contested linguistic post-Soviet space is “particularly salient with regard to Russian” 

(Pavlenko, 2009, p. 251) and de-Russification through replacement of Russian with the 

national languages and English as the language of globalization. The national languages 

compete with Russian in its functions as a regional lingua franca and a language of 

interethnic communication, especially where the populations are bilingual or have limited 

competence in titular languages (Pavlenko, 2009). 

 This work focuses on language issues in post-Soviet Ukraine from the 

multilingual (vs. monolingual) perspective, and articulates the voices of the languages in 
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use through the complex and multilayered post-Soviet narrative and as an intersection of 

local, national and global discourses. Ukraine, historically a multilingual state with two 

dominant languages, Ukrainian and Russian, recently became a contested linguistic space 

where the multilingual language practices are confronted by the post-Soviet monolingual 

official language policy (Bilaniuk, 2005, 2010; Bilaniuk & Melnyk, 2008; Pavlenko, 

2006, 2008a, 2008b, 2009; Sovik, 2010). Language use and sociolinguistic composition 

define the essential points in the Ukrainian context: the national and ethnic identities, 

power relations, the complex intersection of a sociolinguistic, socio-historical and socio-

political discourses and ideologies. The analyses of linguistic landscapes in urban center 

in the eastern Ukraine, extend a broader understanding of contested spaces of language 

use in the state, by providing valuable evidences of how the official ‘one state-one 

language’ ideology is challenged by multilingual language practices on territorial and 

personal principles (Nelde, Labrie & Williams, 1992). 

Pavlenko (2009) outlines five principles which manifest the intended “shift-in-

progress” (p. 254) in language choice in post-Soviet LLs: language erasure, language 

replacement, language upgrading and downgrading, language regulation and 

transgressive signs.   

1. Language erasure is a deliberate removal of signage in a particular 

language. This can be done by replacing the old signs with new ones; 

the deletion or painting over of parts of bilingual signs; modification of 

single letters in texts with genetically related languages. 
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2. Language replacement, where new language takes over the functions of 

the language which has to be replaced. 

3. Language upgrading and downgrading, which is reflected in the 

configuration of the sign in terms of the language order, the font size, 

etc. 

4. Language regulation, which promotes a particular language through the 

imperative phrases like “Study English!” or urge to speak a particular 

language. 

5. Transgressive signs, which violate conventions and violate the official 

norms in the choice of language, including the choice of the alphabets, 

lexical borrowings, translations, transliterations, etc. 

Further analyses and discussion will provide examples relevant to these points 

through analysis of composition of the signs and their languages and scripts.  
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2.2. The sociolinguistic composition of the Ukrainian state 

After the break-up of the Soviet Union in 1991, the Ukrainian government 

imposed ‘one language – one nation’ ideology with Ukrainian as the only official 

language, and Russian reduced to the status of a minority language. In the Ukrainian 

nation-building, language status and language use became critical issues in private and 

public domains. The historical presence in Ukraine of both languages, Ukrainian and 

Russian, underlies an asymmetrical geographical distribution of languages: Russian is 

dominant in the east and south-east, and Ukrainian in the west. The post-Soviet policy 

regulations have resulted in promoting Ukrainian-only language and limited the use of 

Russian in education, government, media and commercial spheres (Bilaniuk, 2010; 

Pavlenko, 2008a, 2008b, 2009; Spolsky, 2009). Yet, despite the policy of de-

Russification and elevated status of the Ukrainian language, Russian remains a preferred 

language in eastern and south-eastern Ukraine (Basiuk, 2000; Bilaniuk, 2005; Marshall, 

2002; Pavlenko, 2008a; Sovik, 2010). De-facto, wide spread bilingualism, and use of 

Russian in economic and social domains, positions Russian as a language of “the 

normality and legitimacy” and “predominant” (Sovik, 2010, p. 25) language in eastern 

Ukraine.  

The national policy toward Ukrainization and de-Russification in governmental, 

educational, media and social domains has increased the longstanding conflict between 

Eastern and Western Ukraine (Pavlenko, 2008a, 2008b), magnifying “regional cleavages 

in Ukraine” (Jackson, 1998, p. 100), and creating conditions for political struggles 

between those who promote nationalistic ideas with Ukrainian as the only national and 
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official language, and those who advocate official bilingualism with recognition of 

Russian as a second official language. 

The language debate in post-Soviet Ukraine is conditioned by the historical 

division of the Ukrainian state into western Ukraine with Ukrainian language dominance, 

and eastern and southern Ukraine with Russian language dominance. Despite the 

nationalistic attempts to implement ‘one state – one language’ ideology in nation- 

building and constructing a national unity through imposing the official monolingualism 

as a symbol of national identity, Ukraine remains a multilingual state with two dominant 

languages: Ukrainian and Russian, each with strong historical, linguistic and cultural 

background. Ukraine is a state where available languages and heterogeneous linguistic 

and cultural spaces reveal wide-spread bilingualism (Bilaniuk, 2010; Sovik, 2010), 

illuminating language ‘as –a resource’ and language ‘as - a problem’ ideologies (Ruiz, 

1984). 

The sociolinguistic composition of Ukraine is defined by the territorial 

distribution and an obvious geographic tendency: the historical division between western 

and eastern Ukraine, with Ukrainian language dominant in western Ukraine and Russian 

is dominant in eastern and southern Ukraine. Another crucial factor in sociolinguistic 

composition is the division between language use along the urban/rural divide, where 

Ukrainian is dominant in the rural and Russian is dominant in the urban areas (except for 

the west) (Bilaniuk, 2005; Sovik, 2007, 2010).  

In Ukraine, historically a multilingual state with two dominant languages 

Ukrainian and Russian, the language situation has been lately described as ‘turbulent’, 
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‘tense’, ‘debating’, ‘conflicting’, ‘contested’, etc. (Bilaniuk, 2005). The contradiction 

between the monolingual official language policy and multilingual linguistic reality 

became a struggling point in Ukrainization and de-Russification of Ukraine, which turned 

into “the ongoing saga of Russian language in Ukraine” (Pavlenko, 2008a, p. 275). In 

Ukraine, as in some other post-Soviet states, the traditional approach to the  ‘majority – 

minority’  language situation in relation to Ukrainian and Russian is controversial due to 

the following factors: the historical presence (over centuries) of Russian on its territory; 

the longstanding position of Russian as a lingua franca and as a language of wider 

communication; the role of Russian as a language of scientific, economic and cultural 

milieu; the genetic closeness of Russian and Ukrainian languages, and bilingual 

education in Ukraine during the Soviet times (Grosjean, 1982; Pavlenko, 2006, 2008). As 

Romaine (2008) states, “the term “minority” is often ambiguous because it may have 

both numerical and social/political dimensions” (p. 389). In relation to the Russian 

language, it constitutes 30% of population of Ukraine, and is “used and understood by the 

majority of the remaining 70%” (Pavlenko, 2008, p. 275). Despite the continuous 

attempts of the post-Soviet Ukrainian government regulations to impose an official 

monolingual language policy with Ukrainian as the only official language, Ukraine 

retains its de facto bilingualism.  

A relatively recent survey, conducted in 2006-2007 by the Razumkov Center 

(2007), analyzes the role of language in formation of Ukrainian national identity. The 

survey reflects the historical tendencies of the regional distribution of languages between 

western and eastern Ukraine (Figures 1.2, 1.3, 1.4). The survey employs a number of 
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characteristics of language use and reflects the territorial asymmetry. Although its overall 

results reveal a tendency of some language shift towards Ukrainian on a numerical level, 

the territorial distribution with the Russian prevalence on the east and Ukrainian on the 

west remains. The overall results of this survey agree with the Ukrainian 2001 census 

data (www.ukrcensus.gov) which reports that Russian is the mother-tongue for almost 

30% of the Ukrainian population. Another significant characteristic of the surveys is the 

number of those who reported both languages (Russian and Ukrainian) as their native 

language. However, in discussing 2001 Ukrainian Census, Arel (2002) argues that the 

questionnaires and the census categories were constructed to satisfy “the political use” 

and “political preferences” in creating Ukrainian national identity “distinct from Russians 

in language and history” (p. 217). The author claims that “the language situation 

is…ambiguous” (p. 217) and the census answers of those “claiming Ukrainian nationality 

but preferring to speak Russian at home – is intriguing” (p. 244).  

Most Ukrainians living in the cities of eastern Ukraine speak Russian as their 

language of preference at home, but most of them claim Ukrainian as their 

“native” (rodnoy) language, even if, in many cases, perhaps most, they were 

raised mainly in Russian. Most of these Ukrainians are using the census question 

on language to express their preference for a nationality… Ukraine legitimates its 

independence from Russia by the claim of the historic right of ethnic Ukrainians - 

… even if the claim to language may be more symbolic than behavioral – to self-

determination. (p. 217) 
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Figures (1.2, 1.3 and 1.4) show the results from 2006-2007 survey conducted in 

Ukraine by Razumkov Center (2007). This particular set of data was collected based on 

the question “What is your mother language?” (Razumkov Center, 2007, p. 4) to identify 

dynamics in self-determination of ‘language identity’ in Ukrainian state as a whole 

(Figure 1.2), and across the regions: Figure 1.3 – in the West and Figure 1.4 - in the East. 

Although Figure 1.2 shows that as the ‘mother language’ Ukrainian is dominant across 

the country, the dominance of Ukrainian in the West and Russian in the East is in line 

with preceding discussions.  

 

 

Figure 1.2. “What is your mother language?” (Razumkov Center, 2007, p. 4) 
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Figure 1.3. “What is your mother language?”  (Razumkov Center, 2007, p. 4) 

 

 

 

Figure 1.4. “What is your mother language?” (Razumkov Center, 2007, p. 4) 
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2.3. Post-Soviet language policy and nation-building 

In the post-Soviet Ukrainian state, language became a key issue in nation- 

building, with Ukrainian as the only official and national language, unifying the country, 

symbolizing Ukrainian national identity and distancing the nation from the Russian state.   

The new official language policy resulted in promoting Ukrainian as the official language 

of the country and limited the use of Russian in educational, governmental, media and 

commercial spheres (Pavlenko, 2006, 2008). The historical division into western Ukraine 

and eastern Ukraine and dominance of the Ukrainian language in the western and Russian 

language in the eastern Ukraine, defines a critical point in nation-building of Ukraine: 

this asymmetrical geographical distribution and historical division between western and 

eastern Ukraine challenges the official monolingual language policy. As a result, the 

official ‘one language – one nation’ ideology with Ukrainian as the only official language 

of the country is confronted by multilingual language practices based on “principle of 

territoriality and personality” (Nelde, Labrie & Williams, 1992) and the historical 

diversity of ethnic, linguistic and cultural resources of local communities (Nedle, Labrie 

&Williams, 1992; Ruiz, 1990).  

The coexistence of Ukrainian and Russian, and gradual addition of English, create 

a juxtaposition of Ukrainian, Russian and English, and positions Ukraine in a unique 

situation, with competing and coexisting ideologies of globalization, local fragmentation, 

nationalistic tendencies and national unity. Thus, local, national and global ideologies and 

discourses overlap, coexist, compete and negotiate through multilingual language 

practices illuminated in LLs.  
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The linguistic mosaic of everyday language use of people in Ukraine goes beyond 

the official view and monolingual official language policy on Ukrainian and Russian 

languages. In Ukraine, linguistic and political debates on whether linguistic practices in 

multiple domains of language use (Fishman, 1972; Spolsky, 2009) are in line with 

official language policy have become a matter of discussion about language ideologies 

and environment surrounding everyday life, the language choices, and a matter of 

language itself. Today, there is no agreement among scholars on Soviet and post-Soviet 

language policy in relation to Russian and titular languages in the former Soviet 

republics. Grosjean (1982) outlines fundamental differences in language policy in 

different historical periods of Russia and the former USSR: 

In the Russian Empire prior to 1917, the policy toward languages other than 

Russian was negative. … After the 1917 revolution, regional languages were 

promoted… Also, because of the extensive multilingualism, there is need for a 

lingua franca, and Russian usually takes on that role. … Some languages, such as 

Ukrainian, are widely used… Russian has become lingua franca in urban areas. 

(p. 23) 

Other scholars, regardless of their position towards language policy and language 

ideologies in Ukraine (nationalistic monolingualism or official bilingualism), admit the 

complexity of the issue and the longstanding division of Ukraine into the west and east. 

In examining a diverse population and historical experiences in different regions of 

Ukraine, Kuzio (1994, 2000) states:  
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Eastern and southern Ukraine (Crimea included) were never in any practical sense 

under the jurisdiction of the various Ukrainian governments of 1917-1920, nor did 

the Ukrainian independent forces have much impact on these areas in the 1940. 

(p. 34)  

Kuzio (1994, 2000) argues that Ukrainian society, “even the intelligentsia is far from 

homogeneous” (p. 38) and “will clearly be differentially receptive to nationalism” (p. 38). 

He states that Russian speakers “have long been heavily concentrated on the Left Bank 

and in Highly Russified eastern Ukraine” (p. 38).  

Smith, Law, Wilson, Bohr & Allwotrth (1998) also note the geographical, cultural 

and linguistic division with the greater concentration of Russians “in designated 

territories in the east and south” (p. 121). In their debate on construction of national 

identity, the authors argue that “ethnic and linguistic boundaries are exceptionally fluid” 

(p. 119) among “three key groups of roughly equal size in Ukraine: Ukrainophone 

Ukrainians, Russophone Ukrainians and ethnic Russians” (p. 119). The authors examine 

the issue from multiple perspectives: linguistic, socio-political and cultural. In defining 

the factors that influence the nature of identity in Ukraine, they note that the significant 

part of the population of Ukraine (about 25 per cent) “think of themselves as somehow 

both Ukrainian and Russian” (p. 138), and the linguistic and socio-political boundaries 

are interconnected.  

Understanding these socio-historical factors in language distribution and language 

policy in Ukraine is crucial since it gives a better understanding of the nature of the 

linguistic and cultural heterogeneity of the state from the multilingual diachronic 
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perspective. Kulyk (2006), addresses the nationalist myths and nationalist discourse in 

Ukrainian language policy, which 

treated Russian as an ordinary minority and did not prove any privileged status for 

the Russian language  to substitute for its lost Union-wide legitimacy. Nor did 

they envisage cultural rights based on identity other than ethnic thus, in effect, 

denying the existence of millions of Russophone Ukrainians. (p. 295) 

Kulyk (2006) observes that both Ukrainian and Russian languages and cultures are used 

in different domains and various practices “as the most normal pattern” and “the society 

itself is assumed to be bilingual and bicultural” (p. 309). This author is concerned that the 

discourse of bilingualism is contested and undermined by the official nation-state 

language ideology with its “extreme solutions” towards the dominance of the Ukrainian 

language.  

 

2.4. Media and advertising in post-Soviet Ukraine 

The post-Soviet language policy regulations have resulted in elevation of the 

Ukrainian-Russian language debate due to promoting Ukrainian and limiting the use of 

Russian in education, government, media and advertising. After the break-up of the 

former Soviet Union, among all the other independent states except the Russian 

Federation, Ukraine had the largest number of Russian speaking population, which 

declared Russian as a native or a second language. However, the imposed official 

language policy in Ukraine has promoted Ukrainization and de-Russification “by the 

deliberate ‘removal’” (Pavlenko, 2006, p. 282) of Russian language from the various 
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domains, including media and advertising. The political struggles between those who 

promote nationalistic ideas with Ukrainian as the only national and official language, and 

those who advocate official bilingualism with recognition of Russian as a second official 

language, became one of the crucial points in language conflicts in Ukraine negotiated in 

publicly displayed texts.  

Since Ukrainian independence, the Ukrainian government took a number of steps 

‘strengthening’ the role of Ukrainian in multiple domains (Sovik, 2007) to insure that 

Ukrainian has become the “obligatory language of instruction in all state educational 

institutions in the country”, and “the obligatory means of communication on the entire 

territory of Ukraine” (Sovik, 2007, p. 107). The process of Ukrainization through de-

Russification has been particularly aimed at public media and advertising because of its 

visibility and accessibility by a large audience (Pavlenko, 2009). 

The language debate on the role and status of Ukrainian and Russian in 

contemporary post-Soviet Ukraine is addressed in different ways in the literature. Usually 

their views reflect the particular ideological standings, stressing ‘one state- one language 

ideology’ vs. the ‘official bilingualism’ ideology.  Thus, some authors state that despite 

the efforts of the Ukrainian government to ‘secure’ the Ukrainian state and Ukrainian 

national identity there is still a strong presence of Russian in printed media and TV 

shows. For example,   

…the normality of the primary role of the Ukrainian language and culture was 

undermined by… media practices which diminished its prominence and /or 
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implanted the view that the presence of the Russian language and culture in 

Ukrainian society is also normal. (Kulyk, 2006, p. 306)  

 Bilaniuk (2010) notes that Russian is still “generally dominated” (p. 108) in 

popular music and media in most parts of Ukraine, compared to the western Ukrainian 

city of Lviv. Even in Kyiv, the capital of Ukraine, in TV shows “the presence of 

Ukrainian was primarily symbolic, with Russian persisting in its role of the more 

common, popular, urban media language” (Bilaniuk, 2010, p. 115). The main point here 

is that the presence of Russian in both cases is not considered from the perspective of its 

‘legitimacy’ (Sovik, 2010) in everyday life, nor in relation to the affiliation with the 

regional distribution of languages. Both authors, Bilaniuk (2010) and Kulyk (2006) 

consider Ukrainian and Russian in opposition to each other, advocating a Ukrainization 

perspective, and aiming at shifting the language use towards the Ukrainian at the expense 

of Russian. 

The legislature regulating the media and advertising in Ukraine had a “turbulent 

history” (Bilaniuk, 2005, p.180).  Kuzio (2001, 2007) noted that by the year 2000, the 

emphasis on Ukrainian-language TV and radio broadcasting became supported by the 

National Council for TV and Radio, enforcing the law that 50 per cent of programs on 

TV and Radio in Ukraine should be in Ukrainian. Russian newspapers, advertisement, 

and transmission of TV programs from Russia have had to obtain permission and 

licenses. Some Russian newspapers became forbidden from registering in Ukraine, and 

starting in January 2001, “all medicines sold in Ukraine have to have instructions only in 

Ukrainian” (Kuzio, 2001, p. 2).  
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Here, the 2003 Law on Advertising is relevant, which targeted Ukrainian 

bilingualism and reflected strong nationalistic tendencies in the official language 

regulations. The law stipulated requirements on the media and advertising market and 

particularly aimed at “the language of advertisements, television and radio advertising, 

outdoor advertising and advertising of certain products” (Shevchenko, Didkovskiy & 

Partners, 2003). 

The Article 6 of this law has imposed the following language requirements: 

Pursuant to Article 6 of the law, all advertisements disseminated in Ukraine must 

be exclusively in the Ukrainian language. Registered trademarks may be used in 

advertisements in their original language, provided that they are also dubbed into 

Ukrainian. Trademarks registered in the name of Ukrainian companies may be 

used only in Ukrainian. (Shevchenko, Didkovskiy & Partners, 2003)  

Krushelnycky (2003) states:  

The Ukrainian Parliament recently adopted a law stipulating that all advertising – 

in newspapers, on billboards, and on television and radio- should be in Ukrainian 

language. The law forbids advertising in any other language and is punishable by 

fine of four times the cost of advertisement. (p. 1) 

The ‘discriminatory’ language requirements in the law have elevated the existing 

conflict about languages, and stimulated new controversial political and professional 

debates in Ukraine (Sovik, 2007). This includes significant restrictions in the free use of 

trademarks in advertising, with many confusions about translation and transliteration of 

the trademarks to Ukrainian (Shevchenko, Didkovskiy & Partners, 2003). As Bilaniuk 
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(2005) notes, along with “any unneeded language” [Russian] (p. 180), this law affected 

foreign English-speaking businesses and even raised protests in the media, including an 

editorial in the English-language Kyiv Post. 

Although the law in question was most likely meant to promote Ukrainian over 

Russian on the bilingual public sphere, the protest of Kyiv Post editors showed 

that it could be a double-edged sword regarding English and international 

business relations. No solution could be neutral… (Bilaniuk, 2005, p. 180) 

 

2.5. Research site 

The data was collected during the summers of 2008-2009. The research site, the 

city of Zaporizhzhia, is an economic and industrial center in the eastern Ukraine, situated 

on the both banks of the Dniepr (Dnipro) River. The selected research area is the main 

street with highly concentrated commercial and cultural activities. The richness and 

density of three languages Ukrainian, Russian and English and Cyrillic and Roman script 

on public display, revealed striking changes in linguistic landscape of the city in 2004-

2010, compared to 1970-1990. The mixtures of monolingual and multilingual signs and 

advertising posters are impressive in their diversity and multiplicity. The signs of fashion 

stores, banks, entertainment businesses, restaurants, illuminated ‘big’ brand names and 

creatively produced innovative texts, manifesting post-Soviet social and economic 

transformations. The visible spaces with written language contact in Cyrillic and Roman 

scripts have signified a multilingual milieu across local, national and global discourses. 

The analysis of patterns of languages in use and the interpretation of language choice in 
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the signs supports the view of the city as a multilingual and an international place, where 

“public signs reveal a complex but significant pattern of language choice” (Spolsky, 

2007, p. x), facilitated by multiple internal and external forces, ideologies, policies and 

practices. 

According to the 2001 Ukrainian census (www.ukrcensus.gov), the population of 

the city is approximately 800,000 people. The city is also an administrative center of a 

region of about 2 million people, with 1.46 million of the urban population and around 

0.5 million – the rural population, and has a high proportion of Russian speakers.  

The region has been historically populated by ethnic Russians and Ukrainians 

with significant dominance of Russian speakers in the city (Jackson, 1998; Kuzio, 2000). 

The area is known for the 15th-17th century Cossacks settlement, the island fortress 

Zaporizhzhian Sich, at the River Dniepr island Khortytsa (for detailed historical overview 

see Magosci, 1998; Sovik, 2007). The area became populated by ethnic Russians starting 

in the 18th century, and added to by the tremendous influx of the Russian speakers during 

industrialization in 1920 -1930 decades (Kuzio, 2000; Liber, G., 1992/2002). Thus, the 

historical presence of ethnic Russians and Russophone Ukrainians, rapid development of 

the city and significant growth of urban population resulted in predominantly Russian 

language use in the city in multiple domains, including its industrial, economic and 

scientific spheres (Jackson, 1998; Kuzio, 2000). In discussing post-Soviet political 

changes and language composition in Zaporizhzhia, Jackson (1998) states that Russian is 

“the only language heard” in the city (p.110), and “Even in schools where Ukrainian has 

become the major language of instruction, Russian is still the dominant language outside 
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the classroom…” (p.110). At the same time, Ukrainian has maintained its ethnic and 

national status as a primary language used by the Ukrainophone population in the city,  in 

the predominantly Ukrainian speaking rural areas (Bilaniuk, 2005, 2010; Liber, G., 

1992/2002; Sovik, 2007, 2010), and through educational system, media and TV 

(Pavlenko, 2009).  

 As a historical and sociolinguistic fact, the overall picture reveals Russian 

language dominance across time and multiple domains of language use in the city, with 

heterogeneous ethnic and linguistic composition of the city (Russians, Ukrainians, 

Russophone Ukrainians and Ukrainophone Russians). The post-Soviet Ukrainian 

government has undertaken major efforts aimed at de-Russification and Ukrainization of 

all spheres of life in Ukraine (Pavlenko, 2007). This has impacted education, media and 

advertising in this predominantly Russophone city. It has also impacted how the census 

data are reported. The post-Soviet Ukrainian census 2001 (www.ukrcensus.gov) gives the 

numbers on language distribution by the whole region without differentiating the city 

population. According to these data the regional linguistic composition including both 

rural and urban areas is almost equal with 50.2% of those whose mother tongue is 

Ukrainian and 48.2% of those whose mother tongue is Russian This kind of presentation 

is another example of manipulating data to discredit a critical sociolinguistic 

characteristic of Russian language dominance in the urban areas (for related discussion 

see Sovik, 2010). Thus, although the city is generally known as one of the ‘highly’ 

Russified (Kuzio, 2000; Sovik, 2007), the actual number of the linguistic distribution is 

not provided. 
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CHAPTER 3: ENGLISH AND ‘GLOBAL IMAGERY’ ON DISPLAY 

3.1. Globalization and post-Soviet Ukraine 

The role of English as a language of globalization and wider communication, a 

marker of innovation, modernization and prestige has been widely acknowledge in 

various studies (Crystal, 1997/2003; Fishman 1977, 1996; House, 2003; Kachru, 1986, 

1997). In today’s era of globalization, with the spread of economic and technological 

forces worldwide, Ukraine is experiencing a rapid expansion of English into many 

domains with especially high visibility in LLs (Bilaniuk, 2005; Bilaniuk & Melnyk, 

2008; Pavlenko, 2009). The symbolic and instrumental power of English shapes the 

sociolinguistic situation in Ukraine, facilitating “a reflection of the internal social 

stratification and the external  econotechnical linkage that English so commonly… both 

symbolizes and reinforces” (Fishman, p. 1996, p. 625). This intriguing strategy of mixing 

the local languages with global English, has been called “glocalization” (Bhatia, 2000). 

Piller (2003) argues about using English in advertisement in “non-English –speaking 

context”: “mixing English into advertising message… becomes the linguistic equivalent 

of having one’s cake and eating it, too” (p. 176). 

In Ukraine, English is a marker of innovation and prestige; it indexes affiliation 

with the western world and the open market; it serves as the language of opportunity 

and social mobility. Consider the advertising poster HONDA (Figure 3.1), placed on 

the facade of the central mall. The text of the poster is in English and Roman and is not 

translated or transliterated either into Ukrainian or Russian; the slogan under the name 

is an English noun phrase. In advertising a car HONDA, the poster has both 
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informational and a symbolic purposes promoting prestige of the company, relying on 

some intelligibility of the ‘big’ name by those who recognize it and acknowledge 

HONDA’s car market in Ukraine.  

 

Figure 3.1 
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To situate LLs in the discourse of globalization, I consider Crystal’s (1997/2003) 

view on the ‘outdoor media’ and the dynamic spread of English in the global market: 

The media capitalized on the brevity with which a product could be conveyed to 

an audience – even if the people were passing at speed in one of the new methods 

of transportation. Posters, billboards, electric displays, shop signs and other 

techniques became part of the everyday scene. As international markets grew, the 

‘outdoor media’ began to travel the world, and their prominence in virtually every 
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town and every city is now one of the most noticeable global manifestations of 

English language use. (p. 94) 

According to Fishman (1996), “the media are representatives of the world of 

culture… and enable us to examine the extent to which this crucial segment of human 

endeavor… is anglified at this time” (p. 625), and the association with the anglification 

of the visual media reflects the “econotechnical realm of science, industry and 

commerce” (p. 628).  In this light, examination of LLs as the manifestation of 

negotiating social, linguistic and ideological realities of contemporary Ukraine, gives a 

fresh, innovative perspective on how the “local specifics” reveal “the general picture 

that emerges” in “the world of large scale commerce, industry, technology and 

banking” (Fishman, 1996, p. 628). In the Ukrainian context, LLs address contested 

local and national language ideologies, policies and practices, while revealing the 

tendencies of globalization with ‘anglified’ visible linguistic spaces.  

In discussing the role and the spread of English in the context of ‘international 

societal bilingualism’, Fishman (1977) stresses the importance of the “forces and 

factors leading to increased knowledge of English, use of English, and liking for 

English” (p. 330). In contrast to many countries in the world, where the role of English 

as a language of wider communication and as a lingua-franca became an integral part of 

everyday linguistic practices, the post-Soviet Ukrainian context added an additional 

role for English: to compete with Russian and to ‘replace’ Russian as a language of 

international communication and a language of everyday communication (Bilaniuk & 

Melnyk, 2008; House, 2003; Pavlenko, 2008a, 2008b, 2009). In eastern Ukraine, with 
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its already existing Russian-Ukrainian “intranational bilingualism” (Fishman, 1977, p. 

330) and Russian language dominance, English became “an imported language” 

(Fishman, 1977, p. 331). In Ukraine, English is ‘imported’ by the multi-faceted forces: 

the official language policies and regulations and as an international language of global 

market and modernity. English is promoted as a language of Westernization and 

Americanization, new cultures and social practices, so it serves several functions, 

including instrumental, informational and symbolic. 

As the signs on Figure 3.2 show, the Ukrainian beer brand ПИВО РОГАНЬ 

(the top line) is on Ukrainian market along with the American RED BULL energy 

drink.  

Figure 3.2. 
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The next picture (Figure 3.3) shows the same Ukrainian beer brand kiosk next to 

the COCA-COLA sign, which has a private personal sign “sales person needed” in 
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Russian. There are a few significant points here: first, the presence of ‘imported’ products 

with their ‘imported’ names in their original form in Roman, second the presence of the 

Ukrainian national brand in Cyrillic in Russian-Ukrainian bivalent form, and third, the 

personal message to the intended local reader in Russian. Three languages coexist here on 

different discourse levels: the national and international product names, and the local sign 

addresses a potential employee. From the language policy perspective, the product names 

of the businesses comply with the official language policy, while from the language 

ideology perspective, the Russian sign conveys the ideology of preferred language of 

interpersonal communication. 

 

 Figure 3.3. 
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From the language policy perspective, there is a concern about the status of 

English in relation to the local and national languages in post-Soviet countries, and in 

relation to Russian in particular. There is also some tension in interpreting the role of 

English from the ideological perspective and from the perspective of its instrumental 

purposes. House (2003) compares the presence of English in various countries around the 

world to Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union, where “clashes and conflicts of 

loyalty between native languages and Russian often occurred”, and “English is welcomed 

as an auxiliary language and as a means to discard Russian” (p. 561). House (2003) 

discusses a similar situation with English in Western Germany after World War II,  

 where English in its role as a language with a ‘high communicative value’ was 

welcomed by many… not least because of its… association with democratic 

 statehood. …English was embraced wholeheartedly as a means of helping 

people forget the past. (p. 561) 

As Pavlenko (2009) points out, 

In the post-Soviet countries, the language that came to replace Russian was the 

global lingua franca English. In Ukraine, for instance, Ukrainian-Russian signs 

were replaced with Ukrainian-English signs as early as 1991… As in other post-

Soviet countries, these changes symbolized the transition from Soviet 

totalitarianism to western-style cosmopolitanism and global values… (p. 258) 

Pavlenko (2009) examines documented cases of the spread of English in post-Soviet 

countries (Bilaniuk & Melnik, 2008; Ciscel, 2008; Pavlenko, 2008c; Sadikova & Adabi, 

2000) and compares them with the appearance of English in linguistic landscapes in other 
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parts of the world:  Japan (Backhaus, 2006, 2007), Israel (Ben-Rafael et al. 2006), Spain 

(Cenoz & Gorter, 2006), Netherlands (Cenoz & Gorter, 2006), Taiwan (Curtin, 2009), 

Thailand (Huebner, 2006),  She highlights the critical points of the functions of English 

in post-Soviet LLs by evaluating the overall process of appearance of English in public 

sphere:  

The difference between these contexts and the post-Soviet space is in the fact that 

in post-Soviet countries English appeared as a replacement for Russian, while in 

other contexts it is a language added to the landscape… It is likely that in post-

Soviet soviet countries, as in other places around the world, the symbolic function 

of English – the language of prestige, internationalization, sophistication, and 

global values – eclipses its communicative function as a lingua franca. (Pavlenko, 

2009, p. 258)  

 As this research shows, the multiple functions of English in the post-Soviet space 

is conditioned by coexisting ideologies of de-Russification and globalization, and the role 

of English as a ‘replacement’ of Russian requires further examination and 

contextualization. The symbolic and informational values of English are challenged by 

the informational and functional use of Russian, while revealing the role of English as a 

language of modernity and sophistication. Thus, in making the distinction between 

‘adding’ and ‘replacing’ the language, further contextualization and detailed examination 

is required of the linguistic resources and language ideologies of a given community, the 

geographical spread of international businesses, and the analysis of signs in respect to 

discourse levels. 
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The presented figures demonstrate how “the economic forces of globalization 

together with the rise of global media have set the stage for a dramatic, exponential rise 

of global bilingualism” (Bhatia & Ritchie, 2004, p. 513). The post-Soviet Ukrainian 

context has increased the scope and magnitude of language contact phenomenon, offering 

‘Ukrainian trilingualism’ with three languages in contact, Ukrainian, Russian and 

English. The juxtaposition of spaces with Ukrainian, Russian and English, places Ukraine 

in a unique position, with competing and coexisting ideologies of globalization, local 

fragmentation, nationalistic tendencies and national unity (Hornberger, 2003b; Pavlenko, 

2008, 2009). Hornberger (2003b) discusses values of multilingualism in Ukraine in the 

context of the spread of English, where “centripetal , globalizing tendency associated 

with English, and the centrifugal fragmenting tendency associated with local and 

minority languages, … exert pressure on the one language one nation ideology” (p. 2). In 

Ukraine, the local, national and global ideologies and discourses overlap, coexist, 

compete and negotiate through multilingual language practices illuminated in Linguistic 

Landscapes (LLs) through the medium of three languages, Ukrainian, Russian and 

English,  and Cyrillic and Roman scripts.  

The spread of international banking and financial services, which placed their 

branches in multiple cities of Ukraine, ‘importing’ their products and services along with 

English signs and advertisement posters, resulted in language contact in various levels of 

language contact phenomena. Here, English stands for the economic, informational and 

symbolic power of international financial market.  
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Figure 3.4 is a bilingual English - Ukrainian sign representing WESTERN 

UNION branch. The lower line in a smaller font is a Ukrainian noun phrase, which is not 

a translation of the name WESTERN UNION, but the information about the service, 

which means ‘money transfers’. Ukrainian and English here appear on different discourse 

levels: Ukrainian communicates information about the services, while English represents 

the name of the company, symbolizing international financial services. 

 

Figure 3.4. 
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LLs are not the only space where language mixing reflects new kinds of language 

contact. In analyzing the use of English in Russian TV commercials, Ustinova and Bhatia 

(2005) describe the complex mosaic of a Russian-English bilingual mix, where the 

structural components serve to convey social meanings: 

Many international corporations, such as Samsung, Sony, Phillips, Ford Mondeo, 

land Rover, Coca-Cola decide not to customize their messages and send them to 

Russian customers unchanged, using English and a familiar graphic form of their 
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company and product name. Other companies may follow a local approach and 

allow product-name and company name extensions in Russian as a national 

language. Sometimes two scripts, Roman and Cyrillic, are used in the product and 

company names or labels… Russian national companies located in Russia might 

use Roman script and English or English-looking words for names of their 

products, companies or labels… (p. 496). 

Ustinova & Bhatia (2005) describe the informational and symbolic power of English: 

While English in the names of companies and products reveals the familiar 

identity, English in the closing lines, headers or attention getters reinforces the 

advertising message. English also serves as a marker of prestige. (p. 496) 

The symbolic and instrumental power of English shapes the sociolinguistic 

situation in Ukraine. English is a marker of modernity, innovation and prestige; it indexes 

affiliation with the western world and the global market. English enters multiple spheres 

of language use in Ukraine such as media, advertisement, education, science, trade, etc. 

(Bilaniuk, 2005; Pavlenko, 2009). Thus, multilingual spaces illuminated in LLs, address 

multilingual social practices and local, national and global ideologies and discourses. In 

this light, examination of LLs gives a fresh, innovative perspective on how and why 

‘global imagery’, English and other foreign languages and Roman script contribute in 

negotiation of conflicting and coexisting linguistic, social, and ideological processes and 

practices in contemporary Ukraine.  
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3.2. English as a contact language 

This work examines English use in LLs from multiple perspectives, addressing its 

ideological and instrumental power, and investigating linguistic devices employed for 

incorporating English in Ukrainian LLs. The role of English as a contact language in the 

world media and advertising, and its instrumental and symbolic power is a growing area 

of research (Bhatia, 2000; Bhatia & Ritchie, 2004; Martin, 2002, 2006, 2007; McArthur, 

2000; Piller, 2001, 2003; Ross, 1997).  

Various studies of LLs incorporate various approaches to analyze multilingualism 

in written texts on public display with local, national and English languages in contact 

(Backhous, 2007; Gorter, 2006; Martin, 2006, 2007; Piller, 2001, 2003; Reh, 2004; 

Shohamy & Gorter, 2009). Recently, English became visible in contact with the local 

languages in LLs in many post-Soviet states (Bilaniuk, 2005; Bilaniuk & Melnyk, 2008; 

Hasanova, 2007; Pavlenko, 2009; Ustinova & Bhatia, 2005; Sadikova & Abadi, 2000). 

The brand names and foreign companies names on display demonstrate how social and 

economic transformations resulted in a transformation of the linguistic spaces and how 

“multilingual and multiscriptual” (Reh, 2004, p. 1) texts represent these transformations.  

As discussed above, LLs are publicly displayed multimodal texts (written and 

images) situated in publicly visible spaces (advertising posters and billboards, street 

signs, shops’, banks’, commercial and governmental entities’ signs, window signs, etc.), 

which represent various establishments and services (governmental, commercial, private, 

public). While recognizing LLs as multimodal texts (including images), this work focuses 
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on LLs as “the use of language in its written form in the public sphere” (Gorter, 2006, p. 

2). Fishman (1996) states, 

It is in the nature of science (even of social science) to emphasize regularities over 

irregularities, recurring phenomena over idiosyncratic ones. Nevertheless, if a 

sufficient number of seemingly idiosyncratic instances can be analyzed, then 

regularities can often be recognized within them as well. (p. 632) 

On this view, language mixing in LLs, indexes the ‘idiosyncratic instances’, 

which in turn serve symbolic, functional and informational purposes of the signs. Ross 

(1997) and McArthur (2000) raised the discussion on “Anglo-hybrid” public signs of 

European cities based on both “hybridity and the prominence and prestige of English” 

(McArthur, 2003, p. 2). As Ross (1997) stated,  

English currently has an international aura of prestige and attractiveness… 

Products world-wide are often ‘fashionable’ English or English –sounding 

names… The simple reason for most … shop signs is that English is today seen as 

an attractive and fashionable language. An English name lends an aura of chic 

prestige to a business, suggesting that it is part of international scene, following 

the latest trends, up-to-date with the newest ideas. (p. 31) 

Ross (1997), examines the signs of various businesses in Milan, Italy, and finds 

“the fashionable concept of International English’” (p. 29). He notes that sometimes the 

Anglicized signs themselves are unusual and puzzling with “spelling half-way between 

English and Italian”, with “unusual spelling as well as false cognates”, and “invented 

English-sounding product names” (p. 32). Ross (1997) concludes that “a name that seems 
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vaguely English helps to give a product that seal of modernity and style that 

manufacturers often seek” (p. 32).  

A SIGN in English, even in an English of sorts, is therefore a sign of prestige, 

style and modernity… The fact that English is continually associated with latest 

developments…means that English …maintains a lot of its fashionable prestige… 

(Ross, 1997, p. 33)  

In turn, McArthur (2000) found similar tendencies of mixing local languages and 

English in public signs in Switzerland and Sweden, further demonstrating the role of 

English in language mixing in public signs. In addition to Ross’s (1997) view of English 

as a language of fashion and high prestige, McArthur (2000) argues for “internationalism 

and globalization” (p. 34). To define the mixture or hybridization between different 

languages in public signs, McArthur uses the term “macaronic tendencies” or “macaronic 

inclinations” (p. 34), suggesting that ‘macaronic’ features can occur as multiple aspects 

of hybridization between two or more local languages and their varieties, English, and 

languages other than English. Other authors admit the innovative nature of language 

mixing on public display, “bilingual creativity” (Martin, 2007, p. 184), and acknowledge 

that English, along with symbolizing modernity, progress and globalization, is used as an 

‘attention-getter’, or ‘attention-seeking device’ (Bhatia, 2000; Bhatia & Ritchie, 2008; 

Martin 2006, 2007; Piller, 2003). 

 Rua (2010) in her discussion of lexical creativity and ‘language play’ and 

purposeful  ‘manipulation’ of language code draws on parallel processes in the choice of 
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names ascribed for ‘alternative musical trends’ and in the world media, advertising, 

newspapers and magazine articles: 

…in many cases the names are purposely devised to catch the audience’s attention 

by appealing to the senses; in other words, they try to strike the eye and the ear by 

resorting to typographical, phonological, and morphological deviation. (Rua, 

2010, p. 53) 

…whereas the more deviant an item is, the more attention it will draw to itself, 

and the closer it will be to the pole of creativity. (Rua, 2010, p. 54) 

She discusses ‘attention-seeking’ instances in terms of ‘manipulation’ of language by 

creative use of “morphological rules” (Rua, 2010, p. 51), and in terms of “communicative 

functions of nonce formations” (p. 53) suggested by Hohenhaus (2007), where “attention-

seeking devices merely consist in ‘graphemic foregrounding’ or word play based on 

‘phonetic similarities’ ([Hohenhaus] 2007, p. 23)” (Rua, 2007, p. 53). Rua (2010) argues 

that lexical creativity serves multiple purposes  

…in satisfying pragmatic needs (the practical need to name a new entity, aesthetic 

needs (as language is also a field for play and an outlet for human wit and 

imagination), intellectual needs (as those new items can say something about the 

artists’ views on life, music, society, culture…), and social needs... (p. 66)  

In Ukraine, the publicly displayed ‘outdoor-media’ texts exemplify bilingual and 

biscriptual creativity with ‘macaronic’ or ‘Anglo-hybrid’ style and ‘attention-seeking’ 

devices, which ‘manipulate’ language code, and create hybrid linguistic spaces. 
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Figure 3.5 shows the name sign of the fashionable cookware store. The upper line 

of the sign STEELЬНАЯ ПОСУДА (Stylish or Fashionable Dishware) exploits a 

‘macaronic’ form of English-Russian language mixing.  

 

Figure 3.5. 
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The convergence of two languages in the upper line creates ambiguity in 

communicating the message by mapping phonetic, morphemic, and semantic 

representations of English and bivalent Russian/Ukrainian form into the initial morpheme 

STEEL (Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6).The adjective STEEL-ЬНАЯ (in Russian 

СТИЛЬНАЯ) (Figure 3.5) consists of two parts: the initial morpheme is in English 

STEEL in a larger font and in different color, followed by the Russian Cyrillic part 

ЬНАЯ in a smaller font. The ‘soften sign’ ‘Ь’ is partially covered by the Roman ‘L’ to 

illuminate the English morpheme. English and Roman here are used as attention-getters, 

while utilizing overlapping phonetic properties of English STEEL (СТАЛЬ /stalj/ in 

Russian) and Russian СТИЛЬ /stilj/ (STYLE in English). So, the overlapping properties 

on phonetic level and the meanings in both languages appeal to the quality of the product 
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(stylish and steel), and offer an attractive attention-getter. Figure 3.6 shows convergence 

of the linguistic elements on morphemic, phonetic, and semantic levels. The crossing 

errors connect translations of corresponding lexemes STEEL – СТAЛЬ; STYLE – 

СТИЛЬ. The overlapping phonetic representations are in the middle rectangles in the 

corresponding lines.   

 

Figure 3.6. 

 
 
            

   Figure 3.7 is a sign of a sports store which sells the Adidas and other brands. 

The first segment of the main sign CITI is a transliteration to Ukrainian of English 

lexeme CITY, followed by the Ukrainian-Russian bivalent word СПОРТ /sport/ 

(SPORT). This sign complies with the official language policy by employing several 

linguistic devices, reflecting language contact on multiple levels: the ‘super-brand’ 

      
      STEEL      

 
       СТИЛ-Ь 
 

 
     /sti:l/ 
 

      
       STYLE     

 
      СТAЛ-Ь 
 

     /sta:l/ 
 
 
     /stajl/ 
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Adidas is in Roman; the transliteration of the English lexeme CITY to Ukrainian Cyrillic 

CITI with significant number of overlapping graphemes (3 out 4); the bivalent Russian-

Ukrainian Cyrillic lexeme СПОРТ. The overlapping phonetic value of Cyrillic ‘C’ and 

Roman ‘S’ /s/, is employed in the alliteration of the letter ‘C’ appearing twice in a larger 

font, and as a final consonant in ‘Adidas’, which is also a final grapheme in the sign.  

 

Figure 3.7. 
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The convergence of linguistic of linguistic spaces in the signs is in line with the 

convergence of social and ideological spaces of a given context where the symbolic and 

informational functions of language manifest multifaceted functions of language contact 

phenomenon. Besides representing the cases of the ‘attention-seeking’ devices, the 

complexities and ambiguities in the texts can address the multilingual repertoire of the 

community. Following Spolsky & Cooper (1991), according to the ‘presumed reader’s 

condition’, the languages in signs are targeting the actual linguistic behavior of the 

community. In Ukrainian context, the languages in signs are “modeling” (Dal Negro, 

2009) actual and may project the future multilingualism.  
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3.3. ‘Global imagery’  

As it was discussed above, linguistic landscapes are multimodal texts in signs of 

establishments, including advertising posters and other advertisements. To gain 

perspective on international images in LLs, I turn to Martin’s (2006, 2007) analyses of 

advertising in France, in which ‘mass-mediated’ ‘global’ images or “elements from 

several different locations in the world” (Martin, 2007, p. 176) appeal to local audiences 

while complying with general advertising styles. Martin (2006) discusses the role of 

English, ‘global imagery’, and ‘American imagery’ in particular as powerful elements in 

French advertising which appeal to French consumers. She argues that “exotic foreign 

imagery is … used for mood enhancement purposes, as an attention-getter, and /or to 

reinforce the brand name” (Martin, 2006, p. 1). 

While venturing into exotic landscapes and viewing the world’s cultures through 

the carefully crafted discourse of advertising, media audiences are also 

encouraged to remain on the surface, so to speak, interpreting these images 

through their own cultural lens. Due to their ‘foreignness’, however, such images 

are a very effective way to attracting attention and entertaining audiences while 

creating certain positive associations for the product. (Martin, 2006, p. 2) 

  As a part of ‘global imagery’, ‘American imagery’ is “highly stereotypical”, 

featuring among others “Native Americans and the desert South-West” (Martin, 2006, p. 

1), and tapping into the “American –inspired images” (Martin, 2006, p. 2) in the French 

consumers perspective. In analyzing American images in French advertising, Martin 

(2006) makes a critical point: 
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…the “America” depicted in advertising is experienced on an entirely different 

level. Seen from the French consumer’s perspective, these images transcend their 

American origins, producing an emotional response that advertisers use to their 

advantage. In the world of advertising, these elements reflect a certain vision of 

the world, creating an atmosphere conducive to selling dreams and ideas. (p.124)  

Martin (2006, 2007) addresses the role of English as a contact language and the 

use of ‘American imagery’ for its “positive connotations” (Martin, 2007, p.175) which 

involve linguistic creativity and innovations:  

Hollywood musicals, movie stars, fictional television and movie characters, 

recording artists, athletes, scenes from New York City, desert landscapes, and 

Native Americans are among the many slices of Americana seen in advertising in 

France, regardless of product category… These cultural references create a certain 

atmosphere (traditional Native American imagery and music soundtrack for 

Afflelou [sic] progressive lenses), evoking a sense of adventure (desert Southwest 

for Jeep auto manufacturer), freedom (cowboys in Marlboro cigarette ads)… and 

other positive connotations. (Martin, 2007, p. 175) 

In Martin’s (2006, 2007) analyses, the ‘slices of Americana’ and ‘carefully 

crafted discourse of advertising’ capture local cultural and ideological perception of the 

international world representation through consumers’ and advertisers’ lens.  

These ‘slices of Americana’ typically fall into one of several categories: (i) 

locations in the US…; (ii) American celebrities…; (iii) American cultures, faces 
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and lifestyles (Native Americans in traditional dress, cowboys, corporate 

executives, farmers…); (iv) American symbols… (Martin, 2006, p. 96) 

Martin’s (2006,2007) view on the ‘American imagery’ in French advertising is in 

line with Piller’s (2003) analyses of advertising, where she argues that in many world 

contexts foreign languages (including English) “do not serve to reinforce racial 

boundaries, but national boundaries” (Piller, 2003, p.173), and associate a product with   

ethno-cultural and social stereotypes. Thus, on these views the linguistic complexity and 

negotiation of ideological and cultural spaces are addressed in LLs, which reflect 

processes of social transformations, globalization, and commodification of languages and 

images in the context of a new economy (Heller, 2003, 2008; Martin, 2006, 2007; 

Pavlenko, 2009; Piller, 2003; Ustinova & Bhatia, 2005).  

The preceding data analyses have provided various examples of use of English 

language in its original form, or through translation, transliteration, lexical borrowings, 

language mixing and other techniques and linguistic devices, demonstrating the 

multifaceted role of English in the Ukrainian linguistic landscape. The following data 

analyze different categories of signs and provide further examination of how English and 

the ‘global imagery’ are presented in Ukrainian LLs.  
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CHAPTER 4: LANGUAGE IDEOLOGIES 

4.1. Linguistic Landscapes and language ideologies 

 Language ideologies functionally expressed through language use, have been a 

critical aspect in the study of linguistic practices in societies and individuals (Blackledge 

& Pavlenko, 2002; Woolard & Schieffelin, 1994). The discussions of nation-state, 

multilingualism and identity formation usually correspond to discussions of language 

ideologies and language power based on the theoretical tradition of each field. As 

Woollard and Schieffelin (1994) state, 

 The topic of language ideology is a much-needed bridge between linguistic and 

social theory, because it relates the microculture of communicative action to 

political economic considerations of power and social inequality, confronting 

macrosocial constraints on language behavior… It is also a potential means of 

deepening…understanding of linguistic form and its cultural variability in 

political economic studies of discourse. (p. 72) 

Language ideologies are linked to individuals and societies, nation-state formation, 

official language policy towards minorities, globalization and international market and 

local, national and global processes (Heller, 2003). Languages can be seen ‘as- a right’, 

‘as- a problem’, ‘as- a resource’ (Ruiz, 1984). Language can be valued as ‘a commodity’ 

(Budach, Roy & Heller, 2003; Heller, 2003), the instrument and a tool for 

“commodification of ethnolinguistic stereotypes” (Woolard & Shieffelin, 1994, p. 55), 

the symbol of identity (Blackledge & Pavlenko, 2001, 2002). The underlying point is that 

“ideologies are closely linked to power” and “ideologies are closely linked to language” 
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(Fairclough, 2001, p. 2). Thus, how and why we understand and produce language is 

defined by language ideologies which social agents, individuals and institutions invoke in 

mobilizing or imposing a language.  

Blackledge and Pavlenko (2002) argue that ideologies are embedded in 

discourses, “which are explicit and implicit, visible and invisible, official and unofficial, 

long-term and ephemeral, contested and uncontested, negotiable and non-negotiable” (p. 

131). The intersection of ideologies and discourses plays a major role in the context of 

nations and nationalism, minority groups, and identity formation:  

…language ideologies are used as gatekeeping practices to create, maintain and 

reinforce boundaries between people in a broad range of contexts, including 

community, nation, nation-state and global level. (Blackledge & Pavlenko, 2002, 

p. 131) 

Language ideologies are produced and reproduced through spoken and written 

language, including public media and advertising. According to Bourdieu (1998),  

Cultural and linguistic unification is accompanied by the imposition of the 

dominant language and culture as legitimate and by the rejection of all other 

languages into indignity. (p. 46, cited in Blackledge & Pavlenko, 2002, p. 132). 

Blackledge and Pavlenko (2002) stress the danger of ideologies of social injustice and 

nationalistic “homogenization” (p. 132) which limit access to the ‘cultural’ and 

‘linguistic’ markets and “prevent minority speakers from using symbolic capital to gain 

access to social and economic mobility” (p. 133) including political discourse and the 

media. Drawing on a notion of a “magical frontier between the dominant and the 
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dominated” (Bourdieu, 2000 p. 169), Blackledge and Pavlenko (2002) argue that 

“domains of power” (p. 133) involve symbolic and material resources expressed in 

linguistic behavior and linguistic practices through dynamically circulating discourses.  

Thus, language ideologies are socially created and imbedded in discourses, 

produced through the medium of spoken or written language. Since both ideologies and 

discourses are socially constructed, they “constitute a form in which social struggles are 

acted out” (Fairclough, 1995, p. 7). In turn, texts are located in social spaces, created and 

produced by discourses, so ideologies are expressed through the medium of the texts, 

while in Fairclough’s (1995) terms, “ideologies reside in texts” (p. 71). Thus, Bakhtin’s 

(1981) view of ‘any text’ as the intersection of centripetal and centrifugal forces, is a 

realization of language ideologies as a dynamic, fluid system, responding to the 

relationship of language and society (Fairclough, 1995).  

In the Ukrainian context, where language boundaries are contested and linguistic 

practices are magnified in the context of political and ideological debates, language 

ideologies lie behind public and private manifestation of language use, underlying the 

links between language and social practices. Hornberger (2003b) is concerned with the 

issues of Ukrainian multilingualism in her analysis of the role of English and of teaching 

English as a global language in post-Soviet Ukraine. She recognizes the public debate 

over Ukrainian multilingualism and “the relative” (p. 2) status of Ukrainian and Russian, 

defining Ukrainian as a ‘national’ language and Russian as both a ‘minority’ and 

‘international language’. She stresses “the centripetal globalizing tendency associated 

with English, and the centrifugal fragmenting tendency associated with local and 
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minority languages and identities” (Hornberger, 2003b, p. 2): these collide in the 

intersection of the ‘one language-one nation ideology’, linguistic and cultural 

heterogeneity, and globalization forces.  

Pavlenko (2008a, 2008b) explicitly challenges the nationalistic ‘one state- one 

language’ ideology in post-Soviet Ukraine with regard to the official monolingualism and 

de-Russification, stressing the high proportion of Russian speakers in Ukraine along with 

titular Ukrainian population. In the Ukrainian context “official bilingualism is not viewed 

as a viable option” (Pavlenko, 2008b, p. 292) by the dominant official ideology. Both, 

Pavlenko (2008a, 2008b) and Hornberger (2003b) view the language debate in Ukraine 

from a multilingual perspective, advocating recognition of official rights of other 

languages besides Ukrainian. However, while Pavlenko advocates official bilingualism 

based on the de-facto historically high number of Russian speakers and Russian language 

use, Hornberger acknowledges the language debate in terms of recognition of minority 

languages.  

The dilemma of Ukrainian linguistic and ideological tensions lies in rejection of 

the wide-spread bilingualism by the officially imposed monolingual language policy, 

which promotes a ‘subtractive’ bilingualism (Baker, 2001) and the policy of de-

Russification (Pavlenko, 2008b). Baker (2001) and Lambert (1980) refer to the ‘additive’ 

bilingualism as a situation when the additional language “is unlikely to replace or 

displace the first language and culture” (Baker, 2001, p. 58). ‘Subtractive’ bilingualism is 

aimed at the reducing the status and the use of the existing language, and its gradual 

replacement with the language of the higher status. 
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The following matrix compares the nationalistic ideology with the ideology which 

promotes multilingual language policy. Here, ‘one state-one language’ ideology is 

contrasted with official bilingualism with both Ukrainian and Russian as official 

languages.  ‘Subtractive’ bilingualism at the expense of the Russian language is 

challenged by ‘additive’ bilingualism, promoting and maintaining both the Ukrainian and 

Russian languages. 

 

Nationalistic ideology Multilingual language policy 

One state - one language ideology Official bilingualism: both 

Ukrainian and Russian as official 

languages  

Subtractive bilingualism: 

Ukrainization  and de- Russification 

with replacement of Russian 

language use in multiple domains 

Additive bilingualism and 

language maintenance: 

Maintaining and promoting both 

languages Ukrainian and 

Russian 

 

In the Ukrainian context, where the majority-minority language is a contested 

concept, assigning ‘minority’ status to Russian is a political and ideological act. The 

monolithic, static approach to language policy which underlies ‘one state – one language’ 

ideology, places Ukrainian nationalistic forces in conflict with their own ‘struggle’ for 

the status of Ukrainian as the only official language.  
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Thus, conceptualizing language ideologies as a recognized set of beliefs and 

attitudes linked to social, economic and political power (Woolard, 1998) and positioned 

in relation to language status and language use, collide at the intersection of monolingual 

language policies and multilingual language practices. The linguistic behavior expressed 

in LLs demonstrates languages ‘as- a resource’ (Ruiz, 1984) ideology. LLs continue to 

reveal the persistence of two dominant languages in the country, Ukrainian and Russian, 

which undermines the officially imposed and politically dominated ‘one state - one 

language’ ideology.  

 

4.2. Language ideologies and the local community 

This dissertation focuses on signs on public display. However, to stimulate 

discussion on language ideologies, I had brief informal conversations on language issues 

with local inhabitants. The following notes on these discussions reflect ideologies of the 

local population on language use in LLs.   

In Ukriane, language ideology and language use are tied to the highly politicized 

linguistic and educational discourses, and are perceived by community members as a 

‘sensitive’ topic. As Fairclough (2001) states, “the heterogeneities of texts are a sensitive 

indicator of sociocultural contradictions” (p. 2). The ‘sensitivity’ of language issues in 

Ukraine involves not just the texts of LLs, but the way the local population perceives 

these texts as social and linguistic practices. In this context, to maintain authenticity, I 

had informal conversations instead of formal interviews. These notes triangulate the data 
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and provide an opportunity to look at the phenomena from personal perspectives, 

supplementing formal analysis of LLs.  

To stimulate the discussion and elicit data, brief comments were made about the 

changes of the ‘face’ of the city conditioned by the presence of numerous commercial 

banks, private stores and other businesses. Sometimes trilingual and bilingual signs were 

noted in an attempt to elicit feedback of how the local people perceive the multilingual 

signs. Field notes from August 2008, include the following answers (translated from 

Russian to English): 

1. “Is this a political question? Russian or Ukrainian? We speak Russian and we 

understand Ukrainian. Let us speak and use Russian, we understand Ukrainian… we live 

in Ukraine… but… we speak Russian…” (age 30-50) 

2. “We are bilingual… just let us keep our Russian language…” (age 40-50) 

3. “Do you really see something unusual in these multilingual signs? Our place 

was always bilingual… with Russian language dominance. Adding English is normal, it’s 

everywhere anyway… “(age 40-50 ) 

4. “We live with this every day; we see them [multilingual signs] all the time. We 

got used to this…” (age 40-50) 

5. “We understand the stores names, because we know what they sell” (age 70) 

6. “We remember English from our school years and we are familiar with Latin 

alphabet, so we know how to interpret the signs” (age 70). 

7. “We thought that the new government [post-Soviet] will send us to school to 

master our Ukrainian, but it seems to us that we have to learn English” (age 60-75). 
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8. “I have no idea what this sign [the sign “LIFE:)”( Figure 4.1)] means. I do not 

like and do not accept those foreign language signs [in English]. They make me feel that I 

live abroad, not in my own country… I do not go inside those places, unless they have 

some display of what they offer to us… Especially those banks’ long names in English 

[HOME CREDIT BANK]… This feels like being abroad… If I cannot read and 

pronounce their names, I cannot accept their services. If I see something in a foreign 

language, and I can’t really understand what they offer, I just pass by. Sometimes, I go 

inside those places, sometimes I just pass by. Yes, I feel that I live abroad now.” (age 70) 

These examples illustrate awareness across middle and older age groups (30-70 

years old) in the language shift in public display in the community. Feedback from these 

age groups is especially valuable since it provides more accurate diachronic perspective 

based on their experiences with the earlier stages of political, socio-economic and 

educational domains (Soviet and post-Soviet). This diachronic perspective corresponds 

with Fairclough’ (1995) view, that “ideology is located… both in structures which 

constitute the outcome of past events and the conditions for current events” (p. 72). Thus, 

the local ideologies are conceptualized not just through the recognition of changes in 

texts of LLs and their visible linguistic forms, but in relation to political and economic 

transformations in the society, and informational and symbolic functions of languages. 

These examples show that Russian remains a dominant language, although Ukrainian-

Russian bilingualism is the norm, and foreignness is a new but accepted phenomenon. 

For the older generation, English is associated with the foreign land and foreign culture. 

It alienates a person from the place and, also takes away practices and services 
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represented by the foreign text. The younger generation takes English as a part of the 

contemporary global market. 

To supplement this discussion, I provide the description of the sign LIFE:) 

mentioned in the excerpt (8): 

 

Figure 4.1 

 

© Copyright 2009 Olga Bever. All Rights Reserved. 

 

Figure 4.1, is the sign of a cell phone company. The sign is placed at the store 

front of the business. The name of the establishment is in English with the conventionally 

accepted Internet symbol in the final position. The lower text in a smaller font is a slogan 

in Ukrainian, meaning “Life is becoming more interesting!” The lexeme ‘life’ is used 

twice in the sign: in English as a company name and in Ukrainian. The English name 

signals affiliation with the international market, while the Ukrainian text is a declarative 
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statement about positive changes in life. Although both the English lexeme LIFE and its 

direct Ukrainian translation ЖИТТЯ, are in the sign, the Ukrainian slogan does not 

convey information about the service, but rather communicates the symbolic meaning for 

something that the name ‘LIFE:)’ stands for. 

Another set of conversations deals with foreign names and other messages in 

English. The comments were made by people aged 55-70. 

9. “Oh, those sport brand names, Adidas, Puma, etc.?  We know them. They have 

been here with us for many years.” Here, the brand names became a part of the culture, 

and adapted by the local population. 

10. “When there are other foreign languages used in the signs instead of English, 

we rely on the rest of the words in the sign, or just go right inside the place to check out 

what they sell. I remember that furniture store from Spain. …I could not read the name. It 

was so different… Than I went inside and I learned…”  Here, English signs are more 

common and are familiar compared to other languages.  

11. “First, we recognize some parts of the words or whole words and phrases, and 

then we know what the rest means. We are educated people; we studied foreign 

languages at school…” 

12. “It was very strange at first when they started using foreign words and foreign 

letters, because we have equivalents in our own language, but now we do not care 

anymore. We remember some English from our formal education.” Here language 

awareness is a part of person’s educational experiences. The person is obviously 

concerned with the linguistic ‘purism’ issues shown by questioning the foreignness of the 
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signs. Here language ‘as- a problem’ (Ruiz, 1984) ideology, framed in language structure 

per se, is confronted by the gradual accommodation to the presence of new linguistic 

forms.  

Thus, in the urban area in the eastern Ukraine, we are dealing with a bilingual 

Russian-Ukrainian situation with Russian language dominance, and with English as an 

added language of globalization spreading across the area. The conversations indicated 

that de facto Ukrainian-Russian bilingualism and Russian language maintenance 

undermine the official language ideology, which promotes a subtractive bilingualism 

with Ukrainian as a dominant language. The signs as publicly displayed written texts 

raise political and ideological consciousness while stimulating the articulation of 

language awareness in local population. In turn, the conversations delineate the notion of 

the ‘dominant and dominated’ (Bourdieu, 2000, in Blackledge & Pavlenko 2002, p. 133), 

where the ‘dominant’ or preferred language use of the urban community challenges the 

politically ‘dominated’ official ‘one state - one language’ ideology. 

 

4.3. Linguistic Landscapes as social and ideological phenomena 

As Fairclough (2001) states, “linguistic phenomena are social in the sense that 

whenever people … write or read, they do so in ways which are determined socially and 

have social effect” (p. 19). Fairclough’s (2001) continues, 

Social phenomena are linguistic… in the sense that the language activity which 

goes on in the social contexts … is not merely a reflection or expression of social 

processes and practices, it is a part of those processes and practices. (p. 19) 
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 In Fairclough’s (1995) terms, “language is a material form of ideology, and 

language is invested in ideology” (p. 73). In turn, language is intrinsically embedded in 

social processes which “systematically determine variations in its properties, including 

the linguistic forms which appear in texts” (Fairclough, 1995, p. 73). This is in line with 

Blackledge and Pavlenko’s (2002) argument that,  

Language ideologies are positioned in, and subject to, their social, political and 

historical contexts. Nor are language ideologies fixed, stable, or immutable. They 

are multiple, and influences by changes at local, national, state and global levels. 

(p. 122) 

 Thus, the intersection of language ideologies, social practices and socio-historical 

context embedded in discourses and articulated through the visual textual forms of LLs, 

requires considering LLs as social, linguistic and ideological phenomena. On this view 

Fairclough’s (1995) concepts that “linguistic phenomena are social” and “social 

phenomena are linguistic” (p. 19), illuminate bidirectionality and interrelatedness of 

language, power, and ideology.  

In turn, Cenoz and Gorter (2006) focus on relationship between LLs and the 

sociolinguistic context: 

…the linguistic landscape reflects the relative power and status of the different 

languages in a specific sociolinguistic context. In this sense it is the product of a 

specific situation… (p. 67)  

On these views, languages and texts of public signs reveal the intersection of 

social, ideological and linguistic phenomena, by being a product and a process of 
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social activities themselves, while communicating to the public messages involving 

social products, social processes and social conditions. Thus, interpreting LLs in a 

context of a wide range of ideological, historical and socio-political issues opens up a 

spectrum of attitudes and beliefs towards languages used in LLs. These involve 

language and power relations and signal “the significance of language in production, 

maintenance, and change of social relations of power” (Fairclough, 2001, p. 1). 

 I argue that in Ukrainian context, the relation between language and power is not 

defined simply by “the domination of some people by others” (Fairclough, 2001, p. 1), 

but rather is evidence of the institutional regulations and restrictions about how and 

where to use a particular language to comply with the official language policy. Here LLs 

reveal an “aspect of power” which deals with “the capacity to impose and maintain a 

particular structuring of some domain” (Fairclough, 2001, p. 10), the domain of publicly 

displayed signs in particular. In Ukraine, language use and its social context, involve 

highly developed Russian-Ukrainian bilingualism which guides dynamics of the 

intersection of local, national and global discourses and ideologies.  

In analyzing the relationship between authority and institution, Bourdieu (1991) 

points out that “the authority comes to language from outside… Language at most 

represents this authority, manifests and symbolizes it” (p. 109). Given the ‘top-down’ 

official language policy in the Ukrainian context, the use of Ukrainian as the only 

language is not a point of choice, but the “delegated authority” (Bourdieu, 1991, p. 109) 

from the power institution to the financial institution.  
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The official language is bound up with the state, both in its genesis and in its 

social uses. … Obligatory on official occasions and in official places (schools, 

public administrations, political institutions, etc), this state language becomes 

the theoretical norm against which all linguistic practices are objectively 

measured. (Bourdieu, 1991, p. 45)  

 In Ukraine, the language regulations apply to all domains of the media and 

advertisement: the linguistic outcome depends on complex socio-political conditions, 

which facilitate activities in the LLs domain. In this sense, the composition of public 

signs in Ukraine is not a simple division between governmental ‘top-down’ and 

nongovernmental ‘bottom-up’ signs. The conventions of the publicly displayed texts do 

not reveal simply power relations in the society; rather they reflect the power relations 

embedded in social practices through ideologies, discourse and the complexities of 

language attitudes embedded in language practices.  
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CHAPTER 5: METHODOLOGY 

5.1. Outlining methodological issues 

Previous studies have demonstrated how LLs reveal political and social conflicts 

in multilingual societies from both ideological and linguistic viewpoints (Backhaus, 

2006; Ben-Rafael et al., 2006; Cenoz & Gorter, 2006; Gorter, 2006; Huebner, 2006; 

Landry & Bourhis 1997; Spolsky, 2007). A typical measure in determining the dominant 

language and compliances with the official language policies is the relative frequency of 

appearance of a given language in the text of LLs. A major category in analyzing the 

multilingual signs is differentiation in terms of being “top down” (e.g., governmental 

signs) or “bottom up” (private signs) (Ben-Rafael et al., 2006). Typical findings are that 

the number of times a language appears in LLs defines the status of a language and 

reflects the particular forces of governmental regulations and the local population.  

Previous studies of linguistic landscapes (Backhaus, 2006; Ben-Rafael et al. , 

2004, 2006; Cenoz & Gorter, 2006; Gorter, 2006; Huebner, 2006; Pavlenko, 2009; 

Shohamy & Gorter, 2009), have outlined the spectrum of challenges LLs raise due to the 

innovative nature of the research and the continuous development of new approaches. In 

analyzing methodological issues in the LL’s as a field, Pavlenko (2009) outlines the main 

points of concerns, based on analysis of previous studies of LLs around the world. The 

central methodological issue is what constitutes the ‘unit of analysis’ of signs; the 

‘representativeness’ of particular areas; the intended addressees and ownership of the 

signs; the language prominence in the sign or ‘preferred code’ (e.g., directionality, font 

size, color, etc.); the determination and configuration of languages used in the signs. The 
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latter issue involves language mixing, lexical borrowings, various blends on lexical, 

morpheme, and grapheme levels. According to Pavlenko (2009), the issue of 

“indeterminacy” (p. 251) of languages in the sign is especially relevant to LLs in post-

Soviet countries. She outlines three major patterns of language use in commercial and 

business signs in post-Soviet LLs: new coinage; transliteration; and bivalency in 

genetically close languages (Russian, Ukrainian, and Byelorussian). Pavlenko’s (2009) 

suggests taxonomy on what constitutes and shapes the LLs of post-Soviet space, and the 

types of regularities in configurations of the languages in the signs. Further examination 

of LLs in different areas is required with consideration of particular socio-historical 

conditions and as dynamic phenomena that reflect and negotiate social processes and 

practices, language policy and languages ideologies. 

 Thus, the most sensitive issues in analyzing multilingual and monolingual signs 

include selecting a particular geographical area (neighborhood, street, open market, 

suburbs, etc.), sampling the signs, identifying the unit of analysis, categorizing items for 

linguistic inventory and drawing distinction and classification between ‘top-down’ and 

‘bottom-up’ signs. In the field of LLs, the usual definitions are: ‘top-down’ signs are 

those that are ‘sensitive’ to official governmental regulations or placed by governmental 

institutions; ‘bottom-up’ signs are those that are placed by individuals, private businesses, 

commercial enterprises, etc. However, in the Ukrainian context, the division between 

‘top-down’ and ‘bottom-up’ is more complex due to the official language regulations on 

advertising and language use in public domains, including private businesses. Some 

businesses, which depend on governmental accreditation, licensing or are involved in 
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international markets, are subject to official monitoring, and must comply in their 

business operations with the official language policy. In this light, many ‘top-down’ signs 

are those that ‘comply’ with regulations rather than simply being  ‘placed’ or ‘belonging’ 

to governmental institutions.  

In studies of linguistic landscape, the unit of analysis is a “contested construct” 

(Ruiz, 2008, personal correspondence). Today there is a lack of agreement and no unified 

view among scholars on what constitutes a unit of analysis in LLs. Gorter (2000) states, 

The problem of sampling points to a further issue which turns out to be a rather 

complex problem, although on the face of it may seem simple and 

straightforward. One may say that the linguistic landscape refers to linguistic 

objects that mark the public space. But the question is what constitutes such an 

object or sign. In other words, what constitutes the unit of analysis? … 

Backhaus [2006] defines his unit of analysis as ‘any piece of text within a 

spatially definable frame’ from small handwritten stickers to huge commercial 

billboards. Cenoz and Gorter [2006] decided in the case of shop, banks and other 

businesses to take all texts together as a whole and thus each establishment and 

not each individual sign became the unit of analysis. (p. 3) 

Thus, the concern in the field of LLs around the ‘unit of analysis’ has become a much 

discussed topic of research. My analyses of LLs in Ukraine introduce an innovative 

multidimensional methodological approach to examining LLs. This approach suggests a 

certain multiplicity of ‘units of analysis’ depending on the level of consideration, 

including the phonetic, alphabetic, word, phrase and discourse levels. 
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5.2. Setting the theoretical framework 

Hobber (2003) suggests that the researcher who is analyzing written texts and 

artifacts as an evidence of material culture, must “deal simultaneously with three 

areas of evaluation” (p. 167): the interpretation of the context; the interpretations of 

the similarities and differences in relation to the context; the application of existing 

theories and the development of new relevant theories, which will open up “new 

directions, new lines of inquiry, new perspectives” (p. 171). Following this view, I 

frame the study of LLs as an intersection of the “material culture” (Hodder, 2003), 

written texts, and ideologies and discourses encompassed within the social processes 

and practices and within particular socio-cultural context where “ideologies reside in 

the texts” (Fairclough, 1995, p. 71). In modern societies, social life is filled with the 

written texts, so texts construct and are a product of socially constructed intersections 

of the cultural, ideological and material resources (Fairclough, 1995, 2001). Thus, 

LLs with their texts and physical display present a “material evidence” (Hodder, 

2003, p. 166) of construction, transformation and interpretation of the social spaces 

and social practices in “a medium in which alternative and often muted voices can be 

expressed” (Hodder, 2003, p. 172). As Hodder (2003) states, 

…the interpreter of material culture works between past and present or   between 

different examples of material culture, making analogies between them. The 

material evidence always has the potential to be patterned in unexpected ways. An 

important initial assumption made by those interpreting material culture is that 

belief, idea, and intention are important to action and practice. The interpreter is 
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faced with material data that are patterned along a number of different dimensions 

simultaneously. (p. 167) 

According to Fairclough (1995), “Language is a material form of ideology, and 

language is invested in ideology” (p. 73). In turn, language is intrinsically deepened in 

social processes which “systematically determine variations in its properties, including 

the linguistic forms which appear in texts” (Fairclough, 1995, p. 73). Viewing the signs in 

LLs as an intersection of a ‘material culture’ and a manifestation of a ‘material form’ 

which is “socially shaped, but it is also socially shaping” (Fairclough, 1995, p. 131), 

suggests applying critical discourse analysis (CDA) to examining LLs: this allows 

considering multidimensionality and complexity of LLs phenomenon with respect to 

sociocultural and economic factors. As Fairclough (1995) states,  

It is vital that critical discourse analysis explore the tension between these two 

sides of language use, the socially shaped and socially constitutive. (p. 131) 

On this view, I argue that dealing with the dynamic multidimensional phenomena 

of LLs, must involve a dynamic multidimensional research perspective. Such an 

approach stresses the complexity and multidimensionality of LLs and enables shifts in the 

research perspective depending on the research question and interconnections between 

and within the focus of enquiry. Thus, moving towards an integrative approach, with the 

focus not only on what but how and why various categories of analysis are embedded into 

the whole, will address both the process and the product, and identify the relevant 

context. This means that individual properties of LLs should be studied not in isolation, 
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but as a part of larger units and in relation to the larger picture. Thus, the ‘knowledge 

base’ of research dimensions involves: 

knowledge of language codes, 

knowledge of principles and norms of language use, 

knowledge of situation, and 

knowledge of the world. (Fairclough, 1995, p.33) 

All should be placed within the analyses of ideological practices within and across 

discourses. ‘Interdiscursivity’ in LLs is articulated through the appearances of linguistic 

properties of the texts on different discourse levels (Fairclough, 1995).  

 Shifting from the external to the internal categories, reflecting on contextual 

factors, analyzing individual properties in relation to the discourse levels moves the study 

of LLs towards a more integrative research methodology, which considers complexities 

of LLs and addresses multiple levels of representations. On this view, the integrative or 

multidimensional method is provided by combining Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) 

and a grounded theory as a methodological tool in examining LLs.  

 

5.3. Grounded theory 

 LLs are social texts, which are visible in public spaces, and represent the “visual 

narrative” (Harper, 2003, p.186). The research on LLs deals with the integration of the 

visual data, or photographs of the signs as an “information-gathering instrument” 

(Harper, 2003, p. 194), and the reflection and interpretation of the visual narratives, or 
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LLs’ texts. The point here is that in studies of LLs, the “visual sensibility” of the 

researcher (Harper, 2003, p. 196) involves the ethnographic perspective. 

As previous research on LLs shows, every step of the research starting from the 

choice and the initial observation of the site, taking photographs, making an inventory of 

the data, coding, categorization and analysis of LLs, involves the process of continuous 

attention to what constitutes the ‘unit of analysis’. Thus, the definition and redefinition of 

the ‘unit of analysis’ underlies a dynamic theoretical and methodological approach. On 

this view, the data “helps to build theory” (Harper, 2003, p. 194), and for the researcher 

the “beginning observations can be the starting point of making theory” (Harper, 2003, p. 

194).  

 To analyze the complexity and multidimensionality of linguistic landscapes, I 

adopted a research methodology initially based on grounded theory (Charmaz, 2000, 

2005; Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Strauss, 1987). Grounded theory methods enable 

researchers to develop “an integrated set of theoretical concepts” which result from 

“simultaneous data collection and analysis” (Charmaz, 2005, p. 508). This means that 

analysis take place throughout the research: 

…grounded theory methods are an asset of flexible analytic guidelines that 

enable researchers to focus their data collection and to build…theories 

through successive levels of data analysis and conceptual development. 

(Charmaz, 2005, p. 507) 

Since studies of Linguistic Landscapes represent an emerging and growing 

research field with expanding methodology (Shohamy & Gorter, 2009), grounded theory 
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is an appropriate and powerful tool for examining LLs. Grounded theory enables the 

collection of data of observed ‘realities’, locating the researcher in these realities, and 

building analyses based upon the researcher’s “prior interpretive frame” (Charmaz, 2005, 

p. 509). This means that researcher operates with prior and current knowledge of the 

context, and conducts analysis and builds theories both during the process of data 

collection and after it.  

Coding is another essential focus of the grounded theory. As Charmaz (2000) 

states: 

We, grounded theorists, code our emerging data as we collect. Through coding, 

we start to define and categorize our data. … we create codes as we study our 

data. We should interact with our data and pose questions to them while coding 

them. Coding starts the chain of theory development. (p. 515) 

The above statement stresses an essential point in approaching research of LLs: 

entering the field with prior knowledge that enables contextualization of the phenomena, 

and coding and categorizing data through continuous analyses and further development 

of the methodology.  

While observing the scenery with the displayed signage, I reflected on the 

phenomenon by formulating the hypotheses about how and why languages are used in a 

particular ways in LLs and what ideologies and linguistic devices are involved in the 

process. Then I started taking photographs of the signs, and during the process of taking 

the photographs, I revisited and reorganized the initial focus of my enquiry. The power of 

my data and growing theoretical and methodological debate over the data analyses 
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became a major force in shaping my approach. It became clear that the signs are diverse, 

multilayered and multidimensional, with complex configurations and linguistic variations 

within the texts of the signs and across the layers and the levels of representation. Each 

level represents a building block of a larger text, which in turn can be deconstructed to 

smaller units. There are signs within the signs, and signs outside the individual signs. 

Shifting the research focus “upward” from the composition of individual signs to a larger 

unit of analysis or a combination of signs representing an establishment, or a cluster of 

businesses, simultaneously employs a constructive and integrative approach.  The 

relatedness of spaces, structures and representations within and between the signs on 

various hierarchically related levels, with their provoking overt and covert voices, reveal 

simultaneity, heterogeneity and dialogism (Bakhtin, 1981).  

 

5.4. Grounded theory and Critical Discourse Analysis 

LLs represent a product and a process of multilingual practices of the community, 

and index similarities, distinctions and contrasts of social reality. The relations between 

languages and scripts in the signs are not unidirectional: there are ambiguities and 

tensions which reflect political, ideological and linguistic debates. Thus, the present 

methodological stance is grounded in dialogical nature of production and interpretation 

of the text (Fairclough, 2001).   

As a social and dynamic phenomenon, understanding LLs requires 

contextualization, mapping properties of the texts into the larger discourse processes and 

practices, and examining them diachronically. As Fairclough (2001) states, “texts are 
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sensitive barometers of social processes, movement and diversity” (p. 209). Thus, the 

simultaneous examination of LLs on multiple levels, involving the discourse level and 

linguistic properties of the signs, enables addressing the multivocality of LLs and 

supports the ongoing scientific dialogue between the researcher and the data. 

 Grounded theory enables examination of shifting phenomena (for a different 

discussion see Paris, 2008) as a point of departure of analysis. In relation to LLs this is a 

crucial aspect of the research methodology, since defining the unit of analysis has been a 

main concern in LLs research. Here the concepts of dimensionality and complexity 

(Charmaz 2000; Strauss & Corbin, 1990) enable examination of a meaning as a construct 

which is expressed through the properties of multilayered discourses. In LLs research, the 

shifting phenomena offer a dynamic approach to the unit of analysis. Depending on the 

particular set of data and the research question, the unit of analysis in LLs can be viewed 

as an individual sign, or a cluster of the signs, surrounding the front door, or alternatively 

an individual grammatical feature. Consistently, the very question of what counts as a 

sign – the individual sign or a group of signs situated at the same establishment, - is also 

a shifting phenomenon, depending on the research question.  

To complement the research methodology, this study views LLs as a material 

culture with its “written texts and artifacts” (Hodder, 2003, p. 155). This approach 

defines LLs as texts embedded “within social and ideological systems” (p. 157) and 

within “specific historical contexts” (p. 156). As Hodder (2003) states,  

the written text is an artifact, capable to transmission, manipulation, and  

alteration, of being used and discarded, reused and recycled…The word, 
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concretized or “made flesh” in the artifact, can transcend context and gather 

through time extended symbolic connotation” (p. 157). 

This is in line with informational and symbolic function of LLs (Landry & 

Bourhis, 1997), the “social language” use (Gee, 2005), and text as “social spaces” 

(Fairclough, 1995). According to Fairclough (2001), 

The methodological reason is that texts constitute a major source of evidence for 

grounding claims about social structures, relations and processes. The evidence 

we have for these constructs come from the various material forms of social 

action, including texts. (p. 209) 

Thus, study of LLs as a social and linguistic phenomenon, with its “socially 

constructed nature of reality” (Denzin & Lincoln, 2003, p. 13), can be viewed as a 

distinct field of study which situates the researcher, the material culture, and the 

ideological, linguistic and social phenomena of language use. The multidimensionality 

of LLs is evident through their very construction and representation of a material 

culture: “the written texts and artifacts” Hodder (2003), the signs and advertisement 

posters with written texts and images. As Hodder (2003) states, “text and context are in 

a continual state of tension, each defining and redefining each other” (p. 157). On this 

view, LLs, as shifting phenomena are linked to the layers of linguistic representations 

and the layers of discourse, which in turn become the unit of analysis themselves. 

Sensitivity to the local context, dynamic process of collecting and categorizing data, 

and the openness in relation to the shifting phenomena (grammatical features, linguistic 
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devices, levels of representations), multidimensionality in coding and categorizing data 

makes grounded theory the most appealing research approach for examining LLs.  

Within the scope of emerging inquiries, research questions and methodological 

approaches in studies of the public space and the field of LLs, grounded theory provides 

the major methodological approach which links the multiple levels of analysis and 

legitimizes shifting, fluid and dynamic phenomena as a part of a larger context. The 

nested and  intersecting relationship (Hornberger, 2003a) between hierarchically ordered 

levels of analysis moves LLs beyond a traditional ‘unit of analysis’ approach, and situates 

the research as a nested phenomenon, in which a micro level of analysis (e.g., grapheme, 

phoneme, morpheme, lexeme) is mapped into the higher level of organization (discourse 

level).  

In turn, in Fairclough’s (2001) terms, discourse itself involves “social conditions 

of production, and social conditions of interpretation” (p. 20). Fairclough (2001) states,  

…in seeing language as discourse and as social practice, one is committing 

oneself not just to analyzing texts, nor just to analyzing processes of production 

and interpretation, but to analyzing the relationship between texts, processes, and 

their social conditions… or analyzing texts, interactions, and contexts. (p. 21) 

Thus, within the framework of the shifting phenomenon, identifying the research 

focus, slicing the signs hierarchically, unpeeling the layers of discourse, and examining 

properties of the sign within discourse levels and between discourses levels is the 

approach to examining LLs.  
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5.5. Codification and categorization 

Grounded theory is consistent with a complimentary perspective in this work: 

examining LLs from the perspective of the ethnography of writing, where writing is a 

“communicative activity and takes as a major objective the analysis of the structure and 

function of this activity” (Basso, 1989, p. 426). According to Basso (1989), this 

perspective prompts the researcher to study the “code description” and “an understanding 

of the social and cultural factors that influence the ways written codes are actually used” 

(p. 426). From this perspective, each LL is a means of communication through written 

messages. This highlights the field of LLs as the “construction of the models of 

performance”, “the models of competence”, and “external variables that shape the 

activity of writing” (Basso, 1989, p. 46) in socio-cultural, sociopolitical and ideological 

contexts. On this view, the studies of LLs can be approached as “a more complex set of 

problems involving the code’s manipulation in concrete situations” (Basso, 1989, p. 428).  

This approach assumes that LLs represent a complex, multidimensional category, 

where the unit of analysis will be defined as an intersection of multiple characteristics 

and interrelated contexts. This expands Basso’s (1989) idea of the ethnography of writing 

systems to the studies of the linguistic landscapes as “other folk taxonomies of writing” 

(p. 427) where the written messages are analyzed in relation to:  

1. Scripts used in the signs; 

2. The combination of symbols into larger constructions (lexemes); 

3. The combination of single words in larger units; 

4. The graphic devices (e.g., font, color). 
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Based on previous research (Backhaus, 2006; Ben-Rafael et al., 2004, 2006; 

Cenoz & Gorter, 2006; Gorter, 2006; Huebner, 2006; Pavlenko, 2006), the photographs 

of signs are first categorized by the type of establishment. Second, the relevant texts are 

selected and analyzed in relation to the languages, scripts, translation and transliteration. 

The tools provided by grounded theory, define the unit of analysis in terms of variables of 

a sign with a range of dimensions and parameters: the official (‘top-down’) and non-

official (‘bottom-up’) signs, the languages, the scripts, the combinations and the 

distribution of the parameters across the data. Thus, the examination of photographs 

includes categorization, classification and codification of signs with a developing coding 

scheme (based on Ben-Rafael et al., 2006; Cenoz & Gorter, 2006). In turn, the levels of 

examination differ depending on the focus of analysis.  

On the most general structural levels, signs exhibit similarities: they represent 

establishments and contain texts that reproduce similar type of information. Signs are at 

the frontages of the establishments, the advertisement posters, the billboards, etc. The 

signs usually contain information about the name of establishment and the type of 

activity. In addition, information about the hours of operation, the logo, the slogan, the 

internet address, the actual physical address and other information is usually provided. In 

the case of advertising posters, the structure of the text usually contains the header, a 

slogan, images, the product name, and the main descriptive text. 

The analyses can involve a specific parameter appearing in a particular type of 

establishment (e.g., fashion stores), or the distribution of the elements across the 

categories (e.g., script), or the appearance of a particular properties in a cluster of the 
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signs, which a located on the same front door. Thus, the specificities of the configurations 

and the composition of the elements guide the researcher towards discovering and 

rediscovering phenomena on different levels. However, the overall analysis includes 

general categorization and classification of the signs:    

-  defining the categories of the signs in relation to establishments or by the type 

of activity they represent (banks, shops, restaurants, entertainment business, etc.); 

-  defining the classification of signs in relation to ‘bottom-up’ and ‘top-down’ 

categorization according to their affiliation and compliance with governmental policy; 

- the languages on the sign; 

- the scripts on the sign; 

- the category of language contact (code-switching, code-mixing, translation, 

transliteration, lexical borrowings, lexical inventions); 

- the linguistic unit which represents the language contact: grapheme, lexeme, 

phrase, discourse level. 

The analyses determine the patterns of language use (preferences, symmetry, 

and/or asymmetry) in relation to regional, national and international contexts. Cenoz and 

Gorter (2006) and Backhaus (2007) recognize translation as a critical analytical category 

in studies of LLs. Backhaus  (2007) points out the importance of distinguishing between 

“translation and transliteration” (p. 24) in multilingual signs.  

Transliteration refers to conversion of the graphemes of one writing system into 

those of another… Translation is the result of transferring a text from a source 

language in to a target language (p. 24) 
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Spolsky and Cooper (1991), proposed ‘a preference model’ to explain the 

appearance of particular languages in particular signs of the city of Jerusalem. A 

preference model is based on the following three components: “(1) a sign-writer‘s skill 

condition, (2) a ’presumed reader’ condition, and (3) a ‘symbolic value’ condition 

(Backhaus, 2007, p. 24).  This approach is consistent with the view that “the linguistic 

landscape of a territory can serve two basic functions: an information function and 

symbolic function” (Landry & Borhis, 1997, p. 25). Applying the preference conditions 

to LL in Ukrainian context, allows recognizing a writer (addresser), a reader (addressee) 

and a power relationship of different language group.  

The following example (Figure 5.1) illustrates the methodology used in this study. 

It demonstrates the frontage of a sports store with different languages (Ukrainian, 

Russian and English) used on different discourse levels. The following is a descriptive 

analysis of the signs. The elements are analyzed by taking the frontage of the store as a 

text itself, identifying discourse levels and analyzing texts of each level, deconstructing 

multilingual texts of the signs into the smaller units, which draw the analysis on 

occurrences of specific characteristics, parameters and structural properties of the sign as 

a whole and its individual segments.  

The frontage of the store is represented by various signs (the store name sign, the 

special sale event sign, the signs on the door, and the advertisement poster), which in turn 

are combined in a larger text which represents the sign, encompassing all of the texts.   
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Figure 5.1 

 

© Copyright 2009 Olga Bever. All Rights Reserved. 
 

There are three languages, Russian, Ukrainian and English, and Cyrillic and 

Roman orthographic systems used in Figure 5.1. All three languages are interconnected 

and intertwined in the main sign with the store name and the store function located above 

the front door. The name of the store is a noun phrase in English written in artistic style, 

combining block print (MASTER) – in purple and white, and cursive writing (SPORT) – 

in red. Below the name sign, there is a translation of the name to Ukrainian in smaller, 

regular font MAЙСТЕР СПОРТ, which is almost bivalent with its Russian counterpart 

MAСТЕР СПОРТ. The letter Й (in bold) signals Ukrainian language. The text on the 

glass door is printed in Russian with much the smaller white font informing the 
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customers about the hours of store operation. A small sign in Ukrainian in yellow and 

blue, representing the colors of the Ukrainian flag, is placed on the lower part of the door 

is the security alarm sign. 

The sign to the right of the door is an advertisement poster with the sport brand 

names (Puma, Adidas) to the right, in their original form in English. On the same poster 

on the lower level, there is a text in Russian ВЫБОР ЧЕМПИОНОВ (meaning ‘The 

choice of the champions’). The sign to the left of the door is written in Russian Cyrillic 

and shows the sale discount (СКИДКИ [ski:dki] ). Figure 5.1 includes the Roman graffiti 

in the lower right corner (“NTC”), illuminating the celebration of foreignness. 

Figure 5.1 demonstrates language contact in a written form on the lexical and 

phrase level. Here the use of English deals with associating a product with ‘an ethno-

cultural’ and ‘a social’ stereotype (Piller, 2003). The appearance of English in a store 

name sign and in a ‘big’ brand names (Puma, Adidas), signals the affiliation with the 

international market. The multilingual signage communicates the connection to the global 

market, while respecting the local languages and complying with the official language 

policy by providing the Ukrainian translation. This example reveals the complexity of 

language, orthographic systems and language ideologies in contact. It reflects the 

interrelatedness of local, national and global ideologies and discourses embedded in the 

sign.  

Grouping, categorizing and analyzing the signs qualitatively and quantitatively, 

support the development of hypotheses about the multitude of language issues in a given 

territory. The analyses (Figure 5.1) follow the notion of primary and secondary 
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discourses in discussing multilingual advertising, proposed by O’Barr (1994) and Piller 

(2001):  

“Primary discourse” denotes the messages about commodities that are expressed 

in advertising: this car is safer, this drink is more refreshing … “Secondary 

discourse” denotes the messages about society that emerge in the context of 

showing how the car works, how the soft drink is consumed… (p. 156) 

The analysis of linguistic landscapes through the lenses of primary and secondary 

discourses may offer some innovative tools in the categorization and classification of 

signs as a whole and their particular characteristics, e.g., establishments, language used, 

font, etc. Thus, the name sign belongs to the primary discourse, and the door signs to the 

secondary one.  

 

5.6. Methodological summary 

Overall, the following steps in the analyses of LLs are part of the method, 

regardless of the focus on qualitative or quantitative approaches or defining relations 

between structural properties of the signs and their correlation between functional, 

symbolic and linguistic properties of the signs: 

1. Choose the territory for examination (city, neighborhood, street, etc.). 

2. Take detailed pictures that capture a range of phenomena.  

3. Define multiple domains of analysis by careful segmentation and grouping of 

the public signs by the categories of establishments: private and governmental 

establishments (e.g., banks, stores, services); and the medium or type of 
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display: front door name signs; billboards; posters, window displays, cross-

street banners, etc.  

4. Depending on the sign and research question, determine and categorize 

dimensions of units of analysis by deconstructing the pictures and identifying 

the constituents’ structure: 

- name of the establishment 

- the information-functional line: the type of the business 

- logo 

- headline 

- the main text: the product description 

- slogan 

- special events 

- hours of operation 

- open-close signs  

5. Identify structural properties of the signs along multiple dimensions, e.g.: 

- the type of establishment 

- the primary and secondary discourses of the signs or main categories and 

subcategories, e.g. the main front door sign vs. the door signs 

- the languages used on the signs 

- the graphic symbols (e.g., fonts, colors, special effects) 

6. Analyze contact of languages and scripts (code-switching, code-mixing, 

lexical borrowings, lexical inventions, transliteration, translation, etc.) 
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7. Conduct an inventory of the pictures and signs along multiple dimensions. 

 
 

In Chapter 7 the signs belonging to five categories of establishments are analyzed. 

The analyses are carried out qualitatively and quantitatively. The matrices with analysis 

of the selected categories are presented. The final results are discussed in Chapter 8.  
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CHAPTER 6: BIVALENCY 

6.1. Addressivity 

In my work, I consider written texts in LLs as a mode of communication framed 

in a paradigm of multilingual writing. The signs are “a form of communicative activity”, 

which embraces “human communication skills” (Basso, 1989, p. 426) and operate in 

specific sociocultural settings. Drawing on Bakhtin’s (1986/2006) perspective on speech 

genres and “addressivity” (p. 107), the written language in LLs is a form in the sphere of 

human communication activity, where language is realized through a specific repertoire 

and linguistic devices. As Bakhtin (1986/2006) notes, 

Special emphasis should be placed on the extreme heterogeneity of speech genres 

(oral and written). In fact, the category of speech genres should include rejoinders 

of daily dialogue… everyday narration, writing (in all its various forms). (p. 98) 

Bakhtin (1986/2006) addresses the general problem of studying literary genres as 

“a realm of literature, and not as specific types of utterances distinct from other types, but 

sharing with them a common verbal (language) nature” (p. 99). He argues that different 

genres vary in their reflection of the individuality of the speaker (e.g., artistic literature 

vs. business documents or military commands), while revealing at the same time “various 

layers and facets of the individual personality” (Bakhtin, 1986/2006, p. 99). 

Any utterance – oral or written, primary or secondary, and in any sphere of 

communication – is individual and therefore can reflect the individuality of the 

speaker (or writer)… (Bakhtin, 1986/2006, p. 99) 
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For Bakhtin “literary language is a complex, dynamic system of linguistic styles”, which 

are “constantly changing” and reflect “historical dynamics… and flexibly all the changes 

taking place in social life” (p. 100). 

 Within the framework of Bakhtin’s approach to the literary genres, LLs can be 

viewed as “creative genres”, “flexible, plastic and free” (Bakhtin, 1986/2006, p. 103). 

This view of LLs sets up a crucial point in examining LLs: LLs can be regarded as a 

creative literary genre, subject to “creative reformulation” (Bakhtin, 1986/2006, p.104), 

which accords with the dynamics of its social context, expressing and insuring a dialogue 

and negotiation of the social processes, determining, creating, and revealing the addressee 

and addresser. So in the Bakhtinian sense, LLs are utterances, introduced through words 

or sentences, and have both “an author… and an addressee” (Bakhtin, 1986/2006, p. 

107), where dialogue, creativity and historical dynamics are reflected through negotiation 

of individual forms and larger social aspects of language use. In sum, the Bakhtinian 

perspective on written forms, allows considering LLs as a creative, evolving and dynamic 

genre which reflects processes of societal changes, and representing a product of these 

social changes.  

 Jakobson’s (1960/2006) model of communication and “multi-functional view of 

language” (Jaworski & Coupland, 2006, p. 42) enriches the view of LLs as 

communicative events. Although Jakobson’s Speech Event Model was proposed to 

investigate poetic functions of language, he urges that “the linguistic study of the poetic 

function must overstep the limits of poetry” (Jakobson, 1960/2006, p. 51). Thus, 

following both Bakhtin and Jakobson, we can expand the domain of the speech (or 
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written) genre to the domain of LLs. This is in line with Fairclough’s (1995) “broader 

conception” (p. 4) of the text, where text can be represented by spoken or written 

discourse, cultural artifacts, or other representations of multiple modes. The common 

theme of these thoughts are expressed in Fairclough’s (1995) statement: “Texts are social 

spaces in which two fundamental social processes simultaneously occur: cognition and 

representation of the world, and social interaction” (p. 6).  

 Jakobson (1960/2006) lays out the model, where he defines the ADDRESSER, 

who articulates and sends the MESSAGE to the ADDRESSEE, operating within a 

CONTEXT, through the specific CODE (e.g., linguistic representation), and using the 

channel of communication or CONTACT (e.g., physical) allowing communication to 

happen.  

 

Figure 6.1. 

CONTEXT 

MESSAGE 

ADDRESSER---------------------------------------------ADDRESSEE 

CONTACT  

CODE 

  

 Although there is a major criticism of Jakobson’s model by Bakhtin that it lacks 

the dialogic nature of communication (Morson & Emerson, 1990), they both agree on 

addressivity and the basic components of the transmission of the message: “An utterance 
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requires both a speaker and a listener (or a writer and a reader)” (Morson & Emerson, 

1990, p. 131). Jakobson’s (1960) model (Figure 6.1) is a traditional or basic principle of 

communication: it can be expanded with Bakhtin’s principles of dialogism, so that both 

models enrich each other. Although this model misses the dialogic nature of 

communicative events by excluding the addressee’s active participation or transacting 

with the text, it presents building blocks of parameters and conditions of the speech event 

as a starting point of analysis. LLs are similar to Bakhtinian ‘utterances’, as complex, 

multimodal and dynamic constructs. In this sense, the “process of constructing an 

utterance shapes everything about it, from its choice of words and syntax to its 

content…” (Morson & Emerson, 1990, p. 128), while constituting and delivering an 

initial message to the reader (or viewer) in Jakobson’s model. As Morson & Emerson 

(1990) state,  “Bakhtin objects that although utterances do typically contain words and 

sentences, those sorts of entities do not exhaust the utterance’s defining features” ( p. 

125). On this account, as the utterance is a unit of “speech communication” (Morson & 

Emerson, 1990, p. 128), the LLs and their components constitute multilayered and 

multidimensional utterances with their complex linguistic and metalinguistic constructs 

and dialogic features on multiple levels of representation.  

 LLs are constructed with a message to attract a viewer, a reader, a potential client 

or customer (addressees), while the addressee’s responses shape further development of 

LLs. Thus, LLs are the products and a process of the social change, where 

communication and participation of both sides (addresser and addressee) shapes the 

language, the meaning and the text of the LLs.  
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 The post-Soviet changes in language policy in Ukraine and the rapid spread of 

English, have made Ukrainian and English more visible in media, commerce, TV and 

advertising. They changed the overall linguistic dimensions of LLs, reducing the 

occurrences of Russian, and creating new linguistic spaces with all three languages on 

display, Ukrainian, Russian and English (Bilaniuk, 2005; Bilaniuk & Melnik, 2008; 

Pavlenko, 2009). As Pavlenko (2009) notes, throughout post-Soviet countries, the 

“linguistic landscape has emerged as a space where language conflicts have become 

particularly visible” (p. 254). 

 The LLs phenomenon framed in the notion of the message, utterance, and 

addressivity is essential in a context of multilingual societies. LLs encompass and reflect 

major tensions which involve multilingual societies by becoming a central focus of visual 

spaces of linguistic practices, or manifestation of languages on public display. As Bakhtin 

(1986/2006) argues, “The very problem of the national and the individual in language is 

basically the problem of the utterance” (p. 99). On this view, LLs are the spaces where 

individual, local, national and global ideologies intersect, and where the forces of 

globalization, national fragmentation, official language policies and local language 

practices collide, contest and negotiate. 

 Bakhtin (1981) proposes a conceptual system that rejects the unitary position of 

social language use, and considers centripetal and centrifugal forces that pull social 

actors towards competing domains of social language use. In this respect, LLs represent 

“simultaneities of contrasting elements in tensions”, “the mixing, within a single 

utterance, of two or more different linguistic consciousnesses” (Bakhtin, 1981, p. 429, 
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cited in Woolard, 1999, p. 4). Thus LLs exemplify hybridity and heteroglossia, a special 

form of multiplicity and simultaneity on multiple levels of representation of language 

mixing (phoneme, grapheme, lexeme, phrase and discourse).  

 Centripetal forces are those that support centralized and/or official tendencies. 

Centrifugal forces are those that oppose centripetal tendencies, and may represent voices 

of minority groups, struggling and competing ideologies of fragmentation. The notion of 

centripetal and centrifugal forces can be applied on both the macro and micro level of 

analysis. Hornberger (2003b) addresses these concepts to characterize the tension 

between globalization and local and minority languages in multilingual societies where 

multilingual language practices are challenged by one language-one nation ideology: 

Both of these trends, the centripetal, globalizing tendency associated with English 

and the centrifugal, fragmenting tendency associated with local and minority 

languages and identities, exert pressure on the one language-one nation ideology 

of the policy and national identity … Furthermore, in our day, twin pressures of 

globalization and ethnic fragmentation exert pressures on the one language-one 

national ideology from without and within. (Hornberger, 2003b, p. 2) 

 This macro level perspective (on the societal level) is articulated and supported by 

a multilayered analysis of LLs: languages and scripts used in LLs manifest competing 

and coexisting forces of the Ukrainian society, experiencing pressures of globalization, 

the centralized ‘one nation - one language’ official policy and linguistic fragmentation, in 

the context of multilingual language practices. The multilayered analyses of LLs (macro 

and micro) unfold the spectrum of choices and voices of the social actors in different 
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ideological and linguistic spaces, so that analyses of the social structure can explain 

patterns of language use in smaller units of analysis  

 Framing the post-Soviet language policies and linguistic practices in Ukraine in 

Bakhtin’s conceptual system of dialogism and simultaneities in language use, allows 

considering the phenomenon from a multilingual perspective. The multilingual 

perspective suggests focusing not on a monolingual speaker and not on a homogeneous 

monolingual society, but on multilingual language practices in individuals and 

communities (Pratt, 1991; Romaine, 1995, 2008; Woolard, 1999). On this view, two or 

more languages coexist simultaneously, so that overlapping and interrelating spaces of 

social, ideological and linguistic domains constitute the different levels of organization 

(compare to monolingual) of language practices. From this point, I consider language use 

in Ukraine, and LLs in particular, as a multilingual continua with “the frequencies, 

functions, combinations, and relation of… different forms of simultaneity in different 

contact zones” (Woolard, 1999, p. 23). 

 

6.2. Linguistic Landscapes as a contact zone 

LLs are a dynamic construct reflecting social, political and linguistic processes 

and practices, expressed through the medium of multimodal texts of publicly displayed 

signs (written language, images and other semiotic features). The ongoing debate about 

official bilingualism in Ukraine has its own unique face: this debate is not about the 

‘minority’ or ‘immigrant’ or “so-called peripheral populations” (Fishman, 1986, p. 170) 

struggling over governmental regulations on offering services “in their own languages” 
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(Fishman, 1986, p. 170). The Ukrainian bilingualism involves mainstreams collided in 

de-jure politically elevated and ethnocentrically framed power struggle in a context of 

everyday practices of societal de-facto linguistic heterogeneity on territorial and 

individual principles. Drawing on Fishman’s (1986) view on territoriality and personal 

principles, in Ukrainian sociolinguistic domain both principles coexist and are de-facto 

“already operative”, but not through the implemented language policies, but through the 

historical presence of Ukrainian and Russian languages in the state and dominance of 

Ukrainian in Western and Russian in Eastern Ukraine. The policy of “re-ethnification and 

re-linguification” (Fishman, 1986, p. 177) of Ukraine towards Ukrainization through de-

Russification at the expense of the Russian language, came to the point, where territorial 

polarization between Eastern and Western Ukraine turned into individuals’ struggles 

within and across the territories. These resulted in a “two-front struggle, one against 

outsiders and the other against insiders who have become outsiders” (Fishman, 1986, p. 

177). On this view, the heterogeneity of LLs in Ukraine is a manifestation of how this 

“two-front struggle” can be framed in the discourse of legitimate multiplicity, hybridity 

and simultaneity. This considers Ukrainian bilingual society through the lenses of its 

historically constructed spaces of bilingual and multilingual language use, and bringing 

both the languages and their ‘users’ to the center of inquiry, exploiting the similarities of 

the genetically close languages, Ukrainian and Russian.  

Language contact phenomenon in Ukrainian LLs is an especially critical point 

in language policy and language use in the country, since it reflects the process of 

social and political transformations, while adapting to the new post-Soviet policies 
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and regulations. Language mixing in LLs reveals that Ukrainian, Russian and English 

are used on multiple levels of representation including grapheme, lexeme, phrase and 

discourse levels.    

 

6.3. Linguistic Landscape and bivalency 

 I now introduce an analytic concept and tool that is particularly relevant for LLs 

in Ukraine, with its genetically close language languages (Ukrainian and Russian), the 

concept of linguistic and orthographic bivalency. Bivalency refers to the “simultaneous 

membership of an element in more than one linguistic system” (Woolard, 1999, p. 6). 

This has been recognized as a socially and linguistically significant aspect of bilingual 

practice in bilingual communities (Errington, 1998; Heller, 1994; Shell, 1993; Woolard, 

1987; Woolard, 1999; Woolard & Genovese, 2007). In her influential article, Woolard 

(1999) expands on Bakhtin’s (1981) vision of simultaneities in two languages applied to 

bilingual practice, framed into “a new focus on bilingualism” (Woolard, 1999, p. 4) and 

“more fluid visions of the linguistic structures themselves and of their social significance 

as they are mobilized by bilingual speakers” (Woolard 1999, p. 5). Woolard (1999) 

addresses the simultaneity in linguistic form and offers the term bivalency, for cases 

where the text forms are identical in two languages: “the use by a bilingual of words or 

segments that could “belong” equally… to both codes” (p. 7). She acknowledges and 

proposes “to move the ambiguous elements to the center of inquiry” (p. 9), as “socially 

meaningful, potentially strategic form of language choice” (p. 9), as demonstrated in 

Shell’s (1993) study of bilingual signs in Quebec in Canadian French and English. 
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Shell (1993) examined public signage on the lexical and phrase level, highlighting 

the signs where bivalent elements “play graphically a central and double linguistic role” 

(Woolard, 1999, p. 10). The key statement here is that deployed bivalent elements “are 

not either French or English… but rather both French and English” with “bivalent hinge 

that integrates the co-occurrence and contrast of the two languages” (Shell, 1993, p. 52-

54, cited in Woolard, 1999, p.10). Bivalent elements or segments (words, morphemes, 

phonemes) “belong equally to two recognized linguistic codes”, so “the play is not 

between the two meanings of a single word, since each word allegedly has only one, but 

rather between its two linguistic affiliations” (Woolard & Genovese, 2007, p. 488). The 

authors argue that bivalency, frequently occurring in closely related languages, should be 

treated as a linguistic resource that can be ‘purposefully’, ‘strategically’ or ‘deliberately’ 

activated to serve social, ideological and political agendas (Shell, 1993; Woolard, 1999; 

Woolard & Genovese, 2007).  

In her analysis of the performance of a Catalan and Castilian bilingual comedian 

of 1980s, Woolard (1987, 1988, 1999) analyzes a striking phenomenon of the situation 

when “you can’t tell what language he’s speaking” (Woolard, 1988, p. 57; Woolard, 

1999, p. 7). She attributes the performing style to “the shared territory between two 

languages” (Woolard, 1999, p. 11), linguistic and structural similarities, or close 

relatedness of the languages of the Catalan and Castilian.  

Just as there is a close relatedness of Catalan and Castilian in Woolard’s case 

study, linguistic and structural similarities of the Ukrainian and Russian languages play 

an essential role in relation in employing those similarities in local social and cultural 
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contexts. The occurrence in public signs of words, which belong to both languages, 

Ukrainian and Russian, was noted by Bilaniuk & Melnik (2008). Pavlenko (2009) 

mentions the issue of “indeterminacy” (p. 251) of languages in the signs in post-Soviet 

states due to the overlapping elements phenomenon that occurs in genetically close 

languages (Russian, Ukrainian, Byelorussian). These observations suggest, that those LLs 

which employ genetically close languages may reveal different regularities than those 

languages with typologically and orthographically distinct properties.  

In this work, I expand and develop the use of this analytic tool, bivalency, to 

analyze the internal structure of signs, particularly relevant for LLs in Ukraine. I use the 

concept of “contact zones” or “the social spaces where cultures meet, clash, and grapple 

with each other, often in context of highly asymmetrical relations of power” (Pratt, 1991, 

p. 34). I also use the concept of “the shared territory between two languages” (Woolard, 

1999, p. 11) in written messages in LLs to analyze the language contact phenomena. In 

my discussion on bivalency, I will apply Kress and Van Leeuwen’s (2006) notion of the 

“point of departure” or “’anchor’ for the message” (p. 43) to the different elements of text 

as a visual communication domain. I argue that in the Ukrainian context with several 

languages on display, the bivalent elements “serve as point of departure, as ‘anchor’ for 

the message” (p. 43). The interpretation of the messages in either language is possible 

because of the typological closeness of Ukrainian and Russian, similar orthographic 

system (Cyrillic), and historical coexistence of the two languages in the society.  

Thus, overlaps between the properties of Russian and Ukrainian languages allow 

assigning linguistic items to one or another language, and even both: sometimes you can 
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not tell what language a sign is using. Woolard (1999) proposes “to move the ambiguous 

elements to the center of inquiry” (p. 9), as a “socially meaningful, potentially strategic 

form of language choice” (p. 9). Thus, as interlingual texts, LLs may reveal the “chaos of 

interference” (Woolard, 1999, p. 6) guided by strategic choices and linguistic devices 

employing languages and orthographic systems, and creating shared innovative spaces of 

contact zones on linguistic, social, political and ideological levels. In this way, the 

contradictions between monolingual language policy and multilingual language practices 

are negotiated across and within these spaces.  

I argue that LLs in Ukraine represent two kinds of bivalency: ‘naturalistic’ and 

‘strategic’ bivalency, reflecting the fact that bivalency is a highly contextualized 

phenomenon. In the case of Russian and Ukrainian, bivalency is embedded naturally as a 

property of both languages. ‘Naturalistic’ bivalency is the property of the language as a 

system appropriated and habitually used by the community. ‘Strategic’ bivalency is the 

intentional use of bivalent elements to negotiate and resolve contesting ideologies by 

creating “neutral”, “shared territory” (Woolard, 1999, p. 11) in a given language domain 

to either lower or intensify the social, political and ideological purposes.  

According to Woolard (1999), the terms “neutral” and “bivalent” are subtly but 

crucially different social readings of this kind of translingual simultaneity” (p. 11). I 

argue that ‘strategic’ bivalency is a creative process of mobilizing and thriving on an 

already ‘naturalistically’ or ‘organically’ existing overlaps of linguistic systems of the 

languages. In other words, ‘naturalistic bivalency’ provides frameworks which insure co-

presence of both “the contact zones” (Pratt, 1991) which neutralizes linguistic overlaps 
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by “lowering of mental barriers“(Gardner-Chloros, 1995, p. 71, cited in Woolard, 1999, 

p. 9), and a “socially meaningful… strategic form of language choice” (Woolard, 1999, p. 

9). Strategic bivalency invokes the intersection of structural and ideological processes by 

intentionally playing on overlaps and oppositions between linguistic codes which are 

“socially and ideologically activated” (Woolard, 1999, p. 11). 

 

6.4. Naturalistic bivalency 

Russian and Ukrainian are genetically close languages (both east Slavic 

languages) with shared orthography and significant overlap on multiple levels of 

representations (syntactic, lexical, morphological, graphemic), so that bivalent elements 

are frequently neutral in both Ukrainian and Russian languages. Bilaniuk (2005) states, 

There is no simple way to characterize the degree of mutual intelligibility of 

Ukrainian and Russian… The grammatical structures of Ukrainian and Russian 

are mostly very similar, but some differences do exist… In some cases written 

language may be easier to understand … because some words appear identical in 

writing. (p. 203) 

The interpretation of the message in either language is often possible because of 

the typological closeness of the two languages (Russian and Ukrainian), similar 

orthographic system (Cyrillic), and historical coexistence of the two languages in the 

society over a long time. Ukrainian and Russian lexicon “differ by 38%; the 62% of the 

lexicon that these languages have in common consists of 44% morphemically identical 

and 18% morphemically similar terms” (Bilaniuk & Melnyk, 2008, p. 344).  
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According to the Feldman and Barac-Cikoja’s (1996) analysis (in Angermeyer, 

2005), in Roman and Cyrillic alphabets, some overlapping characters also share phonetic 

values (e.g., А, Е, К, М, О, Т), while other have different phonetic value (e.g., B, C, Y, P, 

X, Y). Feldman and Barac-Cikoja (1996) introduced the principles of inventory and 

representation of the shared characteristics in Roman and Cyrillic Russian alphabets (in 

Angermeyer, 2005, p. 521). Using this general method, I propose the diagram in Figure 

6.2, representing the inventory of Roman, Cyrillic Russian and Cyrillic Ukrainian 

alphabets with shared and divergent characteristics on graphemic levels.  

 

Figure 6.2. 

3

Roman

Cyrillic UkrainianCyrillic Russian
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In Russian and Ukrainian, the divergent elements overlap on phonetic levels: both 

Ukrainian И and Russian Ы have the sound /y/, while Russian И has phonetic value /i/, 

which is the same as in Ukrainian I /i/.  The letter E has a similar bivalent effect: it 

corresponds to / e / or /ǫ/ in Ukrainian and / je / in Russian. The following matrix 

demonstrates this phoneme- grapheme Ukrainian-Russian correspondence: 

 

 Russian Ukrainian 

/y/               Ы И 

            /i / И I 

           /je/                E                   Є 

           / ǫ/, /e/                Э                   E 

 

The major overlap in vowels is in the following graphemes: 

 

 Russian Ukrainian 

И                /i /                /y/ 

             E  /je/    / ǫ/, /e/ 

 

 Russian and Ukrainian use the Cyrillic alphabet with minor variations, and there 

is a significant overlap across both languages on lexical, syntactic, semantic levels. In the 

Ukrainian context, the overlapping properties of both languages allow speakers of both 

languages to recognize and understand the shared representations of Russian and 

Ukrainian.  Some nouns have complete overlap in Russian and Ukrainian in their singular 
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forms, while their plural forms have alternations or substitutions of the endings Ы and И. 

Although these final consonants are represented by different graphemes, their phonetic 

value /y/ is almost the same in the two languages. So the languages (Ukrainian and 

Russian) have a significant overlap on different levels of representation and are mutually 

intelligible, in their written form in particular. This guides a reader (Russian and /or 

Ukrainian) towards the meaning from the bivalent elements (in Cyrillic) without 

attributing them particularly either to Russian or Ukrainian. The surrounding context 

gives a further attribution of the text to Russian and /or Ukrainian. 

 

6.5. Strategic bivalency 

In describing her visit to Kiev, the capital of Ukraine, in 2002, Bilaniuk (2005) 

noticed the use of bivalent Ukrainian –Russian words in advertising and billboards. As a 

result of her interviews with advertising firms’ employees, she points to the “strategies of 

linguistic minimalism” (p. 185) and Ukrainian-Russian bivalency: 

A few people I interviewed who worked in advertising firms said that they did try 

to find  ways to appeal to both Russian and Ukrainain speakers by minimizing 

differences often minimizing the use of words together… When possible, ad 

designers chose word forms that were least marked as being Ukrainian or Russian 

(Bilaniuk, 2005, p.185) 

Although Bilaniuk (2005) concludes that “the strategy of minimalism… allowed 

advertisers to avoid ethnic markedness” (p. 185), I argue that these strategies also allow 

delivering the message to both bilingual and monolingual speakers with respect to their 
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linguistic faculties and language preferences in Ukrainian, Russian or both. The bivalent 

messages reach out to the maximum numbers of speakers.  

 

Figure 6.3. 

 

© Copyright 2008 Olga Bever. All Rights Reserved  

 
Figure 6.3 demonstrates how bivalency plays out at the orthographic lexical level: 

among eight larger signs surrounding the door, three ФОТО /foto/; АУДИО /audio/ and 

КРЕДИТ /kredit/ are bivalent and have an identical written form in Ukrainian and 

Russian; three signs GSM DECT, Beeline and LIFE:) are in English and Roman; one 
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sign КИЇВСТАР /kujivstar/ is in Ukrainian; and one sign MTC is an abbreviation in 

Cyrillic for the telephone services, which is also bivalent in Ukrainian and Russian, 

although all three letters of the latter sign are also in the Roman alphabet.  

Bivalency on the phonetic level is illustrated in Figure 6.4, which represents a 

private fashion store.  

 

Figure 6.4.  

 
 
 © Copyright 2008 Olga Bever. All Rights Reserved  

 

This bilingual sign (Figure 6.4) involves language contact on the word and letter 

level. This sign displays a combination of both Russian and English languages, and 
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Cyrillic and Roman scripts in the same text. Here the lower line of the sign is written in 

English (DESIGN). The upper line is in Russian, with the bivalent Russian/Ukrainian 

root ТЕКCТИЛЬ (Textile). The English letter ‘S’ is inserted in the red color across both 

lines in Russian and English words in the name of the store (ТЕК- S- ТИЛЬНЫЙ 

DESIGN) (Textile Design). Both words in the store name are borrowed in Russian and 

Ukrainian from other languages. Here, the written language contact is represented in both 

Roman and Cyrillic orthography. The lexemes belong to all three languages (Russian, 

Ukrainian and English); and phonetic representations [s] and [z] of the Cyrillic ‘C’ and 

‘З’, and English ‘S’ overlap in the words ‘textile’ and ‘design’.  

Figures 6.5 and 6.6 demonstrate a case of a near-bivalent representation. Figure 

6.5 and Figure 6.6 show signs of electronic stores: in Ukrainian in Figure 6.5 and a 

bilingual English-Russian sign in Figure 6.6 with the international brand name in English 

BRAVIA and the lower informational line is in Russian. Both signs contain a word 

ELECTRONICS in Cyrillic in the genitive case: Figure 6.5 – in Ukrainian (U), and  

Figure 6.6 in Russian (R). The following discussion focuses on similarities and 

differences of these near-bivalent lexemes:  

  

    Ukrainian   ЕЛЕКТРОНIКИ (U.)  – Genitive case – actual text in (3) 
 
    Ukrainian   ЕЛЕКТРОНIКА (U.) – Nominative case 
 
    Russian      ЭЛЕКТРОНИКИ (R.) – Genitive case- actual text in (4) 
     
    Russian      ЭЛЕКТРОНИКА (R.) – Nominative case   
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Figure 6.5. 
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Figure 6.6. 
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    The written forms are almost identical in Ukrainian and Russian with very low level of 

deviation: the major markers of the language differences are in graphemic and phonemic 

representations of the following letters (in bold): 

- the initial vowels, which is represented by Э and overlapping grapheme Е in 

its lower case e, which represents the same phoneme / ǫ /; 

- the vowels I and И after the letter Н.  

The letters И and Е overlap in Russian and Ukrainian in their written form, so that 

the written forms with those letters look identical and are recognized by speakers of both 

languages. Consider further the use of the Genitive case: in both pictures this is a part of a 

final position of a noun phrase with the predicate in Ukrainian and Russian: in both cases 

English is used as a heading sign. The use of English signals affiliation with the world 

market, and the lower texts in Ukrainian (Figure 6.5) and Russian (Figure 6.6) convey the 

content through the bivalent lexeme /ǫlectronika/. 

 

Figure 6.7 presents the sign of a home appliance store. As Figure 6.7 show, in 

many cases there is no direct translation between English and Russian or Ukrainian (e.g., 

company names, description of the businesses), so some concepts undergo linguistic and 

cultural adaptations.  
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Figure 6.7 
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A detailed analysis of this sign (Figure 6.7) is presented below line by line, 

where each line represents different discourse level: 1 – the nature of the store; 2 – the 

name of the store; 3 – the slogan with an air conditioner advertisement. First, each line 

is in its original language as presented in the sign (Figure 6.7), and then below it is the 

same line in the counterpart language (Russian) or associated language (English). The 

divergent elements are in bold.  

1.   МЕРЕЖА СУПЕРМАРКЕТIB  ЕЛЕКТРОНIКИ - as presented in Ukrainian 

1a  СЕТЬ       СУПЕРМАРКЕТОB ЭЛЕКТРОНИКИ - as it would be in Russian 

2    DOMOTEXHIKA - as presented  

2a  ДOMOTEXHIKA - as it would be in Ukrainian Cyrillic  

2b  ДOMOTEXHИKA - as it would be in Russian Cyrillic 
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 3   КОНДИЦIОНЕР   ЩЕ   ДЕШЕВШЕ - as presented in Ukrainian 

 3a  КОНДИЦИОНЕР ЕЩЕ ДЕШЕВЛЕ - as it would be in Russian 

 

   The first line (1) МЕРЕЖА СУПЕРМАРКЕТIB ЕЛЕКТРОНIКИ (the chain of 

electronic supermarkets) has the second and the third bivalent words with the minor 

deviation (see above discussion for Figures 6.5 and 6.6). The second and the third words 

are in the Genitive case of English borrowings in Cyrillic /supermarket/ and /electronics/. 

The first word here (‘the net or chain of stores’) differs in its lexical representation: 

 МЕРЕЖА /merezha/ (U);   СЕТЬ  /set’/ (R). 

The second line of the sign (2, 2a, 2b) (Figure 6.7) represents a unique case in 

which almost all of the graphemes are bivalent in all three languages (see Figure 6.2), 

while the lexeme (the word) is bivalent in Ukrainian and Russian. The initial letter D, 

written in the Roman alphabet, signals the foreignness and affiliation with the world 

market.  The last line of the sign (lines 3 and 3a) also is in Ukrainian (the air conditioner 

is more inexpensive) where all three words are bivalent with minimal divergence, so that 

the meaningful part of the words (roots and stems) are identical in Ukrainian in Russian. 

 

5.6. Continua of bivalency 

The continua of biliteracy model (Hornberger, 1989; Hornberger, 2003a; 

Hornberger & Skiton-Sylvester, 2003) was proposed “to situate research, teaching and 

language planning in a linguistically diverse setting” (Hornberger, 2003a, p. xv). The 

continua of biliteracy framework, views bilingualism and biliteracy phenomenon as a 
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complex, multidimensional, and multilayered process,  reflecting learning context, 

domains of language use, individual and community variables, ideological, social and 

political climate.  

 I apply Hornberger’s (1989, 2003a) approach of using a continua framework to 

bivalency as a multilayered and multidimensional phenomenon. At this point, I propose 

the continua of bivalency model as a conceptual framework for studying bivalency and 

bivalent practices in genetically close languages. In the continua model, shared linguistic 

properties are in the middle and differing linguistic properties at the extremes. As stated 

above, Russian and Ukrainian are genetically close Slavic languages with a high level of 

overlap on multiple levels of representation. Using the continua of bivalency model 

allows examining overlapping elements from multidimensional, multilayered 

perspectives, where meaning, structure and text (linguistic form), intention and 

perception are at the intersection of multiple continua representing each concept.  

The continua of bivalency  model embedded in discourse studies allows 

considering bivalent elements from the addresser and addressee perspective, where 

linguistic distance can be recognized not only from an analytical perspective (counting 

differing elements), but also on the levels of intention and perception. This is consistent 

with Bakhtin’s (1986/2006) perspective on utterances, the perception of any texts is 

deepened into a larger context and a dialogic nature of production and interpretation. This 

is also in line with Hornberger & Skilton-Sylvester (2003) perspective of continuum: 

…it is important to first stress the value of contextualized parts, parts of language 

that are analyzed and understood in the context of a whole text or texts… That 
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is… to use pieces of language to construct meaningful, articulate, whole text. (p. 

53) 

 

Figure 6.8. Continua of bivalency 

 

 

 

Figure 6.8 represents structural properties which define the levels of convergence 

and divergence of the counterpart languages (Ukrainian and Russian), indicated at the 

opposite ends of the continua. On the structural level, lexical (L), morphological (content 

CM and syntactic SM morphemes), grapheme (G) and phonetic (P) elements are 

represented by continua, which in turn are embedded in a larger level of representation 

and broader context. On each structural level, bivalency may vary from the absolute 

L Lexicon  

CM  Content   
morpheme 

(CM) 

SM Syntactic  
morpheme  

G  Grapheme 

P  Phonetics 

R     -1 +1   U 

       BV 
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bivalency (which is what the term ‘bivalency’ usually refers to) in the middle of the 

continuum, to near-bivalency (e.g., individual graphemes in Figures 5.5 and 5.6). The 

closer to the ends of the continua, the higher level of divergence is, and the more 

linguistic markers signal the counterpart language. 

To demonstrate the continua of bivalency model on the structural level, consider 

the following example from the earlier discussion (Figure 6.7, lines 1 and 1a), where 

divergent elements are in bold. 

 

I    II   III 

1.   МЕРЕЖА СУПЕРМАРКЕТIB  ЕЛЕКТРОНIКИ - as presented in Ukrainian 

1a  СЕТЬ       СУПЕРМАРКЕТОB ЭЛЕКТРОНИКИ - as it would be in Russian 

 

The structural properties with the ‘+’ marker signal Ukrainian, and with ‘-‘marker 

signal Russian (Figure 6.8). The structural representation of the original text of bivalency 

along the continua in Ukrainian (line 1) is as following. The first lexeme (I) is different in 

Ukrainian and Russian, and belongs to the very end of the continua (+1 U). The second 

lexeme (II) is bivalent on the content morpheme level (BV CM), and has Ukrainian suffix 

(+ SM) defined by grapheme I (+G). The third word (III) has a bivalent content 

morpheme (BV CM), while the Ukrainian graphemes signal Ukrainian (+G). This 

example shows how divergence occurs on different structural levels along the continua, 

involving different properties. There are several markers signaling Ukrainian. The main 

difference here is on the lexeme levels. In the written form, the visual representation 
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overrides the phonetic one, so the visual markers are significant enough to recognize it as 

Ukrainian. However, in some cases, semantic and pragmatic functions may be involved, 

featuring denotation and connotation (see discussion in Chapter 7, Figure 7.6), 

confirming that the intersection of different continua may appear on multiple levels. 

 The continua of bivalency offer a different interpretation of how and why 

monolingual language ideology is challenged by multilingual language use: here the 

notion of linguistic and ideological boundaries as a static phenomenon in monolingual 

approach is challenged by the fluid and dynamic model of the continua.  

The closer to the center of continua, the higher the level of bivalency exhibited in 

the elements of the languages. Moving towards the ends reflects higher association with 

the counterpart language, and the greater distance between languages. The further 

analysis of individual signs will demonstrate the level of congruency in Ukrainian, 

Russian and English, and Cyrillic and Roman and how bivalency and near-bivalency play 

role in constructing and interpreting texts in the signs. The continua approach in studying 

multilingual societies is a vehicle and device in challenging nationalistic, ethnocentric 

boundaries and illuminating the notion of contact zone, fluidity and hybridity as an 

ideological and political phenomenon.                               

Conclusion 

‘Naturalistic’ bivalency can be employed as a ‘strategic’ bivalency and fulfill its 

goals in “the purposeful mobilization of bivalent elements that belong simultaneously to 

two languages in contact” (Woolard & Genovese, 2007, p. 487). Drawing on Woolard & 

Genovese (2007), ‘strategic’ bivalency represents “the products… enacted in discourses” 
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(p. 488) to manipulate and/or negotiate linguistic and ideological boundaries, and 

reinforce or weaken linguistic and ideological affiliations. Thus, ‘strategic’ and 

‘naturalistic’ bivalency may overlap, intersect or act in parallel depending on context and 

intention. 

The examples show how language conflicts are negotiated in public signs, and 

how the use of bivalency enriches the tools available to the sign makers in multilingual 

societies. We cannot always be sure that every aspect of a sign was intentionally 

manipulated by the sign creator. But we can take the existence of the signs as evidence 

that they are successful with potential readers/customers. Detailed analysis of the signs 

can show how they convey multilingual tolerance or subtle monolingual insertion. The 

negotiation of language use in LLs in Ukraine follows Heller’s (1999) view on struggling 

in bilingual practices on the societal and personal levels: 

Being bilingual… is a constant process of taking perspective and adopting 

social and linguistic strategies that allow… to exploit, maximally, the linguistic 

resources…, trying to get around obstacles, and taking advantage of 

opportunities. (p. 187) 

In the current Ukrainian context, drawing on concepts of bivalency and linguistic 

resources, the ongoing conflict around multilingual language practices and territorial 

language preferences has come to the point where LLs represent publicly displayed 

multilingual hybrid linguistic and ideological spaces. The characteristics and the 

boundaries of these spaces are defined by the linguistic properties of the languages and 

by the strategic choices employed by the creators of the LLs. The increasing role of 
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English as the third language in Ukraine adds a level of communicative overlap with the 

Ukrainian and Russian languages, and promotes further linguistic and ideological 

hybridization of the public space. We can expect that detailed analysis of a larger number 

of signs in Ukraine will increase our understanding of how the society is evolving, and 

how Linguistic Landscapes in the eastern Ukraine manipulate the official language policy 

by employing naturalistic and strategic bivalency in the texts of the signs. 
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CHAPTER 7: ANALYSES AND DISCUSSION 

7.1. Banks and financial services 

After the break-up of the former USSR, Ukraine became an independent state 

with its new emerging economic and financial markets. Commercial banking and 

financing entered the Ukrainian market and offered their services and products to the 

local, national and international market economy. A Ukrainian Law “On Banks and 

Banking Activities” (adopted in 1991 and frequently modified since than), requires 

financial institutions to be supervised by governmental authorities (www.frishberg.com). 

In addition, the president of Ukrainian government passed the Law on Advertising in 

2003, which imposed the official Ukrainian language requirements: 

Pursuant to Article 6 of the law, all advertisements disseminated in Ukraine must 

be exclusively in the Ukrainian language. Registered trademarks may be used in 

advertisements in their original language, provided that they are also dubbed into 

Ukrainian. Trademarks registered in the name of Ukrainian companies may be 

used only in Ukrainian. (www.asterslaw.com/publication/svt_034.doc) 

Of great importance to LLs, banks were now required to use Ukrainian in their 

written documents and publicly displayed texts. Thus, the general law that external signs 

must be in Ukrainian applies with special force from direct supervision by the 

government: banks and financial services belong to the category of establishments which 

must comply with the official ‘top-down’ language policy, and their signs consistently 

belong to the ‘top-down’ signs category. 
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Following Bourdieu (1991), the use of a particular language is regulated and 

authorized by the particular institution and symbolizes this institution (Bourdieu, 1991). 

In analyzing the relationship between authority and institution, Bourdieu (1991) points 

out that “the authority comes to language from outside… Language at most represents 

this authority, manifests and symbolizes it” (p. 109). In the Ukrainian context, the use of 

Ukrainian as the only language is not a point of choice, but “delegated authority” 

(Bourdieu, 199, p. 109) from the power institution to the financial institution. At this 

point, the financial institution is a medium, an agent and an actor in relaying its own 

message through and with the message from the higher authority.  

The official language is bound up with the state, both in its genesis and in its 

social uses. … Obligatory on official occasions and in official places (schools, 

public administrations, political institutions, etc), this state language becomes the 

theoretical norm against which all linguistic practices are objectively measured. 

(Bourdieu, 1991, p. 45).   

The banking signs appear at the front doors of the establishments, and as 

advertisement posters, billboards, window posters, banners and standing billboards. I 

analyzed signs belonging to 20 banks and financial institutions in the central city, with 46 

main signs and advertising posters on banking products and services. The banking name 

signs tend to show some uniformity and are very similar to each other in their overall 

linguistic configuration, perhaps because of the conventional rules in the banking 

industry and similarities in their services, and also because of governmental regulations. 
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For this reason, I discuss the linguistic features of their signs as a group, rather than each 

one individually.  

The following are the names of banks I collected: 

  1. АЛЬФА- БАНК 
  2. БАНК ЄВРОПЕЙСЬКИЙ  
  3. БАНК «ФIНАНСИ та КРЕДИТ»                
  4. БАНК ПIВДЕННИЙ  
  5. IНДЕКС БАНК                 
  6. IНДУСТРIAЛЬБАНК 
  7. КРЕДОБАНК 
  8. НАДРА БАНК                
  9. ПЕРШИЙ УКРАЇНСЬКИЙ МIЖНАРОДНИЙ БАНК (ПУМБ) 
10. ПРАВЕКС БАНК  
11. ПРИВАТБАНК 
12. ПРОМIНВЕСТБАНК 
13. РАЙФФАЙЗЕН БАНК АВАЛЬ  
14. УКРСОЦБАНК 
15. EXIM BANK 
16. HOME CREDIT BANK 
17. MONEY GRAM  
18. SWEDBANK 
19. UNICREDIT BANK  
20. WESTERN UNION    

 

 I investigated the names of banks and financial services with foreign names (13, 

15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20). My search showed that these banks represent Ukrainian branches 

of internationally known banking businesses. Among these banks, only one bank 

transliterated its name as bivalent Ukrainian-Russian (13), РАЙФФАЙЗЕН БАНК 

АВАЛЬ (RAIFFEISEN BANK), which is a branch of the Austrian international banking 

group, and is named after F.W. Raiffeisen. The name EXIM (15) represents a Ukrainian 

branch of the international bank with the full name EXPORT-IMPORT. (In my analysis, 

I categorize this name as a lexical invention.) 
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The lexeme БАНК (BANK) is bivalent in Ukrainian and Russian, and appears as 

an individual word and as a morpheme in compound words in the name of the 

establishments. Persistently, as the name list shows, the lexeme ‘bank’ appears in Cyrillic 

if the actual name is in Cyrillic and in English, if the name is in English or in Roman 

script: code-mixing does not appear at this discourse level. To analyze the names by 

language I dropped the redundant ‘bank’ part and examined the remaining segments of 

the names. The analysis of 20 banking names shows following distribution of languages 

and scripts (Appendix 1): 

 

 Table 7.1. Distribution of languages and scripts: bank names. 

Script 
 
Language 

CRus CU BV  
U-Rus 

Roman BV 
U-Rus 
+ Rom 

CRus  
 Rom 

CU+ 
Rom 

Total 

Ukrainian 
 

 7 1     8 
40% 

Russian         

English    5    5 
25% 

Bivalent 
Ukr-Rus 

  5     5 
25% 

Bilingual 
Ukr-Engl 

        

Bilingual 
Rus-Engl 

        

Lexical 
inventions 

   1    1 
5% 

Other 
languages 

  1     1 
5% 

 Total   7 
35% 

7 
35% 

6 
30% 

   20 
100% 
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The data show a following distribution of language in the bank names:  

8 are Ukrainian (2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 12) with high presence of near-bivalency;  

5 are bivalent Ukrainian-Russian (1, 7, 10, 11, 14) on language and script levels;    

1 belongs to ‘other languages’ and is a transliteration into bivalent Cyrillic script (13);  

5 have English lexemes or morphemes and use Roman script (16, 17, 18, 19, 20); 

1 is a lexical invention in English and Roman (15). 

Further analyses reveal that among 8 Ukrainian names, only two banks use 

Ukrainian lexemes (4, 8). The other 6 banks have near-bivalent Ukrainian-Russian names 

with the minimal difference in a written form, mainly identified by the differences on 

grapheme level (e.g., graphemes I and И), which attribute the word to the Ukrainian 

language. The following examples show language differentiation on the grapheme level, 

where the bold letters signal the categorical distinction between Ukrainian (I ) and 

Russian (И):   

1. Ukrainian   IНДЕКС БАНК                  

    Russian        ИНДЕКС БАНК 

2.  Ukrainian    ПРОМIНВЕСТБАНК     

   Russian       ПРОМИНВЕСТБАНК 

English and the Roman alphabet are prominent in the names of the establishments 

and global services (WESTERN UNION, MONEY GRAM), methods of payment 

(VISA, MASTER CARD, etc.) and internet addresses. The interplay between Ukrainian 

and Russian is achieved through bivalency or near-bivalency in lexemes and phrases with 

minimal deviation, which is facilitated by overlapping orthographic and phonetic 
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representations of the letters (E, I, И, and Ы) and morphological differences on the 

inflectional level. Compare the following phrases (similar to the previous examples, the 

bold letters signal categorical distinction between Ukrainian and Russian): 

1. Russian    МИНИМАЛЬНЫЙ ПАКЕТ ДОКУМЕНТОВ  

   Ukrainian  МIНIМАЛЬНИЙ    ПАКЕТ ДОКУМЕНТIВ   

2. Ukrainian ВИГIДНА      IПОТЕКА 

   Russian      ВЫГОДНАЯ ИПОТЕКА 

3. Ukrainian  ВИПЛАТА ПЕНСIЙ    

    Russian      ВЫПЛАТА ПЕНСИЙ 

 4. Ukrainian  ВИСОКI      ПРОЦЕНТИ 

     Russian      ВЫСОКИЕ ПРОЦЕНТЫ 

 5. Ukrainian   IНФОРМАЦIЙНИЙ ЦЕНТР 

     Russian      ИНФОРМАЦИОННЫЙ ЦЕНТР 

  6. Ukrainian ВИДИ БАНКIВСЬКИХ ПОСЛУГ 

      Russian     ВИДЫ БАНКОВСКИХ УСЛУГ 

   7. Ukrainian KРЕДИТНА   ЛIНIЯ 

       Russian    KРЕДИТНАЯ ЛИНИЯ 

Banks and financial institutions demonstrate compliance with the official 

language policy by using Ukrainian on multiple levels of representation and across 

discourses. A large number of advertisement posters and bill-boards placed by the banks 

also contain significant amount of texts in Ukrainian. Although the presence of bivalent 

elements is obvious in advertisement posters, the construction of the body of the text on 
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sentence and phrase level unambiguously identifies the Ukrainian language. At the same 

time, the signs exhibit bilingual texts and code-switching between the discourse levels: 

for example the hours of operation are in Ukrainian, and the methods of payment are in 

English. With some exceptions (e.g., Figure 7.2 below), Russian appears in bivalent or 

near-bivalent words, and becomes less visible on the sentence and phrase level. 

 Ukrainian- English contact is representative on different levels, signaling an 

intersection of the national and the global discourses. The use of English communicates 

affiliation with foreign financial institutions, the presence of the foreign banks in 

Ukraine, and overall participation in the global banking system. Foreign financial 

services (e.g., WESTERN UNION, MONEY GRAM) and credit cards (e.g., VISA, 

MASTER CARD, etc.) appear in their original form. Further analyses show that English 

appears in the logos, as a special message about the methods of payment, and in internet 

address lines. However English is not only used for its informational and symbolic 

meaning, but can be used to get attention even when it is not understood. 

 

1. Figure 7.1 is the main sign НАДРА БАНК /nadra bank/, where the first lexeme 

is in Ukrainian and the second lexeme is bivalent. Further to the right is placed another 

sign ‘24h’, which is supposed to convey additional information about the bank, perhaps 

the information about hours of operation and services provided for 24 hours or as an 

attention-getter. I discussed the ‘24h’ sign with the local residents. My field notes 

indicate that the sign is interpreted by them as puzzling in general. However,  the ‘24’ 
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might  stands for a familiar concept of 24 hours of operation, but the letter ‘h’ has 

mysterious meaning for them: it is foreign, so it is international and prestigious.  

 

Figure 7.1. 
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2. Figure 7.2 is the photograph of the ATM machine. The lexeme БАНКОМАТ 

/bankomat/ is bivalent in Ukrainian and Russian. The sign is multilayered and 

multidimensional with written texts and images. The sign has several levels of 

representation of different information: 1. The upper line is bivalent and calls attention to 

the nature of the business – the ATM machine; 2. The information about the bank which 

owns this ATM is a noun phrase and has a bivalent noun – БАНК and Ukrainian 

adjective ПIВДЕННИЙ (southern); 3. The types of accepted credit and debit cards are in 

English -VISA, MASTER, MAESTRO, ELECTRON; 4. The hours of operation are in 

Ukrainian ’24 ГОДИНИ’ (24 hours). Comparing  the ’24 hours’ sign with the previous 

example (Figure 7.1), we can see that the concept of ‘24 hours’ as a publicly displayed 
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text is not new, which confirms that in a previous case ‘24h’, a Roman ‘h’ is an attention 

seeking device. 

 

Figure 7.2. 
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3. Figure 7.3 demonstrates a front door of the HOME CREDIT BANK. The sign 

contains various informational texts with language contact on different discourse levels. 

On the left side, we can see that the bank promotes financial operations with the VISA 

and MASTER Cards. Below on the left side is placed the WESTER UNION signs in 

English (the name) and in Ukrainian with two texts: to the right of the name is 

information about the WESTER UNION services and slogan below. On the right side of 
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the door are the bank logo on the top, then below - the hours of operation, and, finally, a 

text about utilities payment written in Russian in a larger font. 

 

Figure 7.3. 
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Here we can again see a critical point in negotiating language use: the general 

information is in Ukrainian, but the utility payments ad is in Russian, challenging the 

official language regulations by appealing to the dominant language of the community. 

The ad on utility payments is addressed to individuals, communicating vital social and 

economic practice of the city population, and revealing the preferences for Russian as the 

everyday language. Thus negotiation of language use on the bank front is governed by 

both official language policy and everyday social and linguistic practices.  
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4. Figure 7.4 represents signs of two financial services: WESTERN UNION 

services in the upper line, and below is the currency exchange sign in Russian, ОБМЕН 

ВАЛЮТ. The sign is the standing yellow and blue billboard which resembles the 

Ukrainian flag and signals loyalty to the Ukrainian state. 

 

Figure 7.4 
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The first line is in English with its original international name. The rest of the sign 

in is in Russian, and tells about the currency exchange services and about opening during 

the weekends. In the overall corpus data there are three signs of the WESTERN UNION 

services: in the two cases (Figure 3.4 and Figure 7.3) English is in contact with 

Ukrainian, and in the Figure 7.4 English is in contact in Russian on different discourse 

levels. The use of Russian here can be explained by individually (vs. corporate) made 

bill-board stand, the habitual use of Russian for the currency exchange operations, and 

the personalized approach to the dominantly Russian speaking population.   
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5. Figure 7.5 is the front door poster of the bank: УКРСОЦБАНК /ukrsotsbank/.  

Here Ukrainian-English code-switching is on different discourse levels. The first 

line is the name of the bank in Cyrillic and is a compound bivalent word УКР-СОЦ-

БАНК /ukr-sots-bank/ in Ukrainian and Russian, which derived from three blended 

morphemes (Lehrer, 2007). The second line is in English. It serves informational and 

symbolic purposes, conveys additional information about the bank and signals 

international affiliation. Here, English also serves as an attention getting device.  

 

Figure 7.5. 
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6. Figure 7.6 is a multimodal multilayered banking advertising poster. 

This multimodal multilayer advertisement poster employs language, script and 

image to attract a potential client. It conveys multidimensional aspects of meaning of the 

text through amalgamation of the image and the written text. The name of the bank 
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«ФIНАНСИ та КРЕДИТ» (FINANCES and CREDIT) appears three times: as a bank 

name in Ukrainian in the upper line, as a modern abbreviation in English, F&C BANK, in 

the central position, and in the bottom line in Roman in the internet address. The English-

Roman abbreviation form F&C BANK is in the center and in a larger font, signaling 

international affiliations, and serving as an attention-getter. 

 

Figure 7.6. 
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The slogan below the image (Figure 7.6) is in Ukrainian and is near-bivalent with 

its Russian form. The portrait of Einstein and the slogan (‘a brilliant formula for 

multiplying money’) appeal to the local consumer and intensify the message to the 

addressee. The following is the direct translation of the slogan from Ukrainian to 

Russian, indicating almost identical written forms.  

Ukrainian: ГЕНИАЛЬНО ПРОСТА   ФОРМУЛА  ПРИМНОЖЕННЯ ГРОШЕЙ 

Russian:    ГЕНИАЛЬНО ПРОСТАЯ ФОРМУЛА      УМНОЖЕНИЯ   ГРОШЕЙ 

The texts are almost identical. However, the lexeme ГРОШИ (Russian - ДЕНЬГИ) 

(‘money’) may have different connotations in Russian: depending on context, it means 

‘money’ in a general sense or very small money, when it is used more colloquially (e.g., 

in proverbs). 

Conclusion 

These analyses demonstrate that the Ukrainian language is dominant in banks and 

financial services signs, as regulated by governmental authorities. Ukrainian prevails in 

banks’ names, slogans, the body of advertisements, and the information about the 

services and products. The Ukrainian texts appear on all different discourse levels in the 

front door signs and in advertisement posters on lexical and syntactic levels. In 

advertisement posters, the syntactic patterns reveal distinctively Ukrainian language. 

Although English and Roman script are prominent in banking advertising posters, the 

body and the slogans of the posters are in Ukrainian or express Ukrainian-Russian 

bivalency. Thus, although the texts contain Ukrainian-Russian bivalent elements, the 

script and syntactic features reveal the clear use of Ukrainian. Ukrainian-English code-
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switching is observed across different discourse levels. English is used in the names of 

the main signs, in the logos and internet addresses, signaling international affiliation. The 

methods of payment, which appear usually as the door sign, are often presented as images 

of VISA or MASTER cards, conveying the financial services and prestige of the 

establishment and connectedness to the global market. Thus, the names of the cards serve 

informational, functional and symbolic purposes. The language choice for the signs of 

banks and financial businesses comply with the official language regulations and meet 

the ‘top-down’ official requirements. Russian appears in bivalent elements across the 

discourse levels, and in the texts which are locally produced to address everyday 

practices as person to person communication. We can see that banks bring Russian in 

through the use of bivalent texts and explicit Russian texts in the less official parts of the 

signs (Figure 7.3). So, we observe that even in the tightly regulated banks, there are 

instances of communicating messages in the local ‘unofficial’ but the dominant language. 
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7.2. Gambling and entertainment industry 

The break-up of the former USSR led to many social, cultural and economic 

changes in post-Soviet Ukraine, so that new practices and new markets entered the social 

space. At that time, gambling became one of the most rapidly growing businesses, which 

entered the public domain and became visible as a distinctive industry. In Ukraine, the 

politics around the gambling industry are turbulent due to its economically, financially 

and legally sensitive issues involving licensing, zoning, and tax regulations. Conflicting 

ideological, cultural and social beliefs and values about gambling became a part of public 

and private discourse. My data provides evidences on how this turbulent, rapidly 

changing domain has been responding to contested language policy and culturally 

sensitive societal values, how it has shaped the LLs of the city, and how ‘American 

imagery’ and ‘Native American imagery’ Martin (2007) entered post-Soviet Ukraine. 

I collected signs of 14 gambling and entertainment establishments. The signs 

appear as front door signs and as advertisement bill-boards. Although the laws 

concerning regulations on gambling are now under debate in Ukraine, at the time of my 

data collection, the casinos were located along the main street of the city, in the main 

commercial area. I included a set of photographs of the front entrances of the businesses 

and advertisement posters. As my data shows, the examined texts demonstrate how 

penetration of new exotic social, cultural and post-Soviet economic practices are reflected 

in LLs. Consistently, LLs reveal how innovative language practices and linguistic 

resources enter a public space as a result of social and economic transformations. The 

data set includes photographs of the signs of the establishments with their names and 
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information about their activities. Because of the nature of businesses and local security, 

taking the pictures of the door signs was not allowed in some cases.   

The critical point of my analysis is examining language and scripts contact in 

written texts, while acknowledging various semiotic features: the size of the letters, the 

color, the font, etc. In the main signs, the preferred language and the visual hierarchy are 

prominent features: for example, the names of the establishments are placed usually in a 

central or upper position. The logos and information-functional lines indicate some 

variations. The signs are characterized by rich bivalency on phonological and 

orthographic levels, and language mixing within and across discourse levels. Thus, in this 

work, I take a step further towards the notion and function of bivalency in the context of 

language mixing in multilingual signs. 

Each establishment is represented by the main sign with the text on different 

discourse levels: the name and the informational line on the function of the business. In 

addition, some signs contain logos, slogans, the address line, and the internet address. 

Some pictures captured the door signs and the job ads. Here, I analyze the signs 

quantitatively and qualitatively. Following my methodology and the grounded theory 

which allows shifting the focus of enquiry, I analyze the main signs as multilingual texts 

in terms of the combination of languages used and linguistic devices within and across 

discourse levels.  

First, I examine qualitatively a number of selected signs from my data chosen to 

display a full range of characteristics. I analyze languages and scripts contact on 

discourse levels in relation to the nature of establishment, logo and informational text. 
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The interdiscursive code-mixing in the signs reveals instances of multilingualism in the 

signs on different discourse levels: the names on the main sign are often written in one 

language while the function or other information is in a different language. Since the 

multilingual signs exhibit language mixing and script-mixing, it is important to recognize 

code-mixing and code-switching across categories of the establishments and within the 

same category. Then, I provide quantitative analysis of frequencies of occurrences of the 

languages and scripts in the name of establishments.   

The following are analysis of the individual signs: 

1. Figure 7.7 is the main sign for the gambling club. АРИZOНА /arizona/ comes 

from the name of the state of Arizona, where gambling industry is highly developed on 

American Indian reservations. Here the name conveys ‘American imagery’ associating 

with geographical location, social practices and ethno-cultural stereotypes (Martin, 2006; 

Piller, 2001, 2003). 

  Figure 7.7. 
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The name АРИZOНА /arizona/ comes from English lexeme ARIZONA, and  is 

near-bivalent in Russian (АРИЗOНА) and Ukrainian (АРIЗOНА). It is written in Cyrillic 

in Russian with the Roman letter Z instead of Cyrillic З /z/, employing Cyrillic-Roman 

code-mixing on graphemic level based on phonetic similarities: phonetically, both 

Roman Z and Cyrillic З have the same sound, /z/. Here the use of the foreign name and 

the Roman grapheme Z signals foreignness and affiliation with the exotic culture, and 

intensifies the nature of the business. The grapheme Z is used as an ‘attention-getter’ or 

attention-catching device, a ‘mystique factor’ to achieve ‘exclusive effects’ (Bhatia & 

Ritchie, 2004). Bivalency on the phonetic level and the foreign appearance of the letter Z 

are employed as powerful linguistic devices. The second line (the activity type) is in 

Russian – Сеть Игровых Клубов (the network of the gaming clubs).  

 

2. БАГIРА (BAGIRA) is an English word, which was ‘nativized’ by both Russian 

and Ukrainian (Figure 7.8).  

Figure 7.8. 
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The name БАГIРА is in Ukrainian (Figure 7.8), which is signaled by the 

grapheme /I /. In Russian the word would be with the /И/, БАГИРА. The name БАГIРА 

(BAGIRA) came from the name of the panther in the Kipling novel ‘Mowgli”, which is 
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very popular in the former USSR. The picture of a little black panther on the left of the 

name accompanies the sign. The information-functional line is in Ukrainian and is near-

bivelent, IГРОВI /igrovi/ АВТОМАТИ /avtomaty/ РУЛЕТКА /ruletka/ (slot-machines 

and roulette). The near-bivalent Russian form is: ИГРОВЫЕ АВТОМАТЫ РУЛЕТКА 

(Slot machines, Roulette). 

The door signs (Figure 7.9) are in Ukrainian: the hours of operation; the open 

sign; the security sign; the red sign about the age restriction and another red sign about 

the entering only with a passport, which communicates a personal message to an 

individual. 

Figure 7.9. 
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3. Figure 7.10 is this is an advertising billboard for casino КОNСУЛ /konsul/.   . 

The sign is in Russian with intensive use of bivalent and near-bivalent Russian –

Ukrainian words. The text in the sign represents two sentences organized in an 
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advertising manner, so that the structural parts of the poster follow the domain of 

advertising, while giving a preference to the cultural values of the society. Similar to the 

previous case (Figure 7.7), the name of the casino КОNСУЛ /konsul/ involves the code-

mixing on grapheme level so that the Roman grapheme N is embedded in bivalent 

Cyrillic word КОHСУЛ. Similar to the APИZOНA case, Roman N and Cyrillic H have 

the same sound, /n/. Here the use of the foreign name and the Roman grapheme N signals 

foreignness and affiliation with the exotic culture, and intensifies the nature of the 

business. The letter N is emphasized by the artistic framing of it in the poster. The slogan 

and informational lines are in Russian.  

 

Figure 7.10 
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Other structural parts of the posters employ and duplicate the name and the 

features of well-known game МОРСКОЙ БОЙ (NAVY FIGHT similar to the game of 

“Battleship” in English). The attractive slogan below the casino name, presents a pun 

which describes a process of both playing and winning the game. This line has a 
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sequence of four Russian-Ukrainian near-bivalent verbs in the past tense with perfective 

aspect: “выстрелил” (shot), “ранил” (wounded), “убил”(killed), “ выиграл” (won). In 

Russian and Ukrainian, the perfective aspect verbs denote one-time action that had or will 

have a result, was or will be finished. Here the syntactic and pragmatic features of 

language are associated with creating a psychological effect for attract people who like to 

gamble and people who focus on winning.  

 

4. Figure 7.11 exemplifies language mixing as interdiscoursive practice.  

Figure 7.11. 
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The name IGRO is written in Roman, serving as an attention-getter. IGRO is a 

lexical invention from near-bivalent Russian word ИГРА /igra/ (GAME) and 

corresponding word in Ukrianian ГРА /gra/. At the main sign of the front door, the name 

IGRO appears twice: as a business name and as a part of the logo IGRO SERVICE, 
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which appears at the top. The logo is a combination of IGRO and an English word 

‘service’. The information-functional line is in Ukrainian. At the top of the logo, we can 

see the artistic image associated with American Indian culture, the costume feathers.  

Russian appears here as an individually made door sign (Figure 7.12), the job ad – 

“administrator needed, a woman of 25-45 years old”, which demonstrates that behind the 

officially regulated signs, and commercially invented or adapted ‘anglicisms’, the job 

ads, addressed to a general population, continue to be in Russian.  

 

Figure 7.12 
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5. MUSIC HALL (Figure 7.13) is an example of trilingual interdiscoursive 

practice presented at the sign. This sign exemplifies the “code preference through the 

order and size of font and texts in the respective languages” (Pavlenko, 2009, p. 252). As 
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presented in the picture, the line order and language order represent different discourse 

levels and are written in different languages. 

Figure 7.13 
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According to Scollon & Scollon (2003), semiotic approaches to language involve 

prominence or ‘code preference’, when a message appears “on top, on the left, or in the 

center of the sign” (Pavlenko, 2009, p. 251); this is consistent with Backhouse’s (2007) 

argument that such an approach is relevant to the Western cultures, in general. Consistent 

with the notion of  language prominence (Backhouse, 2006, 2007; Huebner, 2006; 

Pavlenko, 2009; Scollon & Scollon, 2003), the configuration of languages and texts in the 

sign signals the preferred, dominating position of Ukrainian as an official language, then 

English, as a language of modernity and international affiliation, and finally Russian is 

used on the last line. All three lines contain their texts on the phrase level. Using a 

semiotic approach, we can discuss here the code preference for the first and the second 

line. Although the first line in Ukrainian is in red and uses the larger font, the second in 

English uses the artistic frame to intensify the importance of the text (Huebner, 2006; 
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Pavlenko, 2009). This sign exemplifies how the private club sign reflects the official 

language policy by positioning each message according to its official language status: the 

first line is in Ukrainian, the second is in English, signaling international affiliation, and 

the third line is in Russian, offering additional services which in part are affiliated with 

the local Russian culture.  

 

6. МЕТРО-ДЖЕКПОТ (Figure 7.14) is a bivalent Ukrainian-Russian 

transliteration of the English borrowing ‘Metro-Jackpot’. The transliteration of the 

foreign name conveys the authenticity of the business. The information-functional line is 

a noun phrase in Ukrainian and is near-bivalent. The slogan appears in window posters 

below the main sign, and as a noun phrase in Ukrainian ЧЕСНА ГРА (FAIR GAME), 

where both words are near-bivalent (in Russian: ЧЕСТНАЯ ИГРА). The numbers “777” 

symbolize good luck in the local culture.  

Figure 7.14. 
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 7. JAZZ casino (Figure 7.15) is an advertisement billboard which uses English in 

both, the name and the function of the business. A larger font line СКОРО ОТКРЫТИЕ 

(OPENING SOON) is a phrase in Russian, which informs the local population that the 

casino will be open soon, which is also conveyed by the image of the open zipper 

framing the name sign. 

Figure 7.15. 
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8. Figures 7.16a and 7.16b depict the main signs of the gaming businesses. The 

name FORTUNA is a Roman transliteration of English cognate of Latin origin. The 

following pictures represent two signs of the same business located in different parts of 

the main commercial area. The signs differ by organization of the texts and languages. 

The information-functional lines on both pictures are near-bivalent phrases: in the first 
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picture (Figure 7.16a) - in Ukrainian IГРОВI АВТОМАТИ (slot-machines), and on the 

second one (Figure 7.16b) – in Russian, ИГРОВЫЕ AВТОМАТЫ. 

Figure 7.16a. 
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Figure 7.16b. 
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The image of the man’s blindfolded head in the circle above the name, symbolizes 

the exotic and risk-taking nature of gambling, evoking imagery in local clients (Martin, 

2006). Both signs (Figures 7.16a and 7.16b) represent the same business, addressing their 

message in different languages, in Ukrainian, and in Russian.  

 The analyses of the preceding pictures demonstrate that each case represents a 

multimodal text (written text and images) (Kress & van Leeuwen, 2006), organized 

according to discourse levels and code preference. Language mixing appears within and 

across discourse levels. The switch to English and the Roman alphabet occurs often at the 

name level. The information-functional lines contain texts in both languages, Ukrainian 

and Russian, which include a wide range of bivalent or near-bivalent words. The 

organizational structure and the order of combination of languages for this category of 

signs are consistent with the previous research on LLs and advertising (Bhatia, 2000; 

Bhatia & Ritchie, 2008; Piller, 2001, 2003). The uniqueness of each sign is indicated by 

special effects and multimodal devices to connote the origin, the nature (Martin, 2006), 

and the ‘ethno-cultural’ and ‘social’ stereotypes (Piller, 2003). Although overall 

generalizations allow assigning a particular language by the discourse level, the 

qualitative analyses identify the specific features of individual signs. In relation to 

language policy, the signs confirm Ukrainian-Russian bilingual language practices with 

addition of the third language, English and Roman script.   

The next level of analysis presents the texts which accompany the names on the 

signs. As list of signs shows, the combination of the name and information-functional 

line can be in different languages. This creates multilingual texts on discourse level.  
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The following is the complete list of 14 main signs of the gambling and 

entertainment places, with their names (in upper case) and information-functional lines 

and slogans (lower case letters) as it is in the signs. Three signs are advertising billboards 

(ГРАНД, KONCУЛ and JAZZ), and the rest are the front door signs. 

 

  1. АЛМАЗ /almaz/ клуб (club) 

  2. АРИZOНА /arizona/ сеть игровых клубов (the net of the gambling clubs) 

  3. БАГIРА /bagira/ автомати, рулетка (slot machines, roulette) 

  4. ГРАНД /grand/ kaзино (casino) 

  5. IGRO /igro/; IGRO service /igro service/ гральнi автомати (slot-machines) 

  6. FORTUNA /fortuna/ гральнi автомати (slot-machines) 

  7. FORTUNA /fortuna/ игровые автоматы (slot-machines) 

  8. JAZZ Casino, скоро открытие (casino, opening soon) 

  9. KONCУЛ /konsul/ kaзино (casino) 

10. МАНИЯ /manija/ kaзино (casino) 

11. МЕТРО-ДЖЕКПОТ /metro jakpot/ гральнi автомати (slot-machines) 

12. MUSIC HALL - нiчний клуб (‘night club’) – финская сауна, русская баня (Finnish 

sauna, Russian banya (the cultural concept similar to the sauna)  

13. НЕВАДА /nevada/- гральнi автомати (slot-machines) 

14. ПРИЗ /priz/ - игровые автоматы (slot-machines) 
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The information-functional lines next to the names are in Ukrainian or Russian 

and are bivalent or near-bivalent. The morphological and orthographic markers attribute 

the text to one or the other language. Among 14 establishments, 6 have information-

functional line in Ukrainian (lines 3, 5, 6, 11, 12, 13), and 7 - in Russian (lines 2, 4, 7, 8, 

9, 10, 14), one line has a single bivalent word (1). As it shown in items 6 and 7 of the list, 

the name of the establishment is in Roman FORTUNA, but in line 6, the information-

functional text appears in Ukrainian - гральнi автомати; and in Russian in line 7 - 

игровые автоматы.  

The names are presented in various forms: as bivalent or near-bivalent Russian-

Ukrainian lexemes, in English, transliteration, translation or as a code-mixing. The code-

mixing in the names involves Cyrillic and Roman graphemes with bivalent phonological 

representation, embedded in the middle position of the Cyrillic word. The exotic 

connotation (e.g., the casino АРИZOНА) is carried by the name of the state of Arizona in 

Cyrillic with the letter Z in the middle in Roman, signifying the foreignness and exotic 

nature of the establishment, and serving as an attention-getter. English appears on the 

grapheme level (e.g., Z in АРИZOНА; N in КОNСУЛ), on the lexical and the phrase 

level (e.g., JAZZ CASINO); Roman script is used for transliteration (e.g., FORTUNA). 

The analysis of these names provides the data about the choice of the names of the 

establishments and linguistic devices used to attract clients.  

The following matrix (Table 7.2) presents the distribution of languages in the 

name of the establishments. I use the matrix which identifies the orthographic features in 

the columns, and languages in the rows. The intersection of the rows and the columns in 
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the cells represents the language and scripts used in the names. As the data show, among 

14 names 7 (50%) appear in English language category: in its original form in English or 

as lexical adaptations, lexical borrowings and transliterations. Half of the names use 

Roman script in different combinations. In the names in gambling and entertainment, the 

combinations with English language and Roman alphabet are dominant. The names that 

belong only to Ukrainian or Russian are minimal. Other significant categories include 

lexically (21.43%) and orthographically (35.72%) bivalent Ukrainian-Russian words. 

 

Table 7.2. Distribution of languages and scripts: gambling and entertainment names. 

Script 
 
Language 

CRus CU BV  
U-Rus 

Roman BV 
U-Rus 
+ Rom 

CRus  
 Rom 

CU+ 
Rom 

Total 

Ukrainian 
 

       0 

Russian 1       1 
7.15% 

English  1 3 2                1  7 
50.00% 

Bivalent 
Ukr-Rus 

  2  1   3 
21.43% 

Bilingual 
Ukr-Engl 

        

Bilingual 
Rus-Engl 

        

Lexical 
inventions 

   1    1 
7.15% 

Other 
languages 

   2    2 
14.29% 

Total 1 
7.15% 

1 
7.15% 

5 
35.72% 

5 
35.72% 

1 
7.15% 

1 
7.15% 

 14 
100% 
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The word KAЗИНО (CASINO), is a lexical borrowing and a near-bivalent word 

in Russian and Ukrainian, and always appears in Russian. According to the English-

Ukrainian dictionary (www.lingvozone.com), the Ukrainian translation of this word is 

KAЗIНО with the letter I /i/ instead of И /i/ in Russian. My hypothesis is that the lexical 

borrowing CASINO entered the Ukrainian lexicon through the Russian language with its 

transliterated grammatical form in Cyrillic, and has not been fully ‘nativized’ (Hasanova, 

2007) phonetically and orthographically in Ukraine. In the context of wide-spread 

bivalent elements and Russian-Ukrainian bilingualism, the overlapping values of I and И 

in Ukrainian and Russian, the KAЗИНО is recognized and accepted in both Ukrainian 

and Russian. This is similar to the case of АРИZOНА (Arizona) and НЕВАДА 

(Nevada). 

Overall, the data reveal cultural, geographical and economic links to the 

internationally known locations in relation to English language; attention getting 

techniques in relation to Roman alphabet; and widely used bivalency on different levels 

of representation. The casino signs entail ‘American’ and ‘Native American imagery’ 

(Martin, 2006). The casinos’ names with the adapted and transliterated American names 

(Arizona, Nevada, Bagira), signal belongingness to the exotic cultures and affiliation with 

the wider gaming circle. The signs often are accompanied by pictures of artifacts of 

casinos typically located on Indian reservations: colors, feathers, etc., serving as attention 

getters. The signs project association with American ‘Indianness’, “cowboy spirit and the 

myth of the American West” (Piller, 2003, p. 175).  
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The distribution of languages across discourses suggests, that “not all multilingual 

signs are straightforward” (Huebner, 2006, p. 35). The data show a frequent use of 

bivalent elements, which in combination with the use of English and Roman elements 

create a multilingual space in each sign. Russian and Ukrainian languages appear 

predominantly and more distinctively in the immediate text adjacent to the name: 

functional information and slogan. The names of the establishments predominantly 

appear as lexical items, while the informational, functional and slogan texts frequently 

appear on phrase and sentence levels, providing syntactic and morphological markers and 

defining language boundaries. The bivalent and near-bivalent Ukrainian and Russian 

words are readable and understandable in either Russian or Ukrainian languages. 

The Russian-Ukrainian bivalency, near-bivalency and the foreign words (English 

language and Roman script) prevail in the names of the establishments; however the 

surrounding text has clear categorical distinctions in language use (Ukrainian or Russian). 

Although the texts are usually readable for users of both languages because of bivalent 

and near-bivalent elements, a particular language exhibits its distinctive properties of 

lexical-grammatical structure (morphology, inflections, plurality). 

 

Conclusion 

The signs contributed by casinos facilitate the goals of the establishments, reflect 

the local culture, and contain elements of ‘American imagery’, which creates “the 

atmosphere conducive to selling dreams and ideas” (Martin, 2006, p. 124). First, the 

name should convey excitement, fun and an exotic quality: this is achieved by use of an 
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English lexeme, morphology or single, prominent letter. Second, the sign must conform 

to the official policy of using Ukrainian: in this component, many words which appear on 

different discourse levels are technically in Ukrainian and are nonetheless wholly or 

partially bivalent with Russian. However, in the actual names of the establishments, the 

Ukrainian language and script appearance is minimal (Table 7.2). Finally, the sign must 

present information understandable to the local population about the actual services 

offered: this is often in Russian directly, again to communicate well with potential 

customers. Thus, casino signs offer a microcosm of the blending of international appeal, 

compliance with official language policy and effective communication. 
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7.3. Restaurants and food services  

 Restaurants, bars, café, snack bars, bistros, etc. are not a new phenomenon in 

Ukraine. Ukrainian culture is traditionally famous for its cuisine and hospitality. In post-

Soviet Ukraine, the restaurant business became one of the fastest growing businesses in 

urban centers. The research site of this study, an industrial and economic center, now has 

many culturally and economically expanded food services: along with traditional local 

places, modern fast food and fashionable restaurants opened their doors for local 

residents and visitors.  A panorama of signs invites you to places with both familiar and 

sophisticated names in different languages and scripts, signaling cultural affiliation with 

international cuisine, advertising local, national and international cultural heritage, and 

celebrating local, national and global cuisine. While the “key international words” 

(McArthur, 2000, p. 36) café, restaurant, bar were adapted and nativized by Russian and 

Ukrainian languages long ago, the American pop-corn, hot-dog, steak and hamburger, 

and Italian pizzeria entered post-Soviet Ukrainian market relatively recently, becoming 

markers of the new economy and new social practices. Now, along with English, 

restaurants’ signs feature Italian or Italian-sounding names, introducing new lexical items 

with new and traditional cuisines. Thus, social and economic transformations resulted in 

creating new spaces, where ethno-cultural stereotypes and social practices intersect, 

bringing together taste, flavor and linguistic features. 

The initial analyses include a list of 14 names. The data show that among the 14 

names, 6 are in Cyrillic, and 8 names are in Roman. The names in Roman script contain 

English (e.g., MAGIC CUP, POP CORN) and Italian or Italian-sounding lexemes (e.g., 
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BAMBOLA, FELICITA, ROSSONERO) which are symbolic in a sense that they stand 

for Italian cuisine. The following is a list of 14 names: 

1. ТОЛСТЯК 
2. ЧАШКИН ДОМ 
3. ИТАЛЬЯНСКОЕ МОРОЖЕНОЕ 
4. MУСТАНГ  
5. ОФЕРТА 
6. BAMBOLA 
7. BANANA 
8. DALI 
9. FELICITA 
10. MAGIC CUP 
11. POP CORN 
12. POTATO HOUSE  
13. КАРТОПЛЯНА ХАТА 
14. ROSSONERO 

 
Among Cyrillic names, one is in Ukrainian (13), three are in Russian (1-3), two (4 

and 5) are bivalent in Ukrainian and Russian, where MУСТАНГ (4) is a transliterated 

nativized lexical borrowing (mustang). The name DALI stands for the name of a famous 

artist. The names 12 and 13 (POTATO HOUSE and КАРТОПЛЯНА ХАТА) are direct 

translations in two languages Ukrainian and English. However, since these names (12 and 

13) appear as two independent signs (Figures 7.19, 7.20), I treat them as two different 

signs in my inventory. (The alternative approach would be to consider it as a bilingual 

English-Ukrainian name because it belongs to the same restaurant). 

The following are analyses of some of the signs. 

1. Figure 7.17 presents a bilingual sign of the restaurant BAMBOLA. The Italian-

sounding name is in Roman. The information-functional line is a Russian transliteration 

of Italian trattoria. The written text of the main sign is all foreign, but a combination of 

the text and the image makes it understandable: here different modalities support the 
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meaning. To facilitate intelligibility and attractiveness, the sign relies on the image of the 

chef making pastry, the attention catching Italian-Roman name, and on the conclusive 

functional line in Cyrillic. 

 

Figure 7.17. 

 

© Copyright 2009 Olga Bever. All Rights Reserved.  

 

2. The sign on the next picture (Figure 7.18) is bilingual in the sense that the first 

line is in Italian, and the second line is a bivalent Cyrillic cafe-bar. 

Figure 7.18. 
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3. The sign POTATO HOUSE (Figures 7.19) is especially fascinating because it 

reveals multidimensional and multifaceted interconnections of the text, image, and 

ideology. First, consider the description of the business as it is presented on the web, and 

then the link of this text to the analysis of the picture of the sign. The first POTATO 

HOUSE restaurant was opened in Western Ukraine, in the city of Lviv in 2000, and now 

there are a number of its franchises in Ukraine, including the research site of this study. 

The official website presents a full description of the restaurant POTATO HOUSE 

located in Kiev, the capital of Ukraine (http://www.kiev.info/food/potato.htm):  

…A typical modern fast food restaurant is a cozy place where it is nice to have a 

snack and spend some free time… The guests to the Potato House are welcomed 

by the American Indian sitting next to the entrance and smoking a peace pipe… 

The interiors, decorated in the so-called ethnic pop art, features the portrait of 

legendary Che Guevara, advertisements of revolver and motorbike, cactuses and 

hanging above the counter special table to check your eyesight. Besides the one at 

the front door, there are some more statues and portraits of Indians, as a silhouette 

of Indian is a logotype of the Potato House. By the way, the American Indian 

sitting near the entrance is the only one who is allowed to smoke… The cuisine of 

the restaurant can be classified as rather eclectic collection representing popular 

dishes …from all over the world… Russian, Ukrainian, American and Mexican… 

The special accent is made on popular Mexican cuisine… with its extensive 

flavors, colorful decoration and the variety of spices Mexican gastronomy is one 

of the richest in the world. (http://www.kiev.info/food/potato.htm)  
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The text is filled with the mixture of popular ethno-cultural stereotypes of 

American Indian, Mexican, and Latin American culture. The authors employ exotic 

elements of the cultures to excite the imagination of a potential patron. By presenting a 

collage of fragmentary information about geographically and culturally distant places, the 

authors of the text create an image and a myth stimulating curiosity about unexplored 

romantic destinations while at the same time popularizing these cultures. The restaurant 

becomes an exciting Western place in the sense of American exotic south-west, while 

offering international cuisine, ‘Russian, Ukrainian, American and Mexican’. The authors 

maneuver between the global and the national by highlighting internationally known 

cultural and historic heritage and folk artifacts and then framing them in a universal 

discourse of international cuisine. The following pictures (Figures 7.19 and 7.20) present 

two main signs of the same restaurant with its name in Ukrainian and in English.   

Figure 7.19. 
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Figure 7.19 presents the actual sign of the restaurant POTATO HOUSE with its 

name in Ukrainian placed on its summer pavilion. This sign has a direct translation of the 

same text in Ukrainian and English. The Ukrainian text represents the name of the 
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restaurant in a larger font. The logo is in English in a smaller font surrounding the image 

of an American Indian with traditional feathers and smoking a ‘peace pipe’, which 

projects authenticity while serving as an attention getting device. On this sign, similar to 

the casino categories, the attributes of Indian culture and American West become a part 

of international signs, serving as exotic art artifacts, while familiarizing the local 

population with these cultures. Speaking diachronically, the presence of American Indian 

elements on public display is a new feature of the post-Soviet LLs. We can speculate on 

the ideological, economic and socio-cultural factors that influenced the appearance the 

new ‘modern’ signs with the culturally rich and artistically exotic Indian attributes. The 

fact is that American Indian imagery had entered the post-Soviet LLs , and now is a 

fashionable ‘ethnic pop-art’ style of contemporary culture, which “evoke[s] certain 

positive emotions and associations in the … consumer’s imagination” (Martin, 2006, p. 

86), making “Native American heritage… unique” (Martin, 2006, p.110).   

4. Figure 7.20 is another sign of the restaurant discussed above (Figure 7.19).  

Figure 7.20. 
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In contrast to the Figure 7.19, in Figure 7.20 the name is in English, and is placed in a 

central position and large font. There is no occurrence of any other language in the sign. 

The duality in code preference in Figures 7.19 and 7.20 indicates a negotiation between 

English (international) language and Ukrainian (official and national) language use. 

5. The next sign (Figure 7.21) is a bilingual window poster, advertising freshly 

squeezed grapefruit juice. On the right upper corner we can see the Potato House 

restaurant logo in English; the body of the poster text is bilingual with the English word 

FRESH in a central position and Russian text below, which means “freshly squeezed 

grapefruit juice”. The poster also shows the price and the picture of a half cut citrus fruit. 

Figure 7.21. 
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The direct translation of FRESH to Russian and Ukrainian is a corresponding 

adjective. The lexeme FRESH entered Ukrainian and Russian lexicon and has become 

adapted as a noun. While conveying a concept of freshly squeezed juice, the lexeme 

transformed its original grammatical form from being an adjective in its donor language 

(English) to a noun in the host languages, Russian and Ukrainian. This is a special case of 

lexical borrowing as a semantic extension (Andrews, 1998; Weinreich, 1979) via direct 

translation and grammatical transformations. When an English/Russian bilingual is asked 

if she would like a glass of ‘fresh’, she may interpret it as an unattached modifier. But for 

local people, the word ‘fresh’ is a well-known noun, which means freshly squeezed juice. 

The lexeme FRESH entered the Ukrainian and Russian lexicon and via metonymy stands 

for an original foreign phrase. Thus, lexical borrowings and loanwords may enter the 

contemporary post-Soviet space not just as Anglicisms and direct loans (Andrews, 1998; 

Weinreich, 1979; Fishman, 1996) but as semantically and grammatically transformed 

lexical items. 

6. The next picture (Figure 7.22) is also a bilingual sign. The name of the 

restaurant is the lexical borrowing MУСТАНГ (mustang), and is in Cyrillic in the center 

of the sign. The word is bivalent in Ukrainian and Russian. The information line is 

English (BAR-GRILL, BARBEQUE). Here the location of the restaurant (next to the 

main international hotel) is important in the selection of the language of the sign, which 

informs both the locals and the foreign visitors about the restaurant. The name and the 

image of the airplane below highlight the meaning of ‘mustang’ as an American/British 

military World War II fighter. The sign conveys foreignness and ‘Americanness’.  
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Figure 7.22. 
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7. The door poster (Figure 7.23) for the restaurant MУСТАНГ (Figure 7.22).  

Figure 7.23. 
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The poster advertises new dishes from the chef in Russian. The code-mixing is 

within a discourse level, where VIP is in Roman. Although the concept of “VIP” is well-

adapted in the area, its written form in Roman in combination with the main sign conveys 

authenticity and foreign style, serving as an informational tool and an attention-getter.  

8. Another aspect of analyses of restaurants signs deals with the texts of the 

menus and informational posters with the list of offered food. These texts usually appear 

as restaurant window posters and bill-board stands. The data show that the texts of 

displayed menus with food and drinks are usually in Russian or bivalent, as is shown in 

the following picture (Figures 7.24) of a standing bill-board advertising a small 

restaurant. 

Figure 7.24. 
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The menu is in Russian in Cyrillic. The name of the restaurant is in Russian on 

the top and is framed in a cloud. The list of offered items consists of 6 lines with the 

written text and the images. Although the list is filled with a number of bivalent items, 

the overall text is in Russian. The following is an analysis of each line in the menu: 

1. R. Молочный  КОКТЕЙЛЬ (milk shake; cocktail) 
    U. Молочний   КОКТЕЙЛЬ 
 
2.  R. МОРОЖЕНОЕ (ice cream) 
     U. МОРОЗИВО 

3.  R. ПИВО на разлив (draft beer) 
     U. ПИВО на рoзлив 

 4. R. ПИЦЦА (pizza)  
     U. ПIЦА 

5.  R. ГАМБУРГЕР (hamburger) 
     U. ГАМБУРГЕР 

 6. R. ХОТ-ДОГ (hot-dog) 
     U. ХОТ-ДОГ 
 

Each line contains bivalent or near-bivalent words, which are mainly lexical 

borrowings fully nativized orthographically and phonologically in Russian and 

Ukrainian. The upper case lexemes in lines 1, 4, 5, and 6 are the lexical borrowings. In 

the case of the nouns indicating selling items (in uppercase font) in each line, the items 

are identical or almost identical in Ukrainian and Russian in their written form, except for 

line 2. Line1 has a modifier with the Russian ending ‘ый’; line 2 is a Russian lexeme 

which shares its root with Ukrainian counterpart; line 3 differs Russian and Ukrainian by 

letters ‘a’ and ‘o’ in a prefix. This example shows that in lexical borrowings, 

orthographic and grammatical forms overlap in Ukrainian and Russian.  
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Table 7.3. Distribution of languages and scripts: restaurant names. 

Script 
 
Language 

CRus CU BV  
U-Rus 

Roman BV 
U-Rus 
+ Rom 

CRus  
 Rom 

CU+ 
Rom 

Total 

Ukrainian 
 

  1     1 
7.15% 

Russian   3     3 
21.43% 

English    3    3 
21.43% 

Bivalent 
Ukr-Rus 

  2     2 
14.29%     

Bilingual 
Ukr-Engl 

        

Bilingual 
Rus-Engl 

        

Other  
languages 

   5    5 
35.72% 

 Total    6 
43.86% 

8 
57.15% 

   14 
100% 

  

Conclusion 

Restaurants use different languages with higher preference for Italian or Italian-

sounding names (35.72%). Restaurants use English and Italian or Italian-sounding 

lexemes in their original form or as lexical borrowings to convey their style, cuisine and 

interior design. This serves both informational and symbolic purposes, introducing 

foreign cultures and new linguistic concepts. Ukrainian appears in the restaurant names, 

while menus and interpersonal signs are in Russian or bivalent, reflecting that in 

everyday communication Russian is the preferred language. Code-switching is frequent 

across discourse levels mostly in the main signs. Lexical borrowings and loanwords are 

dominant, while direct translations (from English to Ukrainian or Russian) occur in rare 

cases.  
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7.4. Electronic appliances and computer stores 

 This section analyzes the signs of stores and services offering computer 

technology, mobile phones, and home appliances. Many of these products and services 

became available in Ukraine only since 1990, symbolizing the modern era of Ukrainian 

independence and modern socio-economic and technological practices. The businesses 

that offer computer appliances and cell phones now represent a significant part of 

commercial activities of the city. Their signs and advertisement posters are an integral 

part of the city’s linguistic landscape, enriched by foreign lexical items and Roman script. 

The contemporary world of globalization and modernity spreads modern lexemes 

with the items and concepts that they represent. According to Fishman (1996), the 

association with the ‘anglification’ of the visual media reflects the “econotechnical realm 

of science, industry and commerce” (p. 628). The post-Soviet Ukrainian market and 

everyday social and linguistic practices are filled with lexical borrowings and loanwords, 

which are fully adapted and ‘nativized’ by both Ukrainian and Russian, comprising a list 

of bivalent lexemes. Words like computer, cartridge, internet, printer, photo, video 

camera, play station, compact disc, audio etc. entered the spoken and written language, 

and are now visible in public spaces. The signs of ‘big’ international brands like Bocsh, 

Bravia, Canon, Kodak, Nokia, Samsung, Sony, Toshiba etc. compete  in public spaces 

with the national brands, representing the world market and rapidly growing Ukrainian 

economy and commerce, and symbolizing post-Soviet transformations and a free market 

economy. 
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1. The next group of pictures (Figures 7.25, 7.26, 7.27, 7.28) are a cluster of signs 

and multimodal advertisement posters placed on the facade and a front door of a store, 

selling computers and digital equipment (video cameras, cartridges, cell phone, printers, 

etc.). These texts exemplify how both Ukrainian and Russian are integrated on the same 

discourse level, and how English is represented by brand names in Roman with bivalent 

or near-bivalent lexical borrowings in Ukrainian and Russian.  

 

Figure 7.25. 
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The main name of the store is on the top AЛЛО ТЕХНО /allo tekhno/ (HELLO 

TECHNO) and is represented by two Ukrainian-Russian bivalent lexemes organized in a 

pun style by the rhyme and syllabic similarities (ТЕХНО is a short form of ‘technology’). 

Three posters under the main sign advertise products and services of the store. The 

uniqueness of this example lies in complex combinations of simultaneous representation 
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of sharing (through bivalent Russian-Ukrainian words and morphemes) and crossing the 

linguistic boundaries of grammatical structures of both languages. 

 

1.1. The first poster (Figure 7.26) contains five signs – the head line and four 

signs in smaller font with product names next to the pictures. Ukrainian is dominant here; 

however each part of the sign deserves special analysis. The headline is in the upper right 

in a large red font in a vertical order ЗАВЖДИ НОВИНКИ (‘Always New Things’). The 

top word ЗАВЖДИ (always) is in Ukrainian. The lower word НОВИНКИ (New Things) 

is bivalent in Ukrainian and Russian in its written form, and differs phonologically in 

Ukrainian and Russian by letter И which is /y/ in Ukrainian and /i/ in Russian.   

                                                                                                                                  

Figure 7.26. 
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Four smaller signs below next to the pictures, are the product names exemplifying 

code-switching on phrase, lexeme, grapheme and phoneme levels, so that the poster can 

reach out both to Russian and Ukrainian speakers. Although, every label-sign is bivalent 

or near-bivalent in Ukrainian and Russian with minimal differentiation between the 

languages (grapheme or phoneme level), 3 out of 4 of them are primarily in Ukrainian. 

One in the left lower corner АКСЕСУАРЫ /aksesuary/ (ACCESSORIES) is a very 

special case. This is a loanword, bivalent in Ukrainian and Russian, which amalgamates 

the stem from Ukrainian (in Russian, the second С is doubled АКСЕСCУАРЫ), and 

Russian plural ending Ы /y/. This is a case of ‘strategic language crossing’, exemplifying 

the mix of grammatical features of two genetically close languages. The words 

НОВИНКИ and АКСЕСУАРЫ give Russian emphases to the poster, which is 

illuminated by symmetrical diagonal location of the two Russian lexemes and the pointed 

arrows between them as a physical text vector (informational) and as a silent text vector 

(symbolic) (Kress & van Leeuwen). 

1.2. The advertising poster (Figure 7.27) represents code-switching, code-mixing 

and language crossing. The poster advertises electronics and digital office appliances by 

CANON, and a special sale event. In the left upper corner are two slogans in imperative 

form in Ukrainian: one on the top means ‘BUY CANON!’, and one below it GET A 

GIFT!. Ukrainian is dominant in this poster at the level of slogan and specific 

information on terms and conditions. The smaller font content lines introduce the 

electronic gifts in the picture and use the accusative case to form a continuation of the 

sentence which starts with Ukrainian ОТРИМАЙ ПОДАРУНОК! (GET A GIFT!). Here 
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the syntactic structure, imperative form, facilitates direct communication with the 

customer. 

Figure 7.27 
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English and Roman appear as brand names Canon and Kingston, in the internet 

address and in the description of the products in the content lines in red. The two content 

lines in red with English product descriptions, display code-switching between three 

languages: Ukrainian, Russian and English. Russian nouns in the accusative case are 

embedded into a Ukrainian grammatical structure on the sentence level. A closer look 

reveals that in phrases immediately adjacent to the pictures on the posters, the content 

words are bivalent or Russian nouns in the accusative case. The following are 

comparative analyses of the head nouns in the noun phrases accompanying the pictures. 

In each example the first line is in its original form as it is presented on the poster, and 

the line below presents its language counterpart:  
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1. аккумулятор (accumulator) - Russian;  

1a  акумулятор (single ‘к’) – Ukrainian; 

2. бумагу (paper) – Russian, accusative case; 

2a  papir - Ukrainian; 

3. карту (card) – Russian, accusative case;); 

3a. картку – Ukrainian.    

The Ukrainian function words ‘та’ (and) and ‘чи’ (or) overwrite content Russian words 

and assign the message as a whole to Ukrainian. This poster exemplifies a rare case of 

trilingual code-switching on the phrase level. 

 

1.3. The next poster (Figure 7.28) advertises a mobile phone SAMSUNG with 

special discounts up to 30%.  

Figure 7.28. 
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The overall text is predominantly Ukrainian. The word SAMSUNG appears in 

Roman three times on different discourse levels (on the icons of the telephones on the left 

upper corner, in the middle of the poster as a part of the body of the text, and as the logo 

of the SUMSUNG company at the lower left corner), forming the diagonal vector similar 

to the configuration in the Figure 7.26. The Roman script also appears under the 

telephones identifying their types: J150 and U600. A headline is in Ukrainian ЗБЕРЕЖИ 

vs. СБЕРЕГИ in Russian (SAVE), and follows phonological rules of consonants 

mutation in Russian language (З<> С; Ж<> Г), so that their written and spoken forms are 

near-bivalent, with the common root БЕРЕ-Ж / Г. The text of the body of the poster is in 

Ukrainian, but Russian is presented through naturalistic bivalency in the line “НА 

ТЕЛЕФОНИ 30%”, sharing with Ukrainian bivalent stem ТЕЛЕФОН (telephone), and 

differing in plural endings: И signals Ukrainian (Ы in Russian). The functional words, 

prepositions “ДА” and “НА, are bivalent in Ukrainian and Russian. Thus, although the 

overall text on the poster is in Ukrainian, it communicates to both bilingual and 

monolingual speakers of the community. The lower line with the name of the store 

AЛЛО, which represents a national and a local market, is situated symmetrically (at the 

left bottom corner) to the SAMSUNG sign, balancing the significance of both brands, 

national and global. 

 

2. Figure 7.29 is an advertisement poster with three languages on display: 

Ukrainian, Russian and English. The poster advertises the photo cameras, mobile phone 

services, MP-players, etc.  
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Figure 7.29  
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In Figure 7.29, the headline is Russian-Ukrainian near-bivalent ФОТОТОВАРИ 

(photo technology products). Russian and Ukrainian form differs in its written form by 

the plural ending И in Ukrainian (Ы in Russian). The stem ФОТОТОВАР is identical in 

Ukrainian and Russian. Foreign names in Roman are represented by vertically arranged 

list of the leading international brand names in technology industry, and the internet 

address of the national and local retail store ЮПIТЕР (‘Jupiter’): www.upiter.com.ua. 

The word ЮПIТЕР (‘Jupiter’) is a lexical borrowing adapted to Russian and Ukrainian. 

To the right of the poster under the name ЮПIТЕР, is a list in Russian plural form 

(bivalent or near-bivalent in Ukrainian) of the electronic products sold in the store. Each 
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line is represented by lexical borrowings adapted and transliterated in both Ukrainian and 

Russian with minimal differences in their written form. The poster displays trilingual 

multilayered text, where each language is used on a different discourse level. The code-

switching from language to language has a multipurpose function: it signals high prestige 

products and international affiliation of the store, it fulfills the official language policy 

requirements by using Ukrainian as a headline, and it uses Russian for product 

description. The analyses of Figures 7.26, 7.27, 7.28 and 7.29 demonstrate presence of 

bivalent or near-bivalent Ukrainian-Russian internationally adapted lexical borrowings.  

 

Conclusion 

These analyses show that overall Ukrainian is dominant in the signs of electronic 

stores. English and Roman appear here on technical levels: the company name, the logo, 

the product type and in the internet address. Ukrainian-Russian bivalent elements 

comprise a significant part of the texts; however Ukrainian or Russian specific features 

(e.g., plural endings) set the language boundaries. Code-switching and code-mixing are 

signaled by the fusion, crossing and sharing of linguistic features. The underlying device 

here is that the two languages, Ukrainian and Russian, are genetically close and 

typologically similar, especially in the modern lexical incorporation of technological 

forms.  

The public language display of this category of signs is in line with the official 

language policy by giving a preferred position to the official language (Ukrainian) and 

using it for complex textual narratives. At the lexical item and simple phrase levels, 
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sharing and crossing creates a fused public linguistic space, which in turn reaches out to 

speakers of languages of both languages, Ukrainian and Russian. The bilingual and 

trilingual texts confirm the heterogeneity of multilingual space, and reflect negotiation of 

language ideologies: the local, the national and the global. This means that the sharp 

linguistic and ideological boundaries set up by the monolingual official language policy 

are blurred by negotiated, natural and strategically constructed contact zones and through 

the continuum of bilingual repertoire of the local community. 

It is important to note that Ukrainian is more dominant in the technology stores 

signs then in signs of other retail stores and services. This seems to reflect the fact that 

the phone service and computer appliance markets are franchised, and their products are 

often imported from international manufacturers and international markets, which must 

follow the regulations of the official language policy. Some of the stores are local official 

dealers of large national and international companies. Often their signs and advertisement 

posters are produced nationally and internationally, so national and international policies 

and regulations undermine local language practices.  
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7.5. Fashion stores 

 The post-Soviet transformations in Ukraine have brought a vastly expanded 

market of goods and services. Stimulated by the open market, fashion stores have become 

one of the landmarks of the new post-Soviet economy, responding to the demands of 

growing consumerism, style and sophistication. The corresponding data set includes the 

signs and advertising posters of clothing, athletic and shoe stores, which constitute a 

significant part of the modern commercial signage of the city.    

The fashion industry involves private local, global and national businesses and 

brands. Consistently, the shop signs and advertisement posters may appear as signs 

designed and produced locally, nationally or representing internationally well-known 

brand names. The appearance of languages and scripts in the fashion signs and 

advertisement posters are conditioned by a number of factors: they are linked to the 

product, the market they represent, and are associated with ‘ethno-cultural’ and ‘social’ 

stereotypes associated with the language (Piller, 2003). The question is how languages 

are distributed in the fashion domain of LLs in the urban center, and what linguistic 

patterns and linguistic devices are circulated across the signs.  

 To analyze frequencies and distribution of languages across the signs, the same 

matrix as in other cases is used with the orthographies in columns, and languages across 

the rows. The intersection of a row and a column represents a combination of the 

languages and orthographies in the signs. The shop signs are diverse in their locations, 

producers of the signs (local vs. national, vs. international), and languages. The location 

of the establishments is important in the analysis of the signs: some establishments are 
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autonomous entities; some form the clusters of signs, with the hosting business 

surrounded by the guests, and some businesses share the signage space as equal 

neighbors. The following analyses first show the distribution of languages in a number of 

store signs, and then demonstrate the distribution of languages across categories. In a 

field of LLs, the clusters of signs raise the issue about the unit of analysis, and the 

proposed methodology based on the grounded theory, allows shifting within and across 

signs’ categories, identifying the level of analysis in relation to the research question. 

 

Table 7.4. Distribution of languages and scripts: fashion stores names. 

Script  
 
Language 

CRus CU BV  
CU-
Rus 

Roman BV 
U-Rus 
+ Rom 

CRus  
 Rom 

CU+ 
Rom 

Total 

Ukrainian 
 

 1      1 
2.13% 

Russian 7   1    8 
17.03% 

English  1  12                  13 
27.66% 

Bivalent 
Ukr-Rus 

  7     7 
14.9% 

 
Bilingual 
Ukr-Engl 

      1 1 
2.13% 

Bilingual 
Rus-Engl 

         1       1 
2.13% 

Foreign 
sounded 

 2 1 7    10 
21.28% 

Other 
languages 

   6    6 
12.77% 

Total 7   
14.9% 

        

4 
8.51% 

8 
17.03% 

26 
55.32% 

 1 
2.13% 

    1 
2.13% 

47 
100% 
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The data set contains 47 shops. As Table 7.4 shows, English is the most frequent 

language (27.66%), the next significant groups are lexical inventions (21.28%), Russian 

names (17.03%), bivalent Ukrainian-Russian names (14.9%) and other languages 

(12.77%). The Roman alphabet is used for the largest group of the signs (55.32%), 

followed by bivalent Cyrillic graphemes (17.03%). Shop signs frequently reveal language 

and script mixing on different levels of representation: this means that multilingual signs 

contain combinations of languages and scripts within and across discourses. The 

following analyses present a detailed examination of selected shop signs. Each picture 

represents an individual store with its signs, or a cluster of the signs representing the 

establishments located in the same place with their signs placed on the same front door, 

the window displays and advertisement posters. The analyses of texts involve various 

layers of representation: the name signs, logos, slogan, security signs, information about 

special sales and promotions, door signs with hours of operation, methods of payment, 

and other relevant texts. 

 

1. SENESSA (Figure 7.30, 7.31, 7.32).  

Figure 7.30. 
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The following main sign is a bilingual, biscriptual text with interdiscoursive code-

switching. The name of the establishment, SENESSA (Figure 7.30), is a Roman Italian-

style invention. The type of the store ЖЕНСКАЯ ОДЕЖДА (women’s clothing) is 

below the store name in Russian Cyrillic and in a smaller font.  

The front door signs include the security alarm sign (Figure 7.31) and the open-

close sign (Figure 7.32). The security sign is in Ukrainian and has a yellow-blue 

background, resembling the Ukrainian flag.  

Figure 7.31 
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Figure 7.32. 
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The OPEN-CLOSED sign (Figure 7.32) at the front door is a multilingual, 

multidimensional and multimodal text, where each line presents different information. 

The main message in Figure 7.32 is in Russian – OТКРЫТО (OPEN), and is in the 

center of the sign in a large green font. The top two lines promote the methods of 

payment, using an advertising style in text representation. The first line is a sequence of 

images of plastic cards: five are in English in Roman (Visa, Visa Electron, Maestro, 

MasterCard. MasterCard, Electronic) and one is in Cyrillic and bivalent Russian-

Ukrainian (Бонус ПЛЮС). Just below the cards’ line, is a text in Russian with 

information about the use of the plastic cards, with the following translation in English: 

“here you can make payments with the card and receive bonuses and discounts”. The last 

line in the sign contains information about the bank, which supposedly is affiliated with 

the store and with the plastic cards payments: first, on the left it has a bank logo with a 

Cyrillic bivalent Russian-Ukrainian name of the bank (ПриватБанк), and second, it has 

the net address in Roman “www.privatbank.ua”. The use of plastic cards in Ukraine 

displays a significant change in financial relations between the authorities (banks, stores, 

etc) and individuals. Credit card payment as a concept and a social practice came to the 

post-Soviet world after 1991. Before that, credit cards did not exist there: cash was the 

main method of payment, so money flows in the country had a different character. 

Having the images of the cards has both, informational and symbolic purposes. Overall, 

the store front (Figures 7.30, 7.31, 7.32) is presented by individual signs, with two 

alphabets (Roman and Cyrillic), and three languages (Russian, Ukrainian and English). 
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The combination of these signs provides a multilingual multilayered text as a whole, 

while each individual sign represents a complex multilayered text. 

 

2. ETAM (Figures 7.33, 7.34, 7.35, 7.36). 

Figure 7.33. 
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ETAM is a French lingerie brand and one of the internationally know lingerie 

retailers. Figure 7.33 presents the name in Roman and in cursive. The functional line 

below the store name identifies the store type LINGERIE in print and in a smaller font.  

Figure 7.34 displays a window poster advertising the ETAM store sale in English.  

Figure 7.34 
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Similar to the shop SENESSA (Figures 7.30, 7.31, 7.32), the ETAM front door 

sign (Figure 7.35) is a multilingual, multilayered text with Ukrainian, Russian and 

English in contact, where the text in the middle is in Ukrainian and informs about the 

store alarm; below in red and white is the ‘open’ sign in Russian ОТКРЫТО; on the right 

side are credit card icons.  

 

 Figure 7.35. 
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 Figure 7.36 represents the window display of ETAM store with the collage of 

boxes with the texts written in different languages and scripts: Russian, German, Italian, 

French, Japanese, etc., signaling ‘foreignness’ and international affiliation. 
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Figure 7.36. 
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3. VULDI   ВАЛДI Figures 7.37 and 7.38 are the pictures of the same cluster of 

the businesses situated in one location and sharing the front door. The pictures were taken 

from different perspectives to demonstrate varieties of signs which accommodate 

multiple businesses in the same place. The hosting business is the clothing store VULDI 

ВАЛДI, a bilingual sign, which represents an international fashion designer, and is 

placed on the front door above the other signs. The name is in Roman and its 

transliteration is in Ukrainian.  
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Figure 7.37. 
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As Figures 7.37 and 7.38 show, the main sign appears 5 times as an alternation of 

Roman VALDI and Ukrainian ВАЛДI. The Roman name appears 3 times in the initial 

position, in the center, and in the final position, alternating with the Ukrainian sign. The 

name VALDI in Roman also appears below the main signs as a part of another business, 

the currency exchange. Thus, although the name appears in both languages, the Roman 

one is dominant.   

In Figure 7.37, the function is in Russian, ЖЕНСКАЯ ОДЕЖДА (women’s 

clothing), and is situated on the left side under the main sign, with the code preference 

top-down (women’s clothing). The window display is arranged as an advertisement of 
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bridal dresses with the manikins, surrounded by different texts. Above the manikins the 

text is in Russian РАСПРОДАЖА СВАДЕБНЫХ ПЛАТЬЕВ (‘wedding dresses sale’). 

The trilingual text on the bottom of the window contains the words which belong to the 

wedding discourse in Ukrainian, English and Russian: 

      BЕСIЛЛЯ (wedding) – Ukrainian,  

      LOVE - English;  

      ПЬЯНЫЕ ГОСТИ (drunk guests) – Russian; 

      МОЛОДОЖЕНЫ (new weds) - Russian. 

Behind the bridal dresses, is a Slavic decoration with the traditional Slavic greeting: 

“ХЛЕБ - СОЛЬ” (bread – salt), which is common to both cultures, Ukrainian and 

Russian. The text is in Russian, and both words are near-bivalent in Russian and 

Ukrainian (ХЛIБ – СIЛЬ – in Ukrainian), differing by the vowels in bold. 

In Figure 7.37, the next sign from left to right is a bilingual poster with the brand 

name PINKO in Roman, with the slogan in Russian ОДЕВАЙТЕСЬ С РАДОСТЬЮ 

(‘Dress with joy’). The PINKO sign also has a text in the right side of it which resembles 

graffiti in Roman and in Russian. Next to the PINKO sign is a small standing bill-board, 

which advertises book rentals and is in Russian. The door signs have the hours of 

operation and the security alarm sign in Ukrainian. The ‘open’ sign is in Russian 

OТКРЫТО. On the top of the door, right under the main VALDI sign, is the sign of the 

currency exchange office in Russian OБМЕН ВАЛЮТЫ, which is near-bivalent in 

Ukrainian and Russian. The phrase has entered the post-Soviet market through the 

Russian language and it usually appears in Russian. 
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Figure 7.38 
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Figure 7.38 depicts the same store VALDI from a different angle. The sign 

illustrates the alternation of the Roman and Ukrainian name of the main sign described 

above. The picture also shows three currency exchange posters OБМЕН ВАЛЮТЫ in 

Russian. The first one is to the right of the main door with the Roman name VALDI - 

which we have seen before - on the top of it; the second one is on the wall to right of the 

front door; and the third one is a standing bill-board in front of the store next to the stairs. 

 The window on the right side of the picture (Figure 7.38) has several texts on 

display. The sign below the window on the wall is in Russian in a large font, providing 

information about maternity clothing. The texts in the window display are in Russian: one 

to the left diagonally arranged also advertises maternity clothing in Russian; another one 
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at the right corner is a book rentals poster bivalent in Ukrainian and Russian. The sign in 

a small font behind the male manikins advertises men’s clothing and is in English and in 

Roman. 

The store VULDI is ‘hosting’ other business signs as a part of the same space. 

This cluster of signs, similar to other clusters, presents a group of signs as a collage, 

which is a part of a larger picture of signs.  

 

4. ‘ECCO’ (Figures 7.39, 7.40). The main store sign (Figures 7.39) is in Roman, 

and represents an international brand name of a ‘global leader’ in innovative comfort 

footwear (www.ecco.com).  

Figure 7.39. 
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Figure 7.40 shows two window posters announcing the SALE event in the ECCO 

store: one is in Ukrainian (on the left) and another one in bilingual English-Ukrainian.  

The store ‘ECCO’ represents the international corporation and its advertising poster is 

displayed as a window poster (Figure 7.40 on the left) and is in compliance with the 

official governmental regulations. Although the posters deliver the same main message 

about the sale event, the overall organization of the texts and of their elements suggests 

that the posters were produced in a different manner. The first (on the left) was locally 
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produced with the text in Ukrainian РОЗПРОДАЖ (SALE), which is near bivalent in 

Russian РACПРОДАЖA, sharing the same root ПРОДАЖ, and also sharing some 

features of the prefix. The second one with the English text SALE suggests that this is a 

nationally or internationally produced poster for the Ukrainian market specifically. The 

text on the top of the poster in a small font is in Ukrainian, and the ‘ecco’ trademark is 

presented at the very bottom of the poster. Here, bilingual signage on the frontage of the 

store appears as a parallel construction, on the same discourse level as a translation of the 

same text, but through different kinds of textual representation representing the local and 

the national and international.    

 

Figure 7.40. 
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The VALDI – ECCO stores are the neighbors, located in the same building, and 

their signs are placed on the frontage. VALDI is a host for other businesses. This 

symbiosis of signs and businesses demonstrate diversity and variability in composing the 

local LLs. The location of the actual stores, the placement of the signs, the configuration 

of the textual representations, the language choice, linguistic structural properties and the 

advertisement production variability reveals complexities and multidimensionality of 

LLs. The neighboring establishments can represent signs belonging to the autonomous 

stores signs (like ‘ecco’), or the cluster of the signs. Although the signs of both stores, 

VALDI and ECCO represent hybrid linguistic constructions with different languages on 

display, in both cases code-mixing appears within and between discourses, and on the 

lexical and phrase level. 

5. 5. Figure 7.41 and Figure 7.42 display the front side of two different stores with 

the name TEXAS. In Figure 7.41, the store name is English, TEXAS. The informational 

line is also in English, JEANS. A large red sign on the window is a combination of a 

bivalent Russian-Ukrainian КРЕДИТ (‘credit’), and the lower line is in Russian ‘за 20 

минут’. The whole phrase means ‘CREDIT in 20 minutes’. The door has various signs, 

including a security sign in Ukrainian on the top, the icons of the credit cards right under 

the security sign (one in Cyrillic and four in Roman). In the middle of the left side of the 

door are the hours of operations with the text in a larger font stating that the store is 

opened every day БЕЗ ВЫХОДНЫХ, which is near-bivalent in Russian and Ukrainian 

БЕЗ ВИХIДНИХ, and literally means in English ‘without the days off’. The ‘open’ sign 

is the last one on the lower level and is in Russian ОТКРЫТО.  
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Figure 7.41 
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Figure 7.42 
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Figure 7.42 presents the front door signs of a different store. The signs in Figures 

7.41 and 7.42 are almost identical, but arranged in a slightly different order. The key 

point here is that in Figure 7.42 the store name is a bivalent Russian-Ukrainian phrase 

‘TEXAC плюс’ (‘Texas plus’). As two pictures show,  the overlapping properties of 

Cyrillic and Roman alphabet provide almost identical written form of the words TEXAS 

and TEXAC, with the difference in the last grapheme S - Roman and C – Cyrillic, 

representing the same sound /s/, so that the written form in all three languages is almost 

identical.  

 

6. Figure 7.43 shows the name of the store, which is a Russian word transliterated 

to Roman: PROSTOR (in English ‘space’, ‘scope’, ‘expanse’), where the letters in the 

sign name PROSTOR are arranged symmetrically with the accent on the centrally located 

and enlarged letter ‘S’. The Russian and Ukrainian lexemes here differ by one letter (in 

bold). The name would be in Russian in Cyrillic ПРОСТОР /prostor/, and in Ukrainian 

ПРОСТIР /prostir/. 

Figure 7.43 
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The main sign is organized in an advertising manner, using the slogan as a functional 

line, which is below the name. The slogan is in Ukrainian (in English: ‘the expanse of 

your fantasy’), and is near-bivalent with its Russian counterpart. The name of the store 

appears the second time as a head noun in the Ukrainian slogan ПРОСТIР in the line 

below the store name and in a smaller font.  

The sign uses yellow and blue colors, which are the colors of the Ukrainian flag, 

signaling the loyalty to the state. This sign exemplifies negotiation between local, 

national and global ideologies, by displaying Russian language masked by the Roman 

script, while articulating the national allegiances through using the particular colors, 

yellow and blue. 

 

9. Figure 7.44 is the front side of a local private store, selling clothing and shoes. 

The main name sign CAHD resembles a Cyrillic transliteration of the English word 

SAND and is bivalent in Ukrainian and Russian. Because of the overlapping elements in 

Roman and Cyrillic scripts, phonetically the sign is readable in all three languages. The 

Italic font and artistic near-cursive shape of the letters create fashionable prestigious 

image, appealing to local and international cultures. The vertical signage on both sides of 

the door is in Russian: ОДЕЖДА (‘clothing) and ОБУВЬ (‘shoes’). An artistically 

created combination of the letters A and B under the store name may represent a 

company logo or is an attention-getter. Both graphemes (A and B) belong to Roman and 

Cyrillic, and are bivalent in Ukrainian and Russian. Other phenomena here are the door 

signs: the outside door has an ‘open’ sign on the green placard in Russian – ОТКРЫТО, 
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and the inside sign ‘pull’ on the red placard is in Ukrainian – ДО СЕБЕ, which would be 

in Russian ‘K СЕБЕ’. The Ukrainian and Russian prepositions ДО and K set the 

language boundaries. In this case, bivalent elements represent the store internationally; 

the texts on the door sides tend toward Russian language dominance, while the immediate 

door signs reveal negotiating ideological discourse. The artistic logo AB below the store 

name consists of bivalent Cyrillic-Roman graphemes and possibly represents the initials. 

 

Figure 7.44 
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10. Figure 7.45 exemplifies a store with bilingual and biscriptual signage, where 

English is a preferred language, and Roman is a preferred script. The main sign is 

represented the name in Roman MIRATON, and the nature of the store FASHION 

MARKET in English and Roman. The informational line is in Ukrainian ВЗУТТЯ & 

АКСЕСУАРИ (‘shoes & accessories’), which uses the international technical sign ‘&’ as 

a conjunction. The lexical borrowing АКСЕСУАРИ is near-bivalent in Ukrainian and in 

Russian – АКСЕCСУАРЫ, with the minimal differences (in bold) in its written form 

between the two languages. The final sale text in the window is in English. The 

advertisement poster on the right side of the window is an Italian-sounding lexical 

invention in Roman ‘Imperio’, which associates with the name of the world famous 

fashion brand EMPORIO.    

Figure 7.45 
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11. Figure 7.46 is a sign of the women’s clothing store. 

Figure 7.46. 
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 The Italian lexeme PIENA represents the store name in Roman script. The name 

is accompanied by English Roman (on the sides) and Russian Cyrillic (below) texts in a 

smaller font. English text is a noun phrase ‘women’s shop’, which is not a direct 

translation of the Russian word ОДЕЖДА (‘clothing), but rather it connotes the same 

meaning. The store sign communicates international affiliation, prestige and high fashion. 

Here the code-switching is within and across discourse levels, and the script switching is 

within discourse level in the function line. Italian and Italian-sounding names of the 

clothing stores frequently appear in LLs of the city (BIAGGI, PIENA, SENESSA, 

STILISSIMA, etc.) in representing European fashion and affiliation with international 

market, and fulfilling symbolic and informational function of language and script.  

 

12. Figure 7.47 and Figure 7.48 represent the signs belonging to the same 

women’s clothing store. Figure 7.47 shows the name sign of the store ‘KOTON’ /koton/. 
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The structure of the sign reveals multimodal features, the interplay between grammatical, 

orthographic and semiotic devices. 

 

Figure 7.47 
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The word ‘KOTOH’ /koton/ is a loanword ‘COTTON’, a cognate, fully adapted 

to both Russian and Ukrainian, and is bivalent in its written and spoken forms. The letter 

N marks the word as a foreign. The grapheme ‘O’ here is presented by the shape of the 

cotton flowers that makes the interplay of the symmetry, ambiguity and abstract 

representation even more unique. Here, code-mixing is within discourse level and 

involves linguistic and semiotic devices serving as attention-getters.   

       The window and door signs with the information about a seasonal sale, the hours 

of operation and the clothing prices are in Russian. The official security sign is in 

Ukrainian: however, there are also two individually made and symmetrically presented 

security signs in Russian. These signs are not a direct translation of the official security 

company sign ‘the establishment is secured’, but they address the related warning 

message ‘videotaping is in this place’. In my observation, this is the only place with 

security signs in two languages. My explanation is that the official Ukrainian sign 
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protects from the breakages from the outside of the store, while the Russian sign reaches 

directly individual customers. 

 Figure 7.48 is an example of negotiation of local and national language 

ideologies, facilitated through the language use in the door signs. The picture captures 

two door signs, one in Ukrainian and on in Russian. A smaller sign in yellow and blue is 

an official security alert sign in Ukrainian. A locally produced sign below is in Russian 

and tells about the video surveillance. The Russian sign is not a direct translation of the 

official security company sign, but they both convey related message.  

 

Figure 7.48. 
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The official security sign fulfills the official language requirements, while the 

domestically made Russian sign reaches individual customers directly. The local and 
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national ideologies revealed in the signs, are negotiated through the languages as a 

medium of communication. Thus, the officially produced sign serves both informational 

and symbolic functions, by representing a security company affiliated with the 

governmental institution. 

Conclusion 

 The fashion stores signs differ from other establishment types by a much greater 

mix of languages including Italian, French as well as English. Bivalent Russian –

Ukrainian texts and Russian are also more prominent than in other establishments. 

Ukrainian is used in nationally and internationally made advertisement posters, in 

international brand name retail stores, and in security signs. The signs are highly 

heterogeneous, employing grammatical and orthographic features, italic font, and even 

iconic symbols that stand for letters. These differences in language use may reflect the 

intention to convey international fashion and prestige, compliance with the official 

language policy, while communicating in Russian directly to the customers.  

 The analyses show that the Ukrainian market is widely represented by foreign 

names. This is a strong indicator of the socio-economic and socio-cultural 

transformations, globalization and spread of the lexical items along with the commodities 

that they represent. This also confirms that the world market spreads the language that 

represents the international fashion, consumer and retail culture. Here language (the 

brand names, trade marks, sale events) serves not only as a symbol of the connectedness 

to the international market but as a commodity itself. So, the texts in the signs of the 

establishments index the global, national and local ideologies. The private stores use 
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Russian and Ukrainian and rely on bivalent words. The stores use Roman alphabet and 

foreign (mainly English, Italian) names for their main signs. Russian and Ukrainian in 

Cyrillic are used for information about the stores’ operation. 

 

The following are examples of the store names: 

Loanwords in Cyrillic: 
 
APT  
ВЕРСАЛЬ  
TEXAC   
АНТЕЛА  
 
Loanwords and lexical borrowings in English and Roman: 
 
FORTUNA 
ART  
MONTEROSA 
GEJZER 
JEANS 
TEXAS (with jeans)  
 
Transliteration from Russian to Roman: 
 
PROSTOR 
 
Brand names and foreign-sounded fashion names in English and Roman: 
 
ALKIS EXCLUSIVE -Textile, being one of the sustained brands in the World of 
Fashion, presents its qualified and elegant ladies' wear collections for more than 30 years 
http://www.alkisfashion.com/english.html 
 
ATLANTIC GOLDEN LADY- Golden Lady® is a registered trademark used for and 
owned by Golden Lady S.P.A http://textiles.zibb.com/trademark/golden+lady/29372725 
 
BIAGGI - Italian Fashion Designer name 
 
CELIO – international man’s clothing retailer, France 
 
CLARS PAOLA – Fashion designer companies  
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ETAM - lingerie and fashion brand  
 
DSQUARED - designer fashion brand 
 
D&C (DOLCE & CABBANA) – fashion brand 
 
GALLIANO – fashion designer 
 
GANG - fashion name 
 
GEOX RESTPIRA ITALY - shoes collection 
 
GLANCE - fashion accessories designer’s lines 
 
GOUACHE MANGO - fashion collection brand  
 
HUGO - brand name, fashion line 
 
JEAN’S PAUL GALLIANO – fashion designer  
 
KARCHER - retailer name 
 
MANIA - fashion 
 
MIRATON - represents both fashion market and software lines 
 
PINKO – fashion designer line 
 
PIENA - a common word name for fashion, restaurants and entertainment (e.g., LUNA-
PIENA, PIZZA-PIENA, RESTORANT PIENA) 
 
R.E.D. VALENTINO – fashion designer line. Valentino includes the following brands: 
VALENTINO, VALENTINO GARAVANI, VALENTINO ROMA, R.E.D. 
VALENTINO. It operates in the upper end of the fashion and luxury market, offering 
exclusive products in the couture, ready-to-wear, designer, diffusion and bridge 
segments. http://www.valentinofashiongroup.com/ 
 
SINEQUANONE - women’s fashion brand name, Italy 
 
STILISSIMA - European beauty, fashion and closing store  
 
VALDI - fashion designer name 
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CHAPER 8: CONCLUSIONS  

“The city is a place of language contact… and the signs in public space are the 

most visible reminder of this” (Backhous, 2007, p. 145). The signs in urban eastern 

Ukraine reflect the global spread of English and the Roman alphabet, while negotiating 

conflicting national and local ideologies in relation to Ukrainian and Russian. Thus, use 

of public linguistic space is negotiated between three languages, Ukrainian, Russian and 

English, where each language or combination of languages addresses a particular 

ideology. The territorial division of languages in Ukraine brings out an additional level of 

consideration: the high concentration of the Russian speakers in the east and the urban 

centers of the country. Thus, the orientations in language planning and language policy in 

Ukraine are represented by opposite competing perspectives – national versus regional 

and monolingual versus bilingual. The nationalistic view is: to impose language 

regulations which elevate the status and promote the use of the Ukrainian language 

through de-Russification, by replacing Russian across all public domains of language use.  

This work brings to attention and contributes several new conceptual and 

theoretical perspectives to the analyses of LLs. First, it demonstrates that LL is a 

multimodal, multilayered and multidimensional phenomenon and should be studied from 

a multidisciplinary perspective. Second, the proposed methodology analyzes LLs from an 

integrative research perspective, which combines Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) and 

grounded theory. Third, the analytic method considers LLs as texts analyzed on multiple 

discourse levels. Fourth, this work introduces the concept of continua of bivalency as a 

multilevel phenomenon. Fifth, this research is focused on a comprehensive analysis of 
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LLs in an urban center in eastern Ukraine, primarily a Russophone area, where the 

English language and Roman script also serve as ‘linguistic mediators’ in negotiating 

contested ideological and linguistic spaces. 

In this work, the analyses of LLs were approached from multiple perspectives, 

revealing the multilayered and multidimensional nature of the phenomena. The 

distribution of languages and scripts was examined across and within discourse levels 

with consideration of major categories and subcategories of information presented in the 

signs. According to Landry and Bourhis (1997), “the linguistic landscape may act as the 

most observable and immediate index of the relative power and status of the linguistic 

communities inhabiting a given territory” (p. 29). In this respect, the presented analyses 

of the multilingual texts in LLs in an urban center of eastern Ukraine unpack the complex 

relations of power, ideologies and language use involving the three languages, Ukrainian, 

Russian and English. The complexity of the structures of LLs is defined by local, national 

and global ideologies embedded in the production, distribution, and placement of signs. 

The official language regulations in Ukraine promote Ukrainization, where areas with 

dominance of the Russian-speaking population use Russian as their preferred and 

legitimate language. Ukrainian-Russian linguistic and ideological conflict is negotiated in 

LLs in the sense that both languages can be presented in the signs and distributed across 

various categories of signs.   

In Chapter 1, the research questions were introduces:  

1. To what extent is the official language policy reflected in LLs?  

   There were three subquestions:  
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i). Does the imposed language policy and regulations result in the 

dominance of Ukrainian language in LLs? 

ii). Is the Russian language dominant due to following factors: the habitual 

use and the historical presence of Russian in the city; the possible 

resistance against official regulations; the economic pressure to appeal to 

the local population needs? 

iii). Are there strategic uses of linguistic devices which allow application 

of the official language policy and accommodation to the social and 

linguistic practices of the local population? 

2.  How do languages and scripts represented in LLs negotiate between the 

official language policy and local language practices on different discourse 

levels? 

3.  What linguistic devices do LLs employ to communicate with the public? 

4.  How are other languages (English, Italian, etc.) represented in LLs? 

 

The LLs analyses demonstrate that the construction of Ukrainian LLs is a result of 

intersecting linguistic, social and ideological processes, which intertwine into a hybrid 

and heterogeneous multilingual spaces. The language policy regulations in a context of 

globalization and international market expansion have resulted in language ‘shift-in-

progress’ outlined by Pavlenko (2009) and discussed in the preceding chapters. However, 

as analyses of LLs on different discourse level have indicated, the language shift in 
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public spaces is facilitated by and has resulted in several intersecting processes: 

globalization, Ukrainization, de-Russification, and diversification of social linguistic 

practices with Ukrainian, Russian, English and other foreign languages (e.g., Italian, 

French, etc.) on display. Ukrainian and Russian negotiate their spaces with consideration 

of their linguistic properties, across the categories of establishments (e.g., banks, stores, 

etc.), and within and across discourse levels. 

First, Ukrainian and Russian are genetically and structurally close languages with 

many overlapping properties, so that the prevalence of bivalent lexemes and morphemes 

used in the signs makes those texts consistent with either language. The continuum of 

bivalency proposed here for such genetically close languages, allows using the linguistic 

forms (even on the phrase level) of either language effectively: the partially divergent 

elements do not impede general understanding of the texts in the signs in Russophones, 

while enabling compliance with the official Ukrainian language policy. 

Second, the bivalency can be employed strategically, mobilizing identical or 

almost identical elements which belong to both languages simultaneously. This bivalency 

continuum allows an ‘indeterminacy’ of the languages or acknowledgment of the 

counterpart language: in the former case the language boundaries are blurred while in the 

latter the language boundaries are evident. In many texts, the elements that signal 

language boundaries may involve a single grapheme (e.g., the interplay between Ы, И 

and I). Thus, many signs technically follow the official language requirement, choosing 

words that appear with Ukrainian spelling that coincides with Russian words with similar 
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meaning; in addition, some signs use spelling that is uniquely Ukrainian, but is 

nonetheless interpretable by Russophones (near or partially bivalent). 

 Third, the signs intensively use English and foreign-sounding words and Roman 

alphabet (Figures 8.1, 8.2, 8.3, 8.4), which appear more frequently than bivalent 

Ukrainian-Russian, and Russian and Ukrainian. Figure 8.1 and Figure 8.2 illustrate the 

distribution of languages and scripts in the name signs across all categories of the 

establishments. The foreign names (brand names, trade marks) and spellings convey 

modernity, prestige and affiliation with global market. This primarily involves English 

for all of the categories of establishments, but also French and Italian in restaurants and 

fashion stores. In addition, in the Ukrainian context with ongoing contested language 

ideologies, English and foreign-sounding words and the Roman alphabet serve as new 

sociolinguistic mediators between Ukrainian and Russian. Lexical borrowings, 

transliterations, and hybrid forms on various levels of representation provide a linguistic 

and ideological ‘shield’, avoiding the direct opposition between Ukrainian and Russian. 

English-Ukrainian and English-Russian hybrid forms signal renegotiation of the 

linguistic spaces though creating a novel ‘contact zone’ with the ‘mediator’ language. 

The urban case in eastern Ukraine is an example of how English as a language of 

globalization and the Roman script plays a role of the ‘global mediator’ in contested 

‘non-English-speaking’ societies by smoothing over the local and national linguistic 

conflicts.  
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Figure 8.1. Distribution of languages across the total number of the names. 

 

 

 

Figure 8.2. Distribution of languages across the total number of the names. 
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Figure 8.3. Distribution of languages in the name signs by establishments 

 

 

Figure 8.4. Distribution of scripts in the name signs by establishments 
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Another aspect of the LLs analyses involves the distribution of languages across 

the categories of signs and across discourses within the given sign. The patterns of the 

distribution of languages in the signs are linked to the categories of the signs: banks signs 

comply with the official language policy the most, while private businesses (fashion 

stores, restaurants, entertainment, etc.) exhibit more variation in each type of business in 

creating their signs. The struggle over linguistic space reflects how strongly it is regulated 

by the institutions of power via national and international regulations. Thus, in banks the 

signs and advertising posters are largely in Ukrainian because of the tight state control 

over the banking industry and the international affiliations with foreign banks. At the 

other extreme, signs for local restaurants and shops emphasize Russian. Signs for national 

or international companies mix Russian and Ukrainian more equally – Russian to 

communicate with the customers, Ukrainian as a consequence of national advertising 

campaigns and involvement with government import/export regulations.  

Figure 8.3 and Figure 8.4 show distribution of languages and scripts used in the 

name signs by categories of establishments. As it was discussed above, banks use 

Ukrainian and English the most in their names. In the gambling and entertainment 

industry English is a preferred language. In the restaurants’ names, other languages 

European languages dominate, while English and Russian are equally used. Fashion 

stores names also prefer other European languages, followed by English. Thus, the 

overall data demonstrate correlations between the appearances of the particular languages 

(Ukrainian, Russian, Bivalent Ukrainian-Russian, English and other languages), scripts 
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(Cyrillic Russian, Cyrillic Ukrainian, Bivalent Russian/Ukrainian and Roman) and the 

category of the establishments (banks, entertainment, restaurants, fashion) in their names. 

 

Figure 8.5. 

 

© Copyright 2009 Olga Bever. All Rights Reserved. 
 

The general door signs also display a mosaic of languages, and in combination 

with the larger signs, the overall heterogeneity and hybridity is evident. As Figure 8.5 

shows, the door sign ЛАСКАВО ПРОСИМО! (Welcome! Open) is in Ukrainian, while 

the text behind in a larger font КОМПЬЮТЕРЫ; САМЫЕ НИЗКИЕ ЦЕНЫ 

(‘Computers; the lowest prices’) is in Russian, and is near bivalent with its Ukrainian 
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counterpart. However, even in this example the door sign can be understood by Russian 

speakers: 

Ukrainian:  ЛАСКАВО ПРОСИМО! 

Russian:     ЛАСКOВО ПРОСИМ! 

Thus, the processes of the intention in a language choice on the addresser end and 

interpretation at the addressee may overcome the language boundaries due to genetic 

closeness of Ukrainian and Russian.  

The conclusion is that LLs show that the official language policy is having some 

effect, even in Russophone urban centers. But at the same time, LLs demonstrate that the 

signs use a number of devices which facilitate communication to the local monolingual 

and bilingual population, while technically following the official language requirements.  

The struggle over recognizing Ukraine as an officially bilingual state is evidently 

expressed in the hybrid texts in LLs. The multilingual multimodal texts reveal conflicts 

and negotiation of linguistic spaces around language policy and language practices. The 

Ukrainian state represents a unique case of multilayered ideologies and discourses 

involving nationalism, multilingualism, globalization and local language preferences. All 

languages and scripts in LLs appear in a context of post-Soviet social transformations and 

competing discourses and ideologies. Thus, LLs may be unofficially showing the way for 

Ukraine to propel its future as a modern state with an official bilingualism at the state 

level where both languages, Ukrainian and Russian, are recognized as the official 

languages. As shown in Figure 8.6, three languages, Ukrainian, Russian and English, 
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share the same space, symbolizing social transformations and new economy, and 

capitalizing on multilingual social practices and multiple linguistic and cultural resources.  

  

Figure 8.6. 

  

© Copyright 2009 Olga Bever. All Rights Reserved. 
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APPENDIX A: LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS 

 

C     Cyrillic 

E or Engl   English 

R or Rus     Russian 

Rom     Roman 

U or Ukr    Ukrainian 

 

BV    Bivalent 

BV U-Rus    Bivalent Ukrainian-Russian (or Russian-Ukrainian) 

BV U-Rus+Rom   Bivalent Ukrainian-Russian + Roman 

u/r                                Ukrainian-Russian 

CRus     Cyrillic Russian 

CRus+Rom     Cyrillic Russian + Roman 

CU   Cyrillic Ukrainian 

CU+Rom     Cyrillic Ukrainian + Roman 

 

L      Lexeme 

CM    Content morpheme 

P    Phonetic 

SM    Syntactic morpheme 
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APPENDIX B: MAP OF UKRAINE 

 

 

 

http://geography.about.com/library/cia/ncukraine.htm 
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APPENDIX C: BIVALENT AND NEAR-BIVALENT LEXEMES FROM DATA 

  (presented in lower case)                        
                                           
Russian                                       Ukrainian                               English  
 
азарт            азарт                                  excitement, gambling 
аксессуар           аксесуар                 accessory 
аптека                            аптека                             pharmacy  
банк                                  банк                                 bank 
банкомат                      банкoмат                         ATM machine 
бар                                       бар     bar 
бонус                                   бонус                               bonus 
бутик                              бутик                               boutique 
версия                             версiя                              version 
валюта                             валюта                             foreign currency 
газета                             газета                newspaper 
гамбургер                            гамбургер                       hamburger 
день                                     день                                 day 
документ           документ                         document 
депозит                         депозит                           deposit 
кафе                                 кафе                                 cafeteria 
клуб                                     клуб                                 club 
книга                                   книга                                book 
казино                                 казино                             casino 
коктейль                             коктейль                          cocktail 
компьютер                         компьютер                       computer 
кондиционер                      кондицiонер                   (air)conditioner 
контакт                               контакт                            contact 
контракт                             контракт                          contract 
кредит                                 кредит                             credit 
кредитка                             кредитка                          credit card 
лидер                                  лiдер                                 leader 
магазин                              магазин                            store 
мастер                                майстер                            master 
меню                      меню                                menu 
мороженое                         морозиво                         ice cream 
новинка                              новинка                           something new 
ноутбук                              ноутбук                            notebook 
обмен                                 обмiн                                exchange 
основа                                основа                              basis 
пиво                                   пиво                                  beer 
пицца                                 пiца                                   pizza 
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Russian           Ukrainian                         English 
 
планета                               планета                            planet 
плюс                                    плюс                                plus 
покупка                               покупка                           purchase 
приз                                     приз                                 prize 
рекомендация                     рекомендацiя                  recommendation 
ресторан                              ресторан                          restaurant 
салон                                   свобода                            freedom 
спорт                                   спорт                               sport 
стиль                                   стиль                                style 
супермаркет                       супермаркет                    supermarket 
тариф                                  тариф                                tariff 
телеграф                             телеграф                           telegraph 
телефон                              телефон                            telephone 
телескоп                             телескоп                           telescope 
техника                               технiка                             technique 
товар                                   товар                                merchandise, goods 
финансы                             фiнанси                            finance 
фокус                                  фокус                               focus 
формула                             формула                           formula 
фото                                    фото                                 photo 
фотокамера                        фотокамера                      photo camera 
чемпион                              чемпiон                           champion 
электроника                       eлектронiка                     electronics 
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